Optical disc system
Image sensing algorithms
Recharging lithium cells
Coprocessor interfacing
Serial eprom programmer
Noise figure vs noise factor
High res graphics chip
Kelvin's dictum
This is just a sample of our huge inventory – contact us with your requirements.

**Oscilloscopes**

**Hewlett Packard**
- 180 TR 100MHz Scope Mainframe (£950)
- PM3236 100MHz Storage Scope £3950
- PM3305P 35MHz Digital Storage, 1 only £1925
- PM3540 Logic Anal/Scope £950

**Tektronix**
- 465B/DM44 100MHz Scope/DMM £1195
- 465B 100MHz Scope £1450
- 475A/DM44 200MHz Scope/DMM £2500
- 845 350MHz Scope £3950
- 608 Monitor £1250
- 5223 Scope M/F (£3600)
- 7104 1GHz Scope M/F £16000
- 7603 1000MHz M/F £1750
- 7704A 200MHz Mainframe £2850
- 7834 Fast Storage Scope M/F £7500
- R7603 100 MHz Rack MINT M/F £1750

**Marconi**
- 8553B RF Section, 85528IF Section £4500
- 4193A Impedance Analyser £3000
- 3582A Spectrum Analyser £995

**Analysers**

**Hewlett Packard**
- 141T Display Mainframe £2000
- 3582A Spectrum Analyser £7500
- 4193A Impedance Analysers £5250

**Marconi**
- TF2300A Mod Meter £495
- TF2370 110MHz Spectrum Analyser £7250
- TF2371 200MHz Spectrum Analyser £6500

**Tektronix**
- 71L4 Spectrum Analyser P.In £9250
- 308 Data Analyser £600

**Signal Sources**

**Hewlett Packard**
- 4204A Digital Oscillator £200
- 8612B Pulse Generator £750
- 8011 A-001 Pulse Generator £400
- 8601 A Sweep Generator £1000
- 8640B/001/002 Signal Generator 1024MHz £4250
- 8626A Sweep Gen. Plug-in 12.4-18GHz £1500

**Marconi**
- 2015-1 AM/FM Signal Generator £675
- TF2002B AM/FM Signal Generator £500

**Philips**
- PM55191 TV Pattern Generator £595
- 184MHz Sweep Generator £425
- 10801 GHz Sweeper £1500

**Tektronix**
- 483B-002 Digital High Capacitance Meter £750
- 436A Power Meter £1050
- 467A Amplifier £600
- 3403C True RMS Voltmeter £1850
- 3406A Sampling Voltmeter £1250
- 3465A 4½ Digit D.M.M. £100
- 9300B + 9305B 1300 MHz Counter £495
- TF2905/8 TV Pulse Generator £750
- TF2915 Data Monitor £225
- TF2702 Inductor £950
- TF 2905/8 TV Pulse Generator £750
- TF2915 Data Monitor £1200
- TF2950/5 Mobile Radio T.S. £1350

**Fluke**
- TF1246 Oscillator £500
- TF1313A LCR Bridge 0.1% £750
- TF2173 Synchroniser for 2016 £450
- TF2300A Modulation Meter £795
- TF2603 RF Millivoltmeter £495
- TF2604 Voltmeter £425

**Philips**
- PM5580IF Modulator £3000
- PM5581 RF Converter £1000

**Tektronix**
- 520A Vectorscope (NTSC) £3750
- 521 A PAL Vectorscope £4500
- 520A-002 A3/A4 £950
- 520A Vectorscope (NTSC) £3750
- 521 A PAL Vectorscope £4500
- 520A-002 A3/A4 £950
- 520A Vectorscope (NTSC) £3750
- 521 A PAL Vectorscope £4500

**Send Now For Our Latest Brochure**

Electronic Brokers
140-146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PB
Fax: 01-2677363. Telex: 298694. Tel: 01-2677070

All prices are exclusive of VAT and correct at time of going to press. Carriage and packing charges extra. A copy of our trading conditions is available on request.
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**8051 Project....?**

Programming on our cards using high level language options is so simple it’s like cheating!

The Cavendish Automation 7030/1 CPU versions support the Intel BASIC-52 package. This unique implementation allows direct manipulation of SFRs, internal data RAM, including bit addressing, together with full floating point. Many tasks which would normally require an assembler can now be written interactively using this fast tokenized interpreter.

Of course, some time-critical routines may require an assembler. Needed routines can be called from BASIC with interrupts being handled at either level, and what’s more, an entire function library of over sixty routines may be called from BASIC by the assembler, enabling simple negotiation of floating point, trig functions, multiple precision logical operations and string/character handling.

The Cavendish Automation CA 7032 CPU versions are available for programming using FORTH*, and provide interactive programme development and the advantages of speed using a compiled language. As with the BASIC package, numerous unique primitives allow full access to the 51 Family architecture.

Assembly language programming is supported together with interrupt handling in FORTH or assembler and timekeeping is included from years down to machine cycles with practically zilch overhead.

Our relay ladder implementation just has to be the simplest and easiest way to manipulate I/O lines from the CPU. The CA 7033 version CPU cards support Relay Ladder implementations which can stand alone or operate under BASIC. A unique feature is the ability to escape at any time from any ladder string into a User Function Module (UFM) which is fully defined by the User. Virtually no restriction exists in calling a UFM, which may be written using assembler or in high-level language, for controlling displays or scanning keyboards, etc.

Short programmes run at loop speeds measured in microseconds, not milliseconds, and standard features such as RUN on hardware reset/power-on reset are also simple to invoke. The user has complete control over how I/O channels function. All outputs may be loaded as inputs by reading the output state.

---

**Cavendish Automation**

Cavendish Automation Limited
45, High Street, St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE19 1BN
Telephone: 0480 219457 Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G
British r & d — the light under the bushel

Reactions to the news that a second British airborne defence radar is likely to be abandoned as was Nimrod vary between the weakly humorous “British airborne radar — the lost horizon” through the incredulous “No, not again” to the fatalistic “Just one more example of the British inability to develop anything”. Obviously there is an element of truth in all these; the last as a generality has become increasingly popular over the years and superficially at least has a significant bearing on this matter.

At the same time there is another side to this story, which can be put in terms of the experience that is still available in the UK. Project troubles of this magnitude have been cured in the past, even in radar, but this doesn’t mean that a complete formula has been found, especially when subjected to ever-increasing demands for results within a shrinking time schedule. But experience of such situations suggests there are certain fundamental principles that have been pushed into the background, quite understandably in the all-pervading computer context.

The information that has been released in both cases does more than indicate that two main areas of difficulty are involved. One is the computer, and the virtual impossibility of providing anything like sufficient software for Nimrod. The other is the antenna system, and though less obvious it could well provide more than one key answer to the overall problem, remembering that in such complex systems failure is often found to lie with a comparatively simple but isolated and difficult-to-detect fault. Therein lies the weakness of the computer. Obscure physical faults are not shown up by it — they are ‘lost in the computer’.

A highly relevant example of this can almost certainly be found in the antenna system’s radome. Clearly it cannot be said that in these two cases the radome is more than a suspect element. Nevertheless, a poorly designed or constructed radome can be responsible for generating spurious side lobes and squint, and for reflection-back of r.f. power with all that this implies.

This is only the tip of the iceberg, but it does highlight the difficulties facing an r & d team in isolating the factors making up a fault condition. A master watchword in radar, or any other form of technological development for that matter, is to alter only one thing at a time, and it is a ‘crashing glimpse of the obvious’ that there is just not enough time to adopt the step by step approach thus implied.

However, at the risk of over-simplification, it is suggested that with pockets of know-how still to be found in the UK, existing equipment could be adapted to be used as tried steps in such programmes provided that human intervention could be brought into service to fill in the gaps of knowledge that are inevitable when starting from scratch.

---
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BBC Computer & Econet Referenc Centre

Printers & Plotters

- EPSON
  - LX-86: £190 (a)
  - Serial Feed LX86: £200 (a)
- Sheet Feeder LX86: £49 (c)
- FX800 'Star': £279 (b)
  - FX800 'Star': £279 (b)
- L0100: £409 (b)
- L0800: £399 (b)
- NXL0100: £1000 (b)

META Version III

We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc.) available. Please phone for details and prices.

40 TSS DD £110.00 (d)
80 TSS DD £114.50 (d)
40 TSS DD £129.00 (d)
80 TSS DD £150.50 (d)

3M Floppy Discs

- Single Disc Cable £6 (d)
- 10 Disc Library Case £1.00 (d)

Drivers

- Software within price

Monitors

- REF Manual Part I
- REF Manual Part II

Print ACCESSORIES

- Plotmate A4SM: £49 (c)
- Dotprint Plus NLO Rom for Plotmate A45: £5 (d)
- Plotter Elevator: £200p

Connectors

- IDC 34 Pin (9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23)
- 3 x 32 way Anp Pin
- 2 x 32 way St Pin
- DIN 41612 (A + C)

DISC DRIVES

- 5.25" Single Drives 40/50 switchable: £550 (a)
- 3.5" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: £999 (a)
- 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply: £229 (a)

3 X 5" DD Drives

- D800 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand: £249 (b)

3.5" RT 80 Drives

- TX351 Single 400K/640K: £119 (a)
- TX352 Dual 400K/640K: £135 (b)
- TX352 Dual 1280K/1280K: £229 (a)

FLOPPICLINE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT

FLOPPICLINE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs ensures maximum optimum performance of the drives £5.50 £12.50 (d)

3 Floppy Discs

MONITORS

- NATIONAL PANASONIC
  - TX 2000 (1600x1200) £585 (a)

14 Vision 'Standard': £409 (c)
- 5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: £999 (a)

ACCESSORIES

- ACORN IEEE Interlace 0265 (a)
- ADFS ROM (for B with 1770 DFS 8B Plus) C26 (0)

SERIAL INTERFACES

- 2400 baud full duplex: £650 (a)

SERIAL PATCH BOX

- Serial Mini Patch Box: £22 (d)

SERIAL TEST CABLE

- RS232 20 Way AT: £59 (d)
- RS232 20 Way IBM: £79 (a)

ATTENTION

- Microvitec: £105 (b)
- IBM RGB Cable: £229 (a)
- RS 232 JUMPERS
  - Parallel to Serial
  - Serial to Parallel

Interface systems

- RS 232-422-485 Interfaces
- Serial to Serial: £75 (a)
- Serial to Parallel: £75 (a)
- I/O Adaptor: £150 (b)

USB INTERFACE

- USB Interface: £100 (c)

MACHINES

- Plotmate A4SM: £49 (c)
- Dotprint Plus NLO Rom for Plotmate A45: £5 (d)
- Plotter Elevator: £200p
Small Enclosures

Boxes in Steel
Aluminium
and Plastic

OLSON Electronics Ltd.
UNIT 3, FOUNTAYNE HOUSE
ROUNTAYNE ROAD, LONDON N15 4QL
Tel: 01-885 2884  Telex: 296797

IEEE488
TECHNOLOGY THAT
HITS THE MARK

- Interface system for IBM-PC/XT/AT/AT/IC and all compatible equipment
- Interface system for PHILIPS PC :YES
- HP control commands (ENTER, CLEAR... etc.) implemented
- SRQ interrupt software implemented
- DMA and INTERRUPT activated by simple commands
- 64 kByte memory management for processing large volumes of data
- Integrated control interpreter, HELP screen and HELP functions in decoded text
- Support for BASIC, BASIC (compiled), (TURBO-)PASCAL, MODULA 2, FORTRAN, C and ASSEMBLER
- Software and manual available in English, French and German

Hilomast Ltd.
THE STREET – HEYBRIDGE – MALDON
ESSEX – CM9 7NB – ENGLAND
Tel: (0621) 56480  Telex: 995855

INES GmbH, Neuenhofer Allee 45,
5000 Koln 41, West-Germany
PHONE: +49 221 438659
TELEX: -2627 17 2214237 gizkln
TELETEX: -2627 2214237 gizkln
TELEFAX: -49 221 4972078

DEALERS WANTED!
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USED TEST & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

FULL PERFORMANCE TO ORIGINAL SPECIFICATION
*** ALL ITEMS ARE COVERED BY OUR COMPREHENSIVE PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE ***

LOGIC ANALYSERS & DIGITAL TEST EQUIPMENT

HEWLETT PACKARD
1630G Logic state & timing. 65ch. 100MHz clock...£7950
4951A/1/100 Portable Protocol Analyser for serial data...£2500

TEKTRONIX
834 Datacom/Protocol Analyser...£2000

PHILIPS
PM126C 100MHz Fast storage. Dual trace dual timebase...£2950

TEKTRONIX
2215 60MHz dual trace with delay...£625
2445 150MHz four trace. Dual timebase...£2190
2465 300MHz four trace with delay...£3200
7623A/7A18/7B53A 75MHz Fast storage. Dual trace. Dual t/base...£1500

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

HEWLETT PACKARD
1417/6552B/8555A System 0-18GHz...£7500 or with model 8445 pre-selector...£9000
3561A/001 Dynamic Signal Analyser...£7950

MARCONI
TF2370 110MHz analyser with tracking generator...£6850

SOLAPTRON
1200 Dual channel L.F. Signal Processor/Analyser...£7250

SIGNAL SOURCES

MARCONI
2019 1GHz AM/FM phase locked HP-IB...£2950

PHILIPS
PM5190 1MHz-2MHz phase locked HP-IB...£1050

MICRO DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

INTEL
Series 2
Series 3
Series 4 & PDS series systems are all available.
CHECK NOW FOR BEST PRICES:

HEWLETT PACKARD
64100A/041 Logic development station.....£9900
64600 Logic Timing Analyser...£2500

A WIDE RANGE OF THIS SERIES EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE. CALL US FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION!

COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS

CENTRONICS
351 200cps dot matrix printer. Centr. & RS232 I/F. & NLQ mode...£350

EPSON
FX100 Matrix Printer...£325
MX100 Matrix Printer...£195

HEWLETT PACKARD
7475A/2 Eight pen plotter HP-IB...£800
82901A Dual Disc Drive HP-IB...£150
9817 Modular computer workstation...£1800
9826A Technical computer / controller. Internal disc...£1500

FULL SPECIFICATIONS OF THESE ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST!

Prices EXCLUDE delivery & V.A.T.

SPECIAL OFFERS

HEWLETT PACKARD
1630D LOGIC ANALYSER

State/Timing/Glitch
43ch. 100MHz. Clock mux...£4250

WATANABE
MC6601-6Z CHART RECORDER

6ch. flatbed. Overlapping pens. I/P voltages 1mV-500V...£500.

ATLANTIC RESEARCH
Interview 4600 PROTOCOL ANALYSER

Int. memory + data tape. Up to 19.2kbps...£3250

THE ABOVE EQUIPMENT IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR CURRENT STOCK!

Stocks are always changing: If your requirement is not listed then please phone: 01-943 4477

WE ALSO BUY TOP QUALITY UNDER UTILISED EQUIPMENT

CARSTON ELECTRONICS LTD. 3 Park Rd. Teddington. Middx. TW11 0AF Tel. 01-943-4477 Telex. 938120 CARLEC-G

ENTER 53 ON REPLY CARD
SOAR’S DELUX ME4040 DMM
WITH BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
UNMATCHED VERSATILITY AND PERFORMANCE
3 YEAR WARRANTY
RELATIVE, FREQUENCY TEST, DATA HOLD FUNCTIONS
SOAR’S ME4040 DMM is part of the exciting 4000 series range of
Bar Graph Display DMM’s now available from SOAR, which
incorporate the most advanced Japanese technology currently
available. New custom designed chips and circuitry have
produced an advanced range of DMM’s with features only
expected on models which are twice the cost.
The 4000 Series is a comprehensive range of five models which
enables you to select the appropriate model for your own
application. All models come with a three year warranty and are
available direct to yourselves at prices starting from as low as
£69.00.
SOAR’S complete range of T&M Equipment has an enviable
reputation throughout the world. The most advanced Japanese
technology is used in manufacturing high quality products at extremely competitive prices. Extensive product
planning takes place throughout the year which leads to
products with total uniformity of operation. The range of
equipment available is extensive, from a basic pocket DMM to the
most sophisticated industrial energy monitor.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
Now the power of SPICE comes to the IBM PC.

PSPICE is a full implementation of the famous SPICE program
that is widely used by I.C. manufacturers in the design of I.C.s.
Unlike most nodal analysis programs SPICE employs complex
non linear models for Fet’s, Bipolar Transistors and other active
devices, thus the program may be used not only to perform
frequency response analysis but also to model dynamic large
signal effects, distortion, temperature effects etc. Time domain
analysis is also easily performed by a simple instruction in the
circuit description line.

Operating with an IBM PC XT or AT fitted with co-processor
and 640K of memory PSPICE will simulate circuits with up to 200
transistors at about a quarter of the speed of the same program
on a VAX11/780. (The VAX version is also available from us at
somewhat higher cost).
PSPICE is fully supported and comes with models for about 100
popular op-amps, transistors, Fet’s, GaASPET’s etc. As well as
all these features PSPICE has a larger customer base than all
other SPICE vendors combined. PSPICE is priced at £675.00 +
VAT.

NEED R.F. DESIGN SOFTWARE WITH A
POWERFUL BUILT IN OPTIMISER?
Then enquire about Superstar. This program simply has too
many features to discuss in an advert of this size, but we can tell
you that it costs £600.00 + VAT and represents amazing value for
money. Ring or write for details.

Quadrant Communications Ltd
Wickham House, Cleveland Way, London E1 4TR
Tel: 01-790 2424 Ext 374.

FEATURES ME4040:
- High speed autoranging.
- High speed sampling with the use of a 40 segment bar graph
display.
- Heavy duty rugged case and circuit, which is dust and grime
proof and is designed to withstand accidental dropping.
- Auto or manual ranging with continuity beeper and diode test.
- Auto power down mode.
- Relative, frequency and data hold functions.
- High accuracy: DC V ±0.3%/rdg
- Extended capabilities with the use of plug in adaptors which
cover temperature, high AC/DC current, capacitance and
transistor life/floss measurements.

SOLEX HAS NOW BEEN APPOINTED THE EXCLUSIVE UK
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE COMPLETE RANGE OF SOAR
TEST & MEASURING EQUIPMENT

For further details of SOAR’S ME4040 DMM, together with infor-
mation on the complete range of SOAR T & M Equipment contact:

SOLEX INTERNATIONAL
44 MAIN STREET
TELE: (0455) 283486
BROUGHTON ASTLEY
TELEX: 378353
LEICESTER LE9 6RD
FAX: (0533) 544248

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT STOCKS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

We offer cash for your surplus components
including integrated circuits, transistors,
memories, microprocessors, I/C sockets,
connectors, caps etc, etc. Top prices paid,
collection no problem. Please contact us today
with your lists by telex, telephone or letter to:

MARLOW MARKETING
Mackenzie House, 221-241 Beckenham Road,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 4UF.
Tel: 03676 0800
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The lithium cell users guide

The lithium cell used today has done almost as much to change the nature of electronics as did the advent of the point contact transistor.

by N. HOUSLIP

In the last decade lithium cells have matured from a crude, potentially hazardous device with no history of reliable operation, except under rather unrealistic laboratory conditions. Indeed, there were a number of rather frightening events that led indirectly to a ban, still in effect today, on cells with a lithium content greater than 0.5 gram being carried on passenger aircraft. This size cell nevertheless does have a theoretical capacity of approximately 1.5 Ah and is capable of supporting almost any reasonable amount of low power memory.

The would-be user of a lithium cell is faced with a bewildering choice of couples, so first a word about how to choose the correct cell. There are four important factors that must be known before the search for the cell can begin:

- magnitude and nature of the discharge current
- duration of the current
- maximum voltage that the circuit can withstand
- minimum voltage at which the circuit will work reliably.

If the discharge current is simple, for example an unchanging resistive load, the cell choice is easier than if it were a complex load with long periods of quiescent current and intermittent high peaks. Except for rough battery size determination, it is of no use whatever to calculate average current. The effect of peak currents that exceed the normal continuous rating of the cell can only be calculated by working out the relative discharges at each current level and the amount of time it is on for.

It is sound practice to consult the manufacturer as soon as possible in the design cycle. This will invariably lead to the nearest suitable cell size being specified, thus preventing the embarrassing condition in which some designers find themselves, i.e. of having only about 60% of the space needed for the battery available. Many have found that a quart of battery will not fit into a pint-size battery compartment.

It is wise to examine the discharge current to see if it necessitates the use of parallel cells. This arrangement should always include protection diodes to prevent circulating currents should one cell in a string fail. The cell manufacturer will always advise on this. Consideration of the voltage levels is needed too. All cells state a nominal voltage but the actual level under load may be as much as 10% lower.

The cell type choice will be from one of two major groups, with either solid or liquid cathode. The solid kind generally contains only low current types that are usually only closed with a crimped elastomer seal that is probably the major limiting factor to life in memory back-up applications. This limitation is brought about by the loss of components of the electrolyte through the seal and the ingress of poisons that interfere with cell action. The most important use of the solid cathode type is in heart pacemaker cells, but this always utilizes a glass-to-metal seal for utmost reliability.

For medium-rate duty the liquid or gaseous cathode bobbin type are extremely popular but become very limited by their internal resistance above this. For high rates, such as would be demanded by a portable mobile radio on transmit for instance, the choice is confined to the liquid or gaseous cathode with spirally wound electrodes. These cells always have fully hermetic construction with glass-to-metal seals at the terminals and often laser-welded seams. The mechanism that gives all lithium cells their ability to stand unused for many years is an anode passivation process that causes an insulating layer to build up on the lithium surface. This prevents the spurious chemical action that depletes the cell's capacity. Fig.1 shows the relationship between useful discharge current and time, while Fig.2 shows how the self-discharge is related to temperature. The loss of capacity, albeit small, manifests itself as an inability to deliver current to the load and is for the most part caused by the spurious electrochemical action in the cell that is not stopped by the passivation layer and is strongly temperature dependent. It follows that as the amount of self-discharge is approximately doubled for every 20°C rise, storage at low temperatures definite ly improves shelf life. Keeping cells under refrigeration, for instance, can reduce self-discharge by 20% of the room-temperature rate.

THE LITHIUM COUPLES

1. Solid Cathode
   - manganese dioxide
   - polycarbonate monofluoride
   - zirconate
   - chromdioxide
   - iodine
   - polycarbon monofluoride
   - low rate, 5 + year shelf life
   - 3.0V nom.
   - 2.8V nom.
   - 3.0V nom.
2. Liquid cathode:
   - thorium chloride
   - medium rate unless wound type
   - 3.6V nom.
3. Gaseous cathode:
   - sulphur dioxide
   - high rate, 10-year shelf life
   - 2.8V nom.
4. Liquid cathode:
   - sulphury chloride
   - highest rate, wound electrode
   - 3.9V nom.

Fig.1. Relationship between discharge current and discharge time is not simple: the self-discharge component is variable and related to discharge current.

Fig.2. Storage at low temperatures definitely improves shelf life. Keeping cells under refrigeration, for instance, can reduce self-discharge by 20% of the room-temperature rate.
temperatures will prolong the life of the cell. In some cells this passivation can cause a temporary depression in terminal voltage at the moment of demand of anything but small currents. To overcome this, cells with a large lithium surface area must be used for these applications. Note that as the rate capability goes up the shelf life limitation is more severe due to the larger available site for the spurious action and room temperature storage without severe loss of capacity is seldom possible for more than two to three years. Low temperature storage is an absolute necessity to ensure long operational life after prolonged storage. This action affects all primary and secondary cells to a greater or lesser extent. A useful tip for those of us who purchase batteries for household and personal equipment is to keep them in the refrigerator. sealing bags, this will ensure that there will be minimal loss of capacity, not always the case in the shop, especially if the sun shines on the stock!

Always follow the manufacturer's recommendations as to use and storage. The range of operational temperatures vary with the chemistry and are by no means standard. Upper limits can be from 72 to 150°C while operation above the recommended temperature for the particular cell as its internal pressure characteristic may not be suitable. The ultimate limit is the melting point of lithium at 186°C. The molten lithium will then combine with cell constituents and an explosion is inevitable.

**CONDITIONS TO AVOID**

In normal use, within the design parameters of the cell no hazard is present, but there are certain conditions that must be avoided: short circuits, recharging of primary cells, and disposal by incineration. The most likely problem area is reverse charging of a cell or cells caused by the failure of protection diodes in a memory back-up application. The normal mode of failure is for the diode to fail and short circuit imposing a higher reverse current on the cell. It is good practice to include a series resistor to limit the current under this condition to not more than 1mA per milliampere of cell capacity. An alternative scheme, suggested by Underwriters Laboratories, is to include a second diode in the series network, but this can sometimes result in a greater than desired voltage drop in the circuit.

The result of such abuse is leakage or rupture of the cell if the current is high enough. In most of these cases the cell is compromised and equipment and damage to the p.c.b. and its associated components is the usual outcome. Cells of the high-rate capability type must be handled with great care: inadvertent short circuit can cause trouble even if only the rupture of internal fuses, rendering the cell useless. An earthed soldering iron and a conductive bench top have been known to cause mysterious cell fuse failures. Antistatic mats and packing used for the protection of cmos integrated circuits can significantly reduce capacity too, especially if the cell terminations are inserted into the conductive foam for any length of time.

Rate dependency is a source of some concern. A study of Fig.3 will show that the returned capacity to the load varies greatly with the discharge current. At the limits of 10 to 50mA the capacity is 7Ah but it falls off sharply as the rate goes above 100mA. The optimization of the cell to its stated duty is evident, but what is not usually realized is that the capacity falls off as the drain rate falls below the optimum. Consultation with the cell manufacturer will usually resolve this. Beware any manufacturer who has a call claimed to be universal: it is unlikely to be a success, unless you stumble upon its optimum by accident.

It is also necessary to derate cell capacity by certain factors for operation at extremes of temperature and after storage at temperatures above 20°C. For example, storage at 50°C for a year (see Fig.4) will require derating to 85% of the rate-adjusted capacity. If it is now required to operate the cell at -10°C further derating to 75% of that capacity is required. For a cell of 7Ah discharged at its optimum of 50mA then it is necessary to derate 7Ah to 85% then 75% or 4.46Ah.

These deratings are necessary for all lithium cells; all makes need to be so considered despite any claims to the contrary.

**THE FUTURE**

With the ever-decreasing current demand of cmos devices the trend is to ever smaller cells with usable capacities of less than 200mAh capable of supporting 8 x 8kB of pure static for more than five years. These are finding popular application in such diverse applications as memory diaries, electricity metering, and data storage of the type that might be encountered in point-of-sale and banking terminals.

Rechargeable cells are now available, the most interesting couple being the lithium molybdenum disulphide cell which offers 600mAh capacity at 600mA discharge and good cycle life. As this cell has a sloping discharge voltage characteristic (Fig.4) it opens up the possibility of easy determination of the remaining capacity with a simple circuit. The first application of this cell in the consumer field will be a photoflash gun with a push-to-test function that indicates the number of flashes remaining before recharge is needed on a bank of leds. Figure 5 shows the relationship between capacity and discharge rate.

A rechargeable lithium carbon cell is just becoming available but is characterised for low current memory back-up applications with very shallow discharge. The cell has a capacity of 1mAh with life of more than 2500 cycles and is ideally suited to consumer applications such as solar powered clocks, calculators, toys and display devices. There are devices appearing on the market which are the next generation of combination of silicon and lithium in the same package. The non-volatile memories using low power cmos and a silicon button-size cell is familiar to all but what of a completely non-volatile microprocessor that saves all of its register contents, data and program memories in the event of power failure, and can continue where it left off when powered up? These and many other similar devices that may challenge even the traditional mass-memory storage devices in use today are promised by manufacturers of embedded lithium technology. Research into lithium cells of sufficient capacity that could be printed onto circuit boards is under way, thus the self-powered integrated circuit may only be just around the corner. Imagine the impact of this technology on small personal computers and other instruments. The use of this type of energy source together with liquid crystal displays driven by ultra low power cmos devices will open up a whole new vista for personal data and communications devices.

Nic Houssip is a director of Suvicon Ltd., who represent four overseas makers of lithium cells, and European sales manager for Dallas Semiconductor.
New cathode material for high energy lithium batteries

Over the last ten years we have carried out research aimed at the development of a rechargeable (secondary) lithium cell. Recent successes by various research groups have alleviated problems associated with repeated charge/discharge cycling of the lithium anode and make our work particularly timely.

The variety of materials that are potentially suitable for use as lithium cell cathodes is large. In practice, they are usually limited to metal oxides, metal sulphides or related substances. An important feature which the useful metal oxides and sulphides share is their crystal structure which can be of either two types.

In the first type, the atoms are arranged in a three-dimensional network which provides a series of tunnels through the structure. In the second, the structure is made of layers of atoms grouped together in slabs which are stacked on top of one another. A small gap known as the van der Waals gap separates the adjacent slabs. Both types of material can function as battery cathodes because they allow lithium ions to be inserted into the tunnels or the van der Waals gaps.

Our work at Brighton Polytechnic has concentrated on a series of layer compounds, the metal phosphorus trisulphides, NiPS₃, where M can be iron, cobalt nickel, copper or zinc. At present, nickel phosphorus trisulphide shows the best promise for development as a cathode material.

Traditionally, the way of making NiPS₃ and the other similar compounds, has involved the prolonged heating of mixtures of reactants at high temperatures. One of our most significant discoveries has been of a quick low temperature method which produces NiPS₃ in a form that gives superior electrochemical performance compared with the high temperature product.

The process of discharging the lithium cell is illustrated in the accompanying diagram and can be represented by

\[ \text{LiLi}^+ + xe^- + \text{NiPS}_3 \rightarrow \text{Li}^+ \text{NiPS}_3^x \]

where 0 > x > 1.5. The insertion of lithium ions between the layers of NiPS₃ is a reversible process so that the cell can be recharged by simply applying a current in the reverse direction to drive the lithium back out again.

Using a liquid electrolyte of lithium perchlorate, LiClO₄, dissolved in an organic solvent of propylene carbonate, this type of cell produces an e.m.f. of > 2V over much of its discharge range, with current densities at the cathode ranging from 10 µA cm⁻² to 1 mA cm⁻². We are currently investigating other electrolytes with a view to improving these figures.

The use of a Li,NiPS₃/Li cell with a solid polymeric electrolyte has recently been demonstrated in collaboration with Dr A. Hooper’s research group at AERE, Harwell. This cell operated at 120°C and gave an e.m.f. of about 1.5V with a current density of 10 µA cm⁻². Other aspects of our work concern studies of the relationship between preparative conditions for NiPS₃, a number of its physical properties such as particle size and surface area, and its electrochemical performance. The aim here again is to optimize the performance of the cell.

One of the most interesting features of the NiPS₃ cathode material is that there is a negligible change in volume of the electrode during the charge/discharge cycle. This, coupled with the fact that it adheres well to metal foil or gauze with the aid of a suitable binder, suggests that it should be possible to construct cells with very thin electrodes and so produce miniature batteries. Such cells might find use in electronic circuit boards and might even ultimately be printed onto chips as a way of preserving volatile memory devices.

This work is conducted with the financial assistance of the Science and Engineering Research Council and the British Technology Group.

Dr Nevett is in the department of physical sciences at Brighton Polytechnic.

Polymer battery progress

Work on lithium batteries made of synthetic materials began a decade ago when it was discovered that polyacetylene had a similar electrical conductivity to that of metal. Unfortunately, this material proved to be electrically unstable and consequently not suitable for use in a battery made of synthetic material or polymers.

Further development of conductive polymeric materials lead to the discovery of polypyrrolyl, which remains unchanged in air as well as in many other organic electrolytes. This characteristic, together with the fact that polypyrrolyl can be easily processed into foil, has made it possible to develop a cell which could be mass produced.

Polypyrrolyl is suitable for positive electrodes: combined with a lithium electrode and an organic electrolyte, a cell system becomes possible which, its makers say, marks "a significant milestone in polymer battery technology."

Though the polymer battery will never replace the lead acid battery, it could certainly challenge other rechargeable battery systems for use in portable electronic and electronic equipment.

The first cells from a joint research programme of Varta and BASF represent a big step in the new battery technology, though Varta admits there is still a long way to go. Much research and development work has still to be carried out before the laboratory samples can be considered viable, but results so far show that a synthetic battery is possible in the future. Rechargeable laboratory cells of the R6/AA size, as well as the flexible flat batteries in postcard size, have already reached energy densities that can be compared favourably with NiCd batteries of similar weight. Under cyclic charge/discharge tests, some 100 cycles have been reached at a 100% depth of discharge, with cells exhibiting an average voltage at the 20th discharge rate of about 3V, varying between 2 and 3.3V.

Much still needs to be done. Energy density has to be improved, as does the number of possible charges and discharges. According to Varta's commercial director, Robin Cloke, such development targets could take several years to achieve.

by B.A. NEVETT
Video line selector

A new sync-separator i.c. is used here as the basis of a circuit for selecting one line from a field or frame of video input. The National Semiconductor LM1881 extracts timing information including composite and vertical sync., burst/back-porch timing and odd/even field information from a standard 0.5 to 2V NTSC video signal and provides sync. separation from faster non-standard video signals.

In this line selector circuit, part of the 1881 preliminary data sheet, code for the select inputs is the binary equivalent of the required line minus two. On the falling edge of the 1881 vertical pulse this line-select code is loaded into the 193 counters and the Nand counting latch is started.

Composite sync. transitions are counted using the 193 borrow outputs and the final borrow output pulse turns on the analogue switch during the desired line. Resetting of the start-count latch occurs on the falling edge of the final borrow thereby terminating counting.

Also included in the data sheet is a circuit for multiple contiguous line selection with black-level restoration.

National Semiconductor
The Maple, Kembley Park, Swindon.
Wiltshire SN2 6UT
Tel. 0793 614141
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Direct-conversion f.s.k. receiver

Most of the functions required to make a radio pager are contained in the Plessey SL6637 i.c. The low-power device is a direct-conversion f.s.k. receiver capable of 1200 bit/s output and suitable for use in radio-data receivers, ultrasonic direction indicators and security systems as well as radio pagers.

This design from the SL6637 data/application sheet is a low-power pager.

Radio-frequency f.s.k. input is amplified for feeding to the mixers. Phase shift in the quadrature local oscillator is produced using an RC network; frequency of the oscillator is nominally equal to the carrier.

Mixer outputs at baseband pass through active filters which provide selectivity. Theoretically, a receiver using zero i.f. has infinite adjacent-channel rejection.

Audio-frequency filter output is amplified in the two limiters then fed to the detector. Sensitivity is maximized by arranging a number of detectors to provide phase comparison on four pairs of signal edges. Detected output finally passes through a bit-rate filter and second limiter to produce the data output.

Plessey Semiconductors
Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 2QW
Tel. 0793 36251

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
Dual-port static ram reduces component count

Memory often needs to be accessed by more than one source. In typical 6845 c.r.t. controller circuits for example, screen memory needs to be accessed by both the processor and the c.r.t. controller.

In such situations, multiplexing i.c.s are required to switch ram address, data and control buses between the two sources. Logic is also required to make sure that information is not lost if both sources try to access the memory at the same time.

Dual-port rams have two sets of address, data and control lines so the need for external multiplexing i.c.s is removed. They also have outputs indicating when the ram is being accessed through the other port.

This design from VLSI Technology's VT2130/2131 application note is a c.r.t. controller in which the microprocessor has priority over the controller for ram accesses. In the 30-page note there is also a block diagram for a similar circuit but with c.r.t. controller priority and there are several microprocessor interfaces. General notes on using dual-port rams are included.

VLSI Technology
Midsummer House, Midsummer Boulevard.
Milton Keynes MK9 3BN
Tel. 0908 670027
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR C.C.I.R/3

C.C.I.R/3 SPECIFICATION

- 240 V 8 Watt available in other voltages
- 1V pk pk 75 Ohm
- 75 Ohm (available in 5.6MHz)
- Negative
- 35 MHz
- 32 MHz available 3.34MHz
- 50s
- 6dB
- -20dB (constant 75 Ohm)
- 5 to 1
- 4 dB
- 10dB
- 40dB (808dB if fitted with TCFL1 filter or combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveler)
- Specification as above but output level 600mV/100MHz

C.C.I.R/3 FEATURES

- Insertion loss 3.50dB
- 4 Channel Filter/Combiner Leveller. Insertion Loss 3.5 dB
- Equal or less than 60413
- 50us .6dB
- 32 9MHz available 32 MHz -1.4H
- .8V 600 Ohm
- 3.8 9MHz
- Negative
- 40dB 1800E1 if lifted with TCFL1 filter
- 1
- 240V 8 Watt
- 1800E1

FEATURES

- 19" Rack Mounting, 1u high, 205mm deep
- Crystal Controlled Oscillator
- High Speed
- Dual mode
- High capacity
- Multi mode
- No risk trial
- Low price
- Transient analysis
- DC analysis
- AC analysis
- Fourier analysis
- Transient simulation
- Full diode model
- Complex components
- Variants
- Reference Manual
- Low price
- Transient
- DC
- Dual mode
- High capacity
- Multi mode
- Reference Manual
- Low price

MEASUREMENTS

- Various Wandel
- Marconi TF2333 Measuring Set
- Eddystone EC958 10KHz 30MHz
- 2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveler. Insertion Loss 2.5 dB

M & B RADIO (LEEDS)

86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

ENTER 69 ON REPLY CARD

FOR THE BEST CURRICULT SIMULATION C.A.D.

Designers are turning to THOSE ENGINEERS software. They keep ahead by knowing what is going on while free to experiment without the costs, delays and uncertainties of physical testing. Those Engineers software which creates a net list removes the chores and errors in documenting. Ask us too for schematic layout software.

ECY-2 is an example of one of our circuit simulators.

- Schematic control
- DC analysis
- Transient simulation
- Frequency domain analysis
- Fourier analysis
- Non linear simulation
- Full diode model
- Complex components
- Variants
- Reference Manual
- Low price

THOSE ENGINEERS LTD. Sales: 106a Fortune Green Road, West Hampstead, London NW6 1DE.
Tel: 01-435 2771. Telex 995951 mark for mailbox 23332001.

ENTER 69 ON REPLY CARD
For further advertising details please ring Martin Perry on: 661 8641
Does your coupling coefficient matter?

Making inductively-coupled energy less sensitive to coil separation.

TOM IVALL

A little-known possibly hitherto unknown, fundamental property of inductively coupled oscillating circuits is being investigated by the Medical Research Council. It is being utilized to improve the operational flexibility of surgically implanted nerve stimulators. At the MRC’s Neurological Prostheses Unit in South London these microelectronic implanted stimulators are used to activate nerve fibres which, as a result of some disease or injury, are no longer in use. They give back the patient some degree of voluntary control over limbs or organs which have become paralysed.

The MRC implanted stimulators are energized by electromagnetic induction. Of course, the idea is to avoid the obvious inconvenience and health hazards of making direct electrical connections by wires passing through the skin. Typically, a receiver coil is implanted permanently under the patient’s skin by surgery, while an external, manipulable transmitter coil is placed on the patient’s body, or attached to it, as close as possible to the subcutaneous receiver.

Radio frequencies are used for energy transmission (in the region of 3MHz) to allow the coils to have low inductances and therefore only a few turns, so that they can be made conveniently small, light and robust and reliable in operation.

This kind of system—and probably inductive links in other applications outside of medicine—should be operationally flexible in tolerating some uncertainty in the working distance between the two coils. More precisely, variations in the working distance, and therefore coupling coefficient, between the two coils should not affect the amount of electromagnetic energy coupled into the receiver too drastically. P.E.K. Donaldson, of the MRC Unit, has found both analytically and experimentally a new way of achieving such insensitivity to coil separation in certain conditions

The particular ‘separation-insensitive link’ Donaldson has designed is a combination of self-oscillating series-resonant transmitter and series-resonant receiver. He has discovered that the energy transferred to the receiver is independent of the mutual induction coupling coefficient, $k$, over a useful range from $k=1/Q_R$ (where $Q_R$ is the $Q$-factor of the receiver resonant circuit) up to the theoretically perfect coupling of $k=1$.

To give some experimental results first, Fig. 1 shows equipotential curves in terms of Fig. 1. Results from a separation-insensitive link. The curves are plots of constant voltage across the receiver load. Highlighted area at 34V shows the operating region for maximum separation and misalignment.
volts across a 390Ω load in the receiver. Measurements were made using a 70mm diameter transmitter coil and a 35mm diameter receiver coil. As mentioned above, both coils are in series-resonant LC tuned circuits, and the transmitter is a self-oscillating arrangement. Each curve is a plot of constant voltage across the load for different combinations of lateral and perpendicular (coaxial) separation between the coils. Each combination, of course, can represent a particular position in space of a movable transmitter coil relative to a fixed receiver coil or vice versa.

It can be seen from the shaded areas in Fig.1 that a receiver output voltage of 34V can be maintained when one coil is moved around within a substantial volume of space relative to the other. In fact the volume inside which the output voltage is constant within 1% is as large as 90 cm³ (for example, a cube of 4.5cm sides). In obtaining the separation-insensitivity conditions shown by the shaded areas the coupling coefficient k varies over the range 0.03 to 0.12.

Intuitively, one can picture the mechanism responsible for this effect as something resulting from oscillator pulling. Imagine the two coils being gradually moved towards each other. If the transmitter oscillator were not pulled by the presence of the coupled receiver and remained oscillating at a constant frequency, the output of the receiver would simply continue to rise as the two coils came closer and closer together. But the increasing proximity of the receiver circuit does make the transmitter frequency change, so that the receiver resonant circuit becomes progressively detuned relative to this frequency. With Donaldson's series-resonant circuitry this happens at a certain rate at which the receiver's falling response, due to the de-tuning, just compensates for its otherwise rising response due to the increasing coupling. As a result of this compensatory process the receiver output remains constant, and thus independent of k, over a certain range of coupling variation.

A full theoretical analysis of the circuit conditions giving receiver output voltages independent of k has recently been published by Donaldson in a formal paper. The present article will therefore simply outline the circuit property discovered - or perhaps, to be cautious, re-discovered - through a description of the inductive link circuitry and a summary of the mathematical analysis.

**INDUCTIVE LINK CIRCUIT ANALYSIS**

Figure 2 shows one practical circuit which demonstrates the insensitivity to coil separation. Other arrangements, with received powers ranging from 200mW to 10W, have been built by the MRC Unit. As can be seen, the transmitter is a series-resonant oscillator circuit with gain from two inverter amplifiers. Positive feedback is provided by the 1Ω resistor in series with the LC tuned circuit: the voltage developed across this from the high current at resonance is fed back to the input of the first amplifier. The coil of the series-resonant circuit is inductively coupled to another series-resonant tuned circuit in the receiver. The reason for using a 3:10 transformer in the receiver will be explained later.

An analytical version of the two inductively coupled tuned circuits is given in Fig.3. On the left is a block representing the link with the turns of the opposite coils. The coefficient is given by \( k = \frac{M}{\sqrt{L_1 L_2}} \). Thus perfect coupling, with complete linkage and all the inductance mutual, means that \( k = 1 \), while anything less makes \( k \) a number between 0 and 1.

The mathematical analysis in reference 4 starts by examining the effects of coupling coefficient on the frequency of oscillation, \( \omega \). After setting out the circuit equations in terms of \( L, M, C, R, Q \) and \( Z \), remembering that the uncoupled resonance frequency is \( \omega_0 \), the analysis shows that when \( k \) is less than \( 1/Q_2 \), the oscillation frequency is the same as the resonance frequency, \( \omega = \omega_0 \). But when the coupling is increased and \( k > 1/Q_2 \), the oscillation frequency starts to change and departs from \( \omega_0 \). The analysis shows that when \( k > 1/Q_2 \),

\[
\left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_0}\right)^2 = 1 \pm \frac{Q_2^2 k^2 - 1}{Q_2^2}.
\]

If the term \( Q_2^2 k^2 \) in this is much greater than 1, the expression reduces to a simpler one of \( \omega = \omega_0 \sqrt{1 + 2k} \). In both of these expressions the ±" indicates that there are two possible stable values for \( \omega \).

Incidentally, the author relates this behavior to the familiar "double humping" or twin peaks given by an overcoupled transformer to achieve, for example, a bandpass filter characteristic in r.f. amplifiers. He draws attention to the fact that the twin peaks remain quite constant in height despite variations in the degree of overcoupling, but says he is not aware that this has ever been exploited in self-oscillating systems. Poulsen with his tuned arc c.w. transmitter of 1903 might well have hit upon it, especially as he was struggling with problems of frequency and amplitude instability, but apparently did not do so.

After dealing with frequency, the analysis of Fig.3 continues by formulating the gain of the inductive link for different coupling ratio.
coefficients. First, when \( k > 1/Q_2 \), the primary circuit impedance is shown to be \( Z_1 = R_1 + (L_2/L_1)R_2 \). In other words, although \( k \) has been used in the calculation it cancels out so that \( Z_1 \) becomes independent of \( k \). From here, the analysis demonstrates that in this condition the transconductance of the link, \( t_{01} / V_0 \), is also independent of \( k \). In general, with \( k \) anywhere between the values \( 1/Q_1 \) and \( 1 \), the current in the receiver circuit, \( I_2 \), is independent of \( k \) and equal to

\[
V_1 \sqrt{L_1/L_2} \frac{R_1 + (L_2/L_1)R_2}{R_1 + R_2}
\]

In other words, the system behaves as if \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) were acting as a perfect transformer of turns ratio \( n = \sqrt{L_1/L_2} \). Thus the e.m.f. in the receiver circuit is \( V_1 \) stepped up by the notional turns ratio \( n \). The transmitter current \( I_1 \) is obtained from the receiver circuit as \( n^2R_1 \), and this gives the simple equivalent circuit of Fig.4, again independent of \( k \).

A NEAR MISS?

Donaldson has not found any textbooks which discuss this interesting property and its possible uses. The nearest approach seems to be in an analysis of coupled circuits by G.R. Noakes in the Services' Textbook of Radio. After stating that \( L_1 \) in the secondary circuit (receiver in Fig.3) is given by \( V_j^2 / Z_0 = -j\omega M_1/L_2 \), this author examines the condition in which \( Z_2 \) is small relative to the reactance in the secondary circuit. \( X_2 = \frac{R_2}{L_2} \) small implies \( k > 1/Q_2 \), satisfying the working condition in the MRC implant receiver. He points out that with \( R_2 \) ignored the expression for \( I_2 \) given above reduces to \( I_2 = -j\omega M_1/X_2 \), and after manipulation this comes to \( -1/M\sqrt{L_1/L_2} \). But from the definition of coupling coefficient (see above) \( M = k\sqrt{L_1L_2} \), and if this is substituted for \( M \) in the expression for \( I_2 \) the \( k \) quantities in numerator and denominator cancel out and we are left with \( I_2 = \pm I_1\sqrt{L_2/L_1} \), which is independent of \( k \). But Noakes heads this result 'Tight Coupling', whereas in fact its relevance is significantly wider.

RECEIVER TRANSFORMER

In the receiver part of Fig.2, the small transformer of 3t : 10t on a ferrite ring core is introduced as a current transformer to measure the series resonance current \( I_2 \). As this is the quantity which is being stabilised in the k-tolerant system. If a simpler, classical diode detector circuit were used the connections would be such that the detector would be responding to a p.d. across either \( L_2 \) or \( C_2 \) for part of one of these reactive elements.

In the chosen condition of \( k > 1/Q_2 \), the frequency \( v \) varies with \( k \) as described above, so that the reactance of \( L_2 \) or \( C_2 \) varies correspondingly and thus changes the voltage across the component. Measurements, of course, confirm that the output voltage of a simple diode detector would vary with \( k \). By the use of the current transformer, however, the series resonance current \( I_2 \) is measured and converted by the bridge rectifier into a proportional voltage across the 150k load.

PRACTICAL LINK CIRCUITS

Figure 2 is a practical circuit but intended only for demonstrating the principle. For energizing actual implants the MRC Unit has developed transmitters which are more powerful and can be pulsed or sine-wave-modulated. An example of a pulsable 3MHz transmitter that will transfer over 9W to a receiver output is shown in Fig.5. It will produce a voltage of 60V across a receiver load of 3900.

V-mos transistors are used because their on-state internal resistance is very low - of the order of a few ohms. This means that series resistance \( R_1 \) in the Fig.3 analytical circuit is minimized, so reducing dissipation, and the receiver current \( I_2 \) is maximized, as indicated by equation 1. These transistors also have a gate-source voltage swing for full turn-on and turn-off of about 7V. It is just about possible (though not done in this example) to drive them from fast c-mos devices.

The op-amp switches the output stage between two saturated states with voltage swings almost equal to the supply voltage (25V). This square-wave drive is chosen, rather than a sinusoidal one, in order to achieve both high efficiency and low series \( R_1 \). Of course, the LC resonant circuit acts as a filter which selects the 3MHz sinusoidal fundamental. The LH0032 linear hybrid op-amp will provide an output swing of 20V at 3 MHz, ample to drive the output devices. Its input voltage is obtained from the positive feedback resistor \( R \). To make this sufficiently low in value, copper wire was used - three 4cm lengths of 6/0.0025in connected in parallel. Germanium diodes in the op-amp input circuit provide some measure of stabilization of the input amplitude and so minimize the effect of limited slew-rate.

The receiver operating with this transmit- ter follows the circuit arrangement in Fig.2, though the load is 3900. A basket coil is used to pick up the r.f. energy, as this type of winding gives both high Q and a shape convenient for implantation. The current transformer, wound on two stacked ferrite cores, rectifies the 3900 load back into the primary circuit as a resistance of about 110. This gives the series resonant circuit a Q of approximately 20.

One of the first practical links of this kind for a neurological prosthesis is expected to be used for a paraplegic patient in the second half of 1987.

There are, of course, other ways of obtaining insensitivity to coil separation in inductive energy-transfer systems. These include, for example, frequency or pulse-width modulation, and the use of critical coupling for \( k \) in a.m. systems. But such systems can require quite complicated or critical circuitry. The MRC's separation-insensitive link described above seems to offer a relatively simple, robust and therefore inherently reliable alternative.

References


Transconductance amplifiers

Introducing a transistor buffer into the standard op-amp realisation of a transconductance amplifier improves current handling and output voltage range.

K. LEWIS

Transconductance amplifiers provide a current output proportional to a voltage input, with ideally, infinite output impedance. The gain — amps out per volt in — is denoted by G. Various circuits exist to implement this function, typically making extensive use of current mirrors, which inevitably introduce some error and should be avoided if precision operation is required.

The standard transconductance amplifier is derived from the differential-mode amplifier shown in Fig. 1. First ignore the broken line connections. With this amplifier, if \( \frac{R_f}{R_i} = \frac{R_2}{R_1} \) common mode rejection is achieved and the input/output voltage relationship is

\[
\text{Fig.1. Differential amplifier forms the basic transconductance circuit when } R_3 \text{ and } R_L \text{ connected.}
\]

\[
V_{\text{IN}} = -V_{\text{AB}}R_2R_1
\]  

It is important to appreciate that both the output voltage \( V_{\text{OUT}} \) and input voltage \( V_{\text{IN}} \) can be floating, so that the node C does not have to be the circuit common. By adding a fifth resistor \( R_3 \) and a load resistor \( R_L \), as indicated by the broken lines, the basic circuit for a transconductance amplifier is established. If \( R_3 \) is small compared to the biasing resistors, the voltage \( V_{\text{IN}} \) establishes a constant current in \( R_3 \) which returns to earth, point E, via the load resistor \( R_L \). The circuit may be completed by earthing either input A or B which results in the non-inverting or inverting amplifier Fig. 2.

Ignoring the load resistor \( R_L \), it can be seen that the circuit contains three pairs of resistors \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), as typically \( R_1 = R_i’, R_2 = R_2’ \) and \( R_3 = R_3’ \). It is apparent that the original balance condition, required for common mode rejection, has been upset by introducing the resistor \( R_3’ \). A detailed analysis reveals the output impedance of the revised circuit to be infinite as required. Without this modification the output impedance is equal to the positive feedback resistors \( R_1’ + R_2’ \). In effect, common-mode rejection is achieved for the output current, which is a slightly different condition to that defined above.

The transconductance \( G \) of the inverting circuit of Fig. 2 with B earthed, is most conveniently calculated when \( R_i’ = 0 \). Under this condition, the output current is contributed by only \( R_2’ \) and the op-amp which is effectively connected in its inverting mode has a voltage gain \( V_{\text{OUT}}/V_{\text{IN}} = (R_2’ + R_3’)/R_1’ \). The transconductance is therefore

\[
G = \frac{R_2’ + R_3’}{R_i’}
\]

\[ \text{Fig.2. Standard op-amp transconductance amplifier requires } R_3 \text{ to obtain infinite output impedance. (Either A or B can be earthed).} \]

This formula, except for the reversal of sign, is also applicable to the non-inverting circuit when input A is earthed.

Since a large amount of positive feedback can exist in this circuit, it is worth considering if unstable operation is possible. The amount of positive feedback is dependent on the load resistance \( R_L’ \); if \( R_L’ = 0 \), the positive feedback path is eliminated. However, if \( R_L’ = 0 \), the positive feedback path is eliminated. However, if \( R_L’ \) is open circuit, the fractional feedback to both inverting and non-inverting inputs is equal and is given by \( R_i’ / (R_2’ + R_3’ + R_i’ \). Unfavourable resistor tolerances could then result in a net positive feedback which, for zero input voltage, would result in the op-amp output limiting either positively or negatively. In practice, this is not a problem because as soon as a load resistance \( R_L’ \) is connected to the amplifier, the positive feedback fraction is reduced, resulting in correct circuit operation.

For optimum performance the three pairs of resistors \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_3’ \) should be closely matched and a precision-type op-amp should be used.

The transconductance amplifier described has the capability to both sink and source current, but in practice the current-handling capability is limited by the op-amp output stage and power dissipation. Also, the voltage output range is limited by higher output currents and the voltage drop across \( R_3’ \), which should be typically one to two volts.

Assume that the amplifier, in its existing form, is modified to include a transistor buffer and is only required to source current. This would suggest employing either an n-p-n emitter follower or a common-emitter p-n-p transistor. The emitter follower would, however, tend to further limit the voltage swing due to the base-emitter voltage drop. On the other hand, a p-n-p...
transistor would extend the voltage swing capability but has the disadvantage that it would effectively increase the op-amp gain and possibly cause instability.

Since the output impedance of a common-emitter or common-source transistor is inherently high, it is desirable to combine the op-amp with the transistor buffer to take advantage of its high output impedance and achieve a degree of isolation between the load resistance and the op-amp output. If a p-channel mosfet is connected as a source follower buffer to the output of the op-amp, the amplifier can be reconfigured to give a negative output voltage with respect to the positive supply rail, and the current developed in the source resistor is available at the drain as a constant current. This can be achieved in the circuit of Fig. 1 by returning node C to the positive supply rail. Again, earthing either input A or B results in the inverting or non-inverting mode amplifier shown in Fig.3.

If the resistor R2 is shorted, the voltage developed across the source resistance R3 is defined by equation 1 and the output impedance at the transistor drain is infinite. However, the current in R3 is also required to establish the voltage across R3. This voltage will increase as the supply voltage increases, so that the derived constant-current output is a function of the supply voltage, which is undesirable. By increasing the resistor R2 to (R2 + R3), the voltage VDE slightly increases with the supply voltage to exactly compensate for the increased current demanded by R2. Pover

Fig.4. Single-supply transconductance amplifier suitable for use as an industrial 4-20mA interface.

supply rejection of the output current and the transconductance of the amplifier are most easily established using the principle of superposition. Referring to Fig. 3, let both inputs A and B be returned to ground, so that \( V_{AN} = 0 \). By inspection, the voltage gain from node F to node D is

\[
\frac{V_{DP}}{V_{FE}} = \frac{R_1}{R_1 + R_2 + R_3} = 1. \tag{3}
\]

So that \( V_{DP} = V_{FE} \). Now if the op-amp and its buffer are removed, the voltage \( V_{DP} \) remains unchanged, demonstrating that a balance condition exists and the gate voltage is zero, independent of the supply voltage.

Now let a voltage \( V_{DP} \) be introduced and let the supply voltage be replaced by a short circuit, ignoring the fact that this normally supplies the op-amp. The inverting mode voltage gain is

\[
V_{DP} = V_{FE} \quad \frac{R_1}{R_1 R_3} \tag{4}
\]

The load resistance seen by the fet source is effectively in series with R2, which therefore results in a fet source current

\[
I_s = \frac{V_{DP}}{R_1 R_3} \tag{5}
\]

Substituting for \( V_{DP} \),

\[
I_s = -\frac{V_{FE} R_2 R_3}{R_1 R_3} \tag{6}
\]

The fet gate current is negligible, so that \( I_s \) is equal to the output current. The transconductance is therefore

\[
G = \frac{R_2 + R_3}{R_1 R_3} \tag{7}
\]

G is positive, as the fet introduces a second inverting stage, but is inverted with respect to input B. Note that equations 7 and 2 are identical!

A number of attractive features are provided by the circuit in Fig. 3. Using an enhancement-mode p-channel mosfet, the gate current is negligible and can be directly connected to the op-amp output. The performance and accuracy of the amplifier is only limited by resistor tolerances and op-amp limitations, so that precision operation is obtainable. Negative feedback is isolated from the load so that improved dynamic performance is achieved. Normal, unity-gain, stable op-amps can be expected to be stable, as the feedback is taken via a source follower. The positive feedback path present in the basic op-amp circuit is eliminated. By employing power mosfets the current-drive capability can be considerable. The voltage output swing is limited only by the supply voltage and the voltage drop across R3, as the mosfet typically has a very low on resistance. The common-mode voltage of the op-amp is typically well above the 0V rail, which therefore allows single supply operation. Lastly, an extremely high output impedance is achieved, which is independent of resistor matching.

Figure 4 illustrates a practical single-supply circuit which may be used in industrial signal processing to generate the standard 4 to 20 mA interface. Resistor pairs should ideally be matched to at least 0.1% to avoid offsets and to achieve supply rejection. In my experience, metal-film type 1% resistors, when obtained from the same batch, are typically matched to at least 0.1%. Alternatively, thick or thin-film, isolated resistor arrays can be used. The illustrated circuit has a transconductance of approximately 10mV/V. The 4mA offset must be derived via a suitable voltage (or current) reference and summed appropriately with the signal voltage. If, however, the supply itself is an adequate reference of say 15V, increasing R3 to 1.31k\(\Omega \) will set up the required 4mA offset without influencing the transconductance of the amplifier.

Figure 5 shows the final circuit. This is a high-performance, class-A transconductance amplifier, which is a symmetrical combination of the p-channel circuit described and its n-channel compliment. It has the ability to both sink and source current and, as there are two complimentary amplifiers, the transconductance gain is doubled. The potential problem of defining the output quiescent current is avoided, as the balance condition is nicely solved by introducing the constant-current diode. This will introduce an equivalent dc voltage on the

Fig.5. Class-A 10W transconductance amplifier.
inputs of both halves of the amplifier equal to $I_2 R_2$, where $I_2$ is the diode current. It therefore follows from equation 7 that the quiescent current $I_q$ will be defined by

$$I_q = \frac{R_2 + R_1 I_d}{R_3}$$  

(8)

The differentially configured output stage is extremely flexible and the design can be readily adapted to suit the user's requirements. Correct dc conditions are established without earthing either input A or B, so that the amplifier may be used in its differential mode. An isolated signal source may be connected source has finite impedance. However, if either A or B is returned to node E, then supply rejection is achieved only if the signal-source impedance is zero. Since many signal sources are not isolated and do not have a low impedance, an additional preamplifier may be required: a single op-amp could serve this purpose. However, the two-opamp solution shown provides input flexibility, since the signal source may be either isolated, balanced or unbalanced.

The 0.33mA constant-current diode, from equation 8, establishes an output quiescent current of 1.09A. The amplifier can therefore be expected to deliver at least ±2 amps into the load $R_L$ for an input voltage $V_{in}$ equal to ±1V, corresponding to output-stage transconductance of 2 amps per volt. The preamplifier increases the gain to provide an input sensitivity of 100mv r.m.s. for 10W out into a 5 ohm load with a sinusoidal source.

Four OP07 op-amps could be used for precision low-frequency performance. However, the quad op-amp type MC34074 provides a more impressive dynamic performance. The series RC circuit connected to the output of the amplifier, although a compromise in a transconductance amplifier is necessary to provide correct output damping; without this network, instability may result with inductive loads. In practice, this network will have a much higher impedance compared to the load resistor $R_L$. The two 18V zener diodes limit the gate-source voltage below its maximum rating, which could otherwise be exceeded if the amplifier is overloaded or during transients.

Amplifier distortion can only be indirectly measured by converting the output current into an output voltage, using a suitable resistive load. Some difficulty was experienced by the author with this measurement due to loads which appeared to be nonlinear. Distortion measured was mostly third harmonic which, at 1kHz and 10W output into a 5 Ohm load was 0.007%. This figure reduces quite rapidly with output level, which may be expected as the output transistors no longer enter their saturation region. The total harmonic distortion is approximately proportional to the frequency, probably accounted for by the associated reduction in open-loop gain of each of the output op-amps. The 3dB cut-off frequency is 600kHz.

The two output transistors together dissipate in excess of 30W and therefore require a considerable heat sink.

In conclusion, the basic transconductance amplifier described, shown in Fig. 3, is simple and flexible and can replace more complex circuits which may use current mirrors. Precision operation is achieved if matched resistors and a good op-amp are used.

Mr Lewis is a group leader at Grinaker Electronics, South Africa.
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**Noise factor or noise figure?**

You can use factors or figures, but watch the noise temperature. Here's why h.f. operation is 'environment-limited' and v.h.f. 'equipment-limited'.

---

*JOULES WATT*

---

**Ever since H.T. Friis** proposed the idea of *noise factor*, $F_N$, to characterise radio receivers, useful though it is, trouble and confusion still arises. People forget that $F_N$ is a ratio, in other words, that it is referred to some standard. The IRE (now IEEE) established 290K as the reference temperature some time ago; for a detailed discussion of the connection between noise and temperature see the 1975 Wireless World treatment.

Another slight confusion arises when *noise figure* $F$ is used. I have seen articles where factor and figure appeared at random in the text! Pity the poor student, because $F$ and $F_N$ are not the same thing. Noise figure $F$ is $10 \log_{10} p_{in}$, i.e. the noise factor ratio converted to decibels.

The use of $F$ is fine at around room temperature, since few problems arise. But at widely different equivalent temperatures care has to be exercised. U.h.f. systems looking out at the sky see the cold depths of space, which means that radio astronomy or satellite communications systems, for example, operate at effective noise temperatures well below 290K. On the other hand, h.f. receivers operate in a man-made, atmospheric and galactic jumble of noise, equivalent to hundreds of thousands of kelvins - Fig.1. The definition of $F$ is

$$F = \frac{S_i}{S_n} = \frac{N_i}{N_o} \Rightarrow \frac{S_i}{S_n} = \frac{N_i}{N_o}$$  

(1)

where the input and output ratios apply to a two-port stage in a system, Fig.2.

The available noise power at $T_0$ in a bandwidth $B$ is $k T_0 B$, where $k$ is Boltzmann's constant. Putting $T_0 = 290K$ gives the standard available noise power input $N_i$, accompanying the signal to satisfy the definition of $F_N$. Thus if $G$ is the available gain of the amplifier or stage, then

$$F_N = \frac{S_i}{N_i} = \frac{N_o}{S_i} \Rightarrow F_N = \frac{N_o}{N_i}$$

(2a)

is the noise factor for it. $N_o$ is the total output power. Dividing it by the gain $G$ gives the equivalent input noise power $N_{in}$. This is made up of $N_i$ coming in at 290K with the signal and $N_{noise}$, the equivalent noise at the input from the amplifier alone.

$$F_N = \frac{N_{in}}{N_i} = \frac{N_i + N_{noise}}{N_i} \Rightarrow F_N = \frac{N_{noise}}{N_i}$$

(2b)

These noise powers appear to come from sources at temperatures $T_i$ and $T_{noise}$, related in the usual way by $N_i = k T_i B$ and $N_{noise} = k T_{noise} B$ (also by a similar argument, $N_{in} = k T_{in} B$). Therefore we can write equation 1 as

$$F_N = \frac{T_i}{T_0} = 1 + \frac{T_{noise}}{T_0}$$

(3)
where $N_i$ is noise picked up by the aerial. As before, we can write $N_i = kT_iB$, which defines the noise temperature $T_i$.

$$N_i + N_s = kT_i B(F_N - 1)$$

This is what a designer requires to relate actual noise $N_i + N_s$ present to the signal and therefore arrive at the sensitivity of the system.

Taking logs of this last equation and plotting for a typical aerial temperature of, say, $50,000K$ in the h.f. band, gives curve C on Fig.3. This shows that you hardly gain any improvement in signal-to-noise ratio by designing for noise figures better than $-20dB$ in h.f.-band receivers. However, it is worth keeping a weather eye on $F$ when receiving signals approaching $30MHz$: essential when working at $144MHz$ and even more so at $430MHz$.

The discussion has highlighted a number of points. One is that although $F$ is independent of bandwidth, the $s/n$ is not. This means that c.w. signals in a few tens or hundreds of hertz are receivable well below the input power level required at the receiver terminals for a.m. speech or even s.s.b. This is especially true when you realise that the physiologists have found that our ears effectively act as narrow-band filters — when we want them to. An experienced c.w. operator 'filters' the wanted signal from all the others, even in a wide bandwidth and can resolve a message that would be lost in the noise, according to the above analysis.

Another point is that h.f. and m.w. equipment is 'environment limited' regarding the signal-to-noise ratio. This explains why the simple one-stage receivers and inefficient aerials of yesteryear worked so well. It also explains why Oliver Lodge failed to detect the Sun at medium wavelengths when he looked for it with coherer apparatus at the end of the last century... Very and ultra-high frequency radio, on the other hand, is 'equipment limited' as the last equation and all the low-noise techniques and efficient aerial design that we can muster are required for best results.

References
Forth as machine code
A processor with no assembler illustrates how a high-level language can be implemented in hardware.

ANDREW HALEY AND WILLIAM WATSON

Forth execution is fast using the NC4000 but an understanding of how the language operates within the processor produces even faster code. There are currently three versions of Forth for the NC4000. Although they are separate and distinct Forth environments, they all use the same Forth primitives provided by the NC4000 chip and this is where our description of the software begins.

FORTH_OPCODES
Our description of how Forth works on the NC4000 follows the order of the bits that comprise an NC4000 opcode, starting at the most-significant bit and working down. At the end of every instruction, a single cell* pointed to by the program counter, P, is fetched from memory and latched into the instruction register. As explained in the February issue, if the most-significant bit of the opcode is zero, the instruction is a subroutine call and the lower 15 bits of the opcode are used to load the program counter before fetching the next instruction. At the same time, the previous program counter content is pushed to the return stack.

Execution proceeds until an opcode is found with its “return-from-subroutine” bit set, whereupon the program counter is popped from the return stack and execution continues from the point where the subroutine was called.

Only 15 bits are used for a subroutine address so all subroutines, and therefore programs, must reside in the lower 32K memory cells. This is, if you like, a single-bit instruction which executes in only one clock cycle—the smallest unit of processing time.

If the most-significant bit of the opcode is one, the instruction is not a subroutine call and must be executed. The action of an instruction depends on several three-bit fields in the opcode. This leads naturally to the use of octal notation to describe opcodes.

Since the NC4000 compiler translates high-level Forth source code directly into the required opcodes, it is not necessary to know the details of the bits within each opcode. However, a knowledge of the principles is useful, as it allows the programmer to optimize programs for the chip.

Three bits immediately next to the most-significant bit determine the class of Forth instruction. There are three basic classes—branches and jumps, a.l.u. and stack operations, and I/O and memory instructions.

BRANCHES AND JUMPS
If the second (from left to right) octal digit of an instruction is between one and three, the instruction is a branch of some kind; if the branch is taken, the least-significant 12 opcode bits replace the least-significant 12 bits of the program counter and the upper four bits of the program counter remain unchanged.

This implies that branches can only be within the same 4K-cell destination page. Since Forth definitions (subroutines) are usually very small, and Forth convention is not to jump one definition into another, this is rarely a problem.

The type of branch instruction is indicated by the opcode’s second octal digit. Opcode 13xxxx8 is an unconditional branch; the 12 bits xxxx8 are used to reload the bottom 12 bits of the program counter. Conditional branches are performed using 11xxxx8: if the top item on the parameter stack is zero then the branch is taken, but if it is non-zero, the processor continues with the next instruction. In either case the top item is removed from the parameter stack.

Instruction NEXT, represented by 12xxxx8, performs hardware looping. If the top item on the return stack is non-zero, it is decremented and the branch is taken. If the top item is zero, the return stack is popped and the top item discarded. This accommodates a count-down looping structure, where register 1, the top of the return stack, contains the loop count. Forth word NEXT places the initial value in register 1. For example the word NEXT defined as:

```
: TEST 10 FOR 1. NEXT ; produces 109876543210.
```

The number of iterations of a loop using FOR...NEXT is one greater than the initial count supplied.

Combining the instruction with an address used in the subroutine call means that all jumps are executed in a single cycle. It is worth comparing the FOR...NEXT loop with Forth’s universal NO_LOOP which increments the starting value for each pass round the loop and compares it with the terminating value. With the NC4000, the NO_LOOP takes 11 to 13 clock cycles, which is about equivalent to the PDP11-73’s SOW instruction or the 68000’s BSR. However, there are innumerable instances in Forth programs where the code is of the form 100 NO_LOOP which can be replaced with the phrase 99 FOR...NEXT. This results in a saving of 100 x 11 = 1100 clock cycles or 137µs at 8MHz and illustrates how an understanding of the NC4000’s operation can produce even faster code.

The NC4000 has an unusual instruction called TIMES which takes a number from the parameter stack and places it in the T register. It also sets the processor’s ‘streaming’ mode, meaning that the instruction immediately following the TIMES instruction is latched into the instruction register. In each following cycle the instruction is re-executed, decrementing T until it becomes zero, at which point the T register is popped and execution continues with the next instruction. This means that an instruction can be re-executed on every clock cycle without having to be re-fetched. In the next two sections we will show how streaming mode can be useful for arithmetic functions and for moving data blocks.

A.L.U. AND STACK OPERATIONS
An opcode of the form 10xxxx8 is an arithmetic and logic unit (a.l.u.) instruction. Instructions in this class form all the stack-manipulation primitives, as well as arithmetic functions. Figure 1 shows the fields which make up an instruction of this kind.

There are two inputs to the a.l.u.; one is always the top of the parameter stack T. The other is called Y, and can be from one of the four sources: the N register (second on the parameter stack), N plus the carry bit, the multiplier-division register, MD, or the square-root register, SR. Output of the a.l.u. after performing one of eight possible functions, is fed into a shift register which either shifts one bit left or right, or propagates the sign bit through all 16 bits of the a.l.u. output. The shift register can shift either 16 or 32 bits.

Figure 1 shows the a.l.u. functions. Note that T-Y and Y-T are provided so both the word — and the phrase SWAP — are possible NC4000 instructions. The simplest a.l.u. instruction is NOP with an opcode of 000000. This causes the T register to be routed through the a.l.u. untouched, back into the T register.
Stack-manipulation instructions are performed using a.l.u. instructions. For example, 1017100q, exchanges T and N, corresponding to the Forth word SWAP. Input Y of the a.l.u. is selected to be the N register and the opcode TN bit is set. The a.l.u. operation selected is seven (pass Y) so N passes via the a.l.u. into T.

Another example is opcode 100120q, corresponding to Forth word xor, which duplicates the top of the stack. This time the a.l.u. function is zero (pass T) and the stack-active bit is set, causing register N to be copied out to external ram. Bit TN is also set, which causes T to be copied into N. Words OVER, DROP, and SWAP DROP can be produced by similar means.

Several Forth words can be combined to form one instruction. For example, an instruction corresponding to + 2 · (add T and N, multiply the result by two and leave it in T) is 104022q. Here the a.l.u. function is +, the stack activate bit is set to pop N from external ram, and the shift-left bit is selected.

Several special instructions are selected by the highest bit of the Y-input field in the opcode. These correspond to multiply, divide and square-root steps. Each 'mathematical step' instruction performs part of a specified function, and is usually 'streamed' a number of times to produce a complete result. For example, executing the divide-step instruction fifteen times followed by the last divide step divides the 32-bit concatenation of T and N by the contents of the MD register. The quotient is returned in N and the remainder in T. This means that a full 32-by-16-bit divide takes only 21 cycles or just over 4μs at 5MHz.

I/O AND MEMORY INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions where one of the operands is not on the stack form the i/o class. The NC4000 has an array of 16 internal registers. Some, like the program counter and stack pointers, are used to control the processor and some are used to communicate with the outside world. These are listed in the register table.

Instructions internal fetch in and internal out are not found in conventional Forth implementations and are special instructions used to access the registers within the NC4000. External fetch in takes the address of an internal register (part of the opcode) and returns the value in that register to the stack. Instruction Out takes a value from the stack and places it into a register.

Internal register addressing gives the programmer access to the NC4000 X and Bports. Each port has four associated registers called data, mask, direction, and tristate control. Each bit in these registers controls the function of its corresponding bit in the port, making every i/o bit independently programmable.

Writing to a port's data register updates the register and causes the data to be output on the pins if the appropriate bit in the direction register is set to one.

Reading from a port returns the exclusive or of each pin's state and the contents of the data register. Therefore, to test for a particular pattern on a port, it is only necessary to set the port for input, write the test pattern into the data register and read the data port. If the data register is zero, the port input matches the desired pattern. This is much faster than having to make an explicit comparison in software. The mask bit for a particular i/o line disables writing to that bit in the data register, but the data still goes to the pins.

Normally, tristate mode causes a pin to be set at high impedance but when the data register is written to, the data is output to the pins for the duration of the current cycle. Patches in this mode return the contents of the data register. Whenever data is output from the Bport the win signal is asserted so data output can be latched on the rising clock edge.

There are other main registers. The '-1' register is permanently wired to all ones; fetching from it allows -1 to be placed on the top of the stack in one clock cycle. This also means that operations such as exclusive oring with -1, to invert all bits of the item currently on top of the stack, can also take place in one clock cycle. Register JK contains both stack pointers, and can be read from or written to. Square root and multiplier-divisor register SR and MD can also be used to store temporary values whenever their associated arithmetic operations are not being used.

All operations on internal registers can be combined with an a.l.u. operation. For example, Bport OVER + takes an input and adds to its a value from the stack, leaving the result of the addition and the original value on the stack underneath—all in one clock cycle.

There are two forms of literal instructions, perhaps more familiar as 'load immediate' on conventional microprocessors. Any value between 0 and 31 (decimal) can be pushed onto the stack in one clock cycle, other 16bit values take two.

---

**I/O AND MEMORY INSTRUCTIONS**: Instructions where one of the operands is not on the stack form the i/o class. The NC4000 has an array of 16 internal registers. Some, like the program counter and stack pointers, are used to control the processor and some are used to communicate with the outside world. These are listed in the register table.

Instructions internal fetch in and internal out are not found in conventional Forth implementations and are special instructions used to access the registers within the NC4000. External fetch in takes the address of an internal register (part of the opcode) and returns the value in that register to the stack. Instruction Out takes a value from the stack and places it into a register.

Internal register addressing gives the programmer access to the NC4000 X and Bports. Each port has four associated registers called data, mask, direction, and tristate control. Each bit in these registers controls the function of its corresponding bit in the port, making every i/o bit independently programmable.

Writing to a port's data register updates the register and causes the data to be output on the pins if the appropriate bit in the direction register is set to one.
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**Fig. 1.** Each of the Forth processor's instructions consists of a 16bit opcode compiled from one or more Forth words. The first four bits define the instruction type and the remaining twelve directly control the a.l.u. and registers.

---
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To access external memory, fetch (\@) and store (!) instructions with several variants are provided. If the operand is in the first 32 cells of memory, the address can be contained in the opcode, and thus does not need to be placed on the stack by another instruction. This means that there are 32 variables which can be accessed almost as quickly as registers.

Conventional fetches and stores above location 40\(x\) take two clock cycles. A fetch takes an address from the stack and returns the data in the cell at that address. A store takes an address on top and stores the data underneath at that address. If the fetch instruction is streamed with the \texttt{DUP @ SWAP n +} feature, a fetch can occur on every clock cycle because the buses are not tied up with fetching new instructions. As a result, data can be fetched to the stack at 16 bits per clock cycle. There is a special incrementing fetch instruction to do this, called \texttt{++}. It takes its address from the stack, fetches the data and places it under the address, and then adds an increment between 0 and 31 to the address. At the end of its operation, it leaves the address on top of the stack, allowing the instruction to be repeated.

Normally in Forth this would be written as \texttt{DUP @ SWAP n +}.

There are also decrementing versions of this, with corresponding store instructions. With such instructions, data can be moved into NC4000 memory at very nearly bus band-

width without the need for a direct memory access controller. In fact d.m.a. can be of little help to the NC4000 since it is accessing its buses every clock cycle, with no free cycles during which the d.m.a. could take place.

Here is an example of how repeating instructions might be used to read 128 samples from an analogue-to-digital converter. One \texttt{TIMES} instruction would be used to take 128 samples from the Bport, and another \texttt{TIMES} instruction would store them into a buffer area at full d.m.a. speed. This would be written as \texttt{DUP @ SWAP n +}.

\textbf{Special offer}

The NX4 board has been specially designed to accompany this set of articles and available fully assembled and tested, with circuit diagrams, software and documentation. Availability is subject to stock and you should allow 30 days for delivery. Please send cash or cheque for £286 (fully inclusive) to NX4 offer, Goldenford Solutions Ltd at Canada Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7HQ.

For this offer, Novix has supplied 300 chips at a special price, the one-off price for the NC4000P alone is normally £205. Consequently numbers are limited and only one board can be supplied per order. This offer is available within the UK and Ireland. Overseas readers should contact Computer Solutions.

Enquiries about the kit, chip and associated software should be made to Computer Solutions Ltd at Canada Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7HQ.

\textbf{cmForth}

cmForth is an implementation of Forth for the NC4000 microprocessor. It was written by Chuck Moore, inventor of Forth and co-designer of the NC4000. This software is in the public domain, so it can be reproduced and resold without any royalties being payable.

The primary goal for cmForth was to build a Forth system small enough to fit in 2K words of memory (4Kbytes), yet powerful enough to recompile itself. It is therefore extremely compact. As a result the Forth kernel has been changed somewhat from the Forth known to most users. Many of the standard Forth words are not included in cmForth but alternatives are usually provided.

In cmForth, a 'serial-disc' link to the host computer is used to access mass storage. Whenever the NC4000 requires a block from the disc, a request is passed to the host and the appropriate data is transferred. This is slower than would be the case if the NC4000 had its own disc drive but at 38.4-kbaud the speed of loading programs is adequate.

Although editing could, in theory, be done on the NC4000 system, usual practice is to edit the source of an application generated on another system and then download it to the NC4000 system on its own disc drive. This is a very simple process and is not specified, and the NC4000 does not require any special software to do this.

Software supplied with the NX4 runs on an IBM-PC or hardware equivalent and includes a full editor. In order to trial and evaluate the exchange of programs with other systems, we have supplied some additional Forth words to bring the system into closer compliance with the popular Forth-83 standard. These additions are optional and, while not needed, are very useful for programs written for other systems to be transferred to the NC4000.

\textbf{NOVIX COMPILERS}

We have discussed how Forth operates on the NC4000 at a hardware level, but how is the source of an application generated, compiled and tested in the first place? A standard Forth implementation would provide all these functions for a conventional microprocessor and the various implementations of Forth available for the NC4000 are no different, although the actual hardware support (terminals, discs etc.) varies considerably from system to system.

All currently available systems have the following common features. Source code is stored in 1K blocks and may be edited, listed and indexed by CMForth. Compilation of the source code is done by the NC4000 chip itself, if necessary on the Novix board under development. As far as we are aware, no cross compilers\(^1\) are currently available. All the compilers are capable of code optimization and, broadly speaking, the more expensive the compiler, the better the optimization. Even cmForth (see panel), which is supplied free with the NX4 board, can achieve some degree of optimization.

All available Forths of the NC4000 include a keyboard interpreter - the last essential component of a development environment - so that compiled code can be tested on the NC4000 in real time.

Beyond these common features, currently available systems differ widely in implementation.\(^1\) Compiler software for producing object code. A cross compiler produces code for a microprocessor system other than the one on which it is running.

Bit fields within an NC4000 instruction. Most kinds of NC4000 code combine high-order bits of instruction with low order bits of data or address, except for a.l.u. operations where all 16 bits are used in the instruction.
mentation. The most popular arrangement is to use a serial link between a computer and the NC4000 target board containing its own ram and rom. The computer usually acts as a transparent terminal but when it receives a zero (null) character from the Novix system it is interpreted as a disc request. The Novix system then sends to a two-byte block number, which causes the host to either transmit the block if the number is positive or receive it if it is negative. In this way, the Novix system appears to have its own disc drives attached.

This arrangement is cheap and convenient, but suffers from some speed restrictions due to the use of a serial line. These restrictions are due to speed limitations of the host computer rather than the Novix system. Despite the fact that Novix systems often use a software uart, i.e. data is serialized using software, they will sustain much higher data rates than most microcomputers. Even at 38 400 baud, the Novix chip has to perform more than 100 empty rox. NEXT loops to make the delay between each bit transition.

The NC4000 can be used as the c.p.u. of a complete computer system, with its own disc drives and terminal(s). In such a system, performance of the NC4000 is high enough for multi-user operation.

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS

Development software for the NC4000 varies in cost and usefulness. The most popular programming language for the NC4000 is cmForth. It is a basic Forth intended for producing rom-based systems with a minimum of overhead. It consists of 3.5Kbyte of program in eprom and about 30K of source code on disc. The disc contains all the software necessary to regenerate the eproms and allows an application to be added on top of the cmForth nucleus.

This Forth suffers from a few restrictions when compared to a more conventional system. For example, there is no multitasking support in cmForth, and the compiler can only achieve some of the code optimizations possible; users wanting to use very complex multi-word instructions in cmForth will have to construct the opcodes by hand.

So it is possible for a compiler to pick up all multiple word combinations and produce optimally-compiled code? Software used with Novix's development system the Beta Board, provides the answer. It recognizes all but a few of the valid multiple word combinations. The system is supplied with source code accommodating multi-tasking, double, mixed and floating-point arithmetic, trigonometric and logarithmic functions, curve fitting, a data base support package and Forth Incorporated's target compiler which is capable of producing rom-based code. This software and the hard-disc version of the Beta Board provide a formidable development environment - the system can recompile itself on disc in just a few seconds.

**NC4000 internal registers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Read/write</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>JK</td>
<td>Most-significant byte J is the return-stack pointer and least-significant byte K is the parameter stack pointer. When fetched, JK reflects stack pointer on completion of the operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Top element of the return stack. Pushes the return stack when stored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Program counter. During an instruction's execution, contains the address of the cell following the instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Returns all ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Multiplier/division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unspecified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Square root, power of two.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unspecified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bport</td>
<td>Data register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bx</td>
<td>Mask.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>By</td>
<td>Direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bz</td>
<td>Tristate mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Xport</td>
<td>Data register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Xx</td>
<td>Mask.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Xy</td>
<td>Direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Xz</td>
<td>Tristate mode.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A logic 1 represents disable in the mask registers and sets output direction in the direction registers. For the first two X registers, the bit pattern is 0000 0000 0000 mnmn. In Xz, 0000 0000 0000 mnmn applies; logic 1 in bit i enables interrupts.

**Standard cmForth words**

These words may have different parameters from the standard versions, but perform the same function.

- SWAP: DROP OVER DUP ROT >R R< 0= NOT = XOR AND < >
- U< * / 2* W/ M' /MOD OR + - MOD / 'MOD @ ! + !
- C! 0@ 2DROP U< NEGATE DUP MOVE FILL ERASE EXECUTE DUP WITHIN ABS MAX MIN EMIT CR TYPE KEY SPACE SPACES HOLD EXPECT HERE <= # # S > S > SIGN ? L R U ABOURT " "
- BLOCK BUFFER UPDATE FLUSH EMPTY BUFFERS WORD, NUMBER INTERRUPT QUIT ABOURT DECIMAL HEX OCTAL LOAD ALLOT
- LITERAL [ ] SMUDGE EXIT : : CREATE CONSTANT VARIABLE BEGIN UNTIL AGAIN THEN IF WHILE REPEAT ELSE EXIT FORTH

Additions to cmForth provided with the NX4 software

DO LOOP +LOOP /LOOP I J S VLIST COUNT -TRAILING PAD CMOVE DOES> DEPTH PICK ROLL

Fourth 83 standard words not supplied with NX4 software.

0> D+ D< DNEGATE SAVE BUFFERS

DEFINITIONS CURRENT STATE #TIB >BODY FORTH-83 SPAN TIB ' [ ]

**PROGRAMMING THE NX4**

Using the NX4 system is quite straightforward. The host IBM PC or clone runs an MS-DOS program called NX.COM which is a 'sealed' Forth program, though still running a keyboard interpreter with a restricted set of words to enable editing, printing and block and file handling on the host IBM PC.

When communicating with NX4, the word nx turns the host computer into a terminal and disc for the NX4. On power up, cmForth on the NX4 does not know what data rate to run at, so after hitting its reset button, the letter B has to be sent from the host computer. The cmForth program responds with "hi" and the host computer is now the input for the keyboard interpreter.

The cmForth word nx is defined as I-case, and this block is usually used to load utilities and development code. Definitions can be downloaded from disc or compiled in from the keyboard with equal ease, after which they can be tested by being directly executed from the keyboard.

**CONCLUSION**

The Novix team has shown that a new processor can be developed at a fraction of the cost of many of the more conventional devices and give superior performance, both in terms of execution speed and ease of programming. Simplicity of the buses and versatility of the i/o ports more than make up for the few extra hardware-stack chips. The NC1000 combination of computing power and flexibility opens up applications considered impossible with other processors, and points the way to new and exciting designs based on this technology.

Novix architecture was detailed in the February issue. A second article in April discussed application of the device using the NX4 evaluation and development board as an illustration.

Andrew Haley and William Watson are with Computer Solutions.
## INSTRUMENTS COMPONENTS EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

**OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOMED**

**UK FREE DELIVERY**

### OSCILLOSCOPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITACHI</td>
<td>V212</td>
<td>Dual trace ZO MHZ</td>
<td>£314.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3031</td>
<td>Single 20 MHZ</td>
<td>£320.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3141</td>
<td>Dual 20 MHZ</td>
<td>£320.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GENERATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAMEG</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>20 amp DC</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10 amp DC</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>311</td>
<td>20 amp DC</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>312</td>
<td>10 amp DC</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COUNTERS AND TIMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MULTIMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>IS range pocket</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>IS range pocket</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>IS range pocket</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>322</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>324</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GENERATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£418.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£583.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PROBE/PULSER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>030</td>
<td></td>
<td>£39.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EDUCACTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>014</td>
<td></td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## VALVES

### SPECIAL GENERATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEW PYE EQUIPMENT & SPARES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADSIONED LTD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## KESTREL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEW PYE EQUIPMENT & SPARES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ADENMORE LTD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## STOOKS FOR:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ORDER BY POST OR PHONE. OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR Calls.

**HENRY'S ELECTRONICS**

130 Edgware Road, London W7 1BE. Tel: 01-724 3564

404 Edgware Road, London W12. Tel: 01-724 0323

TELEX 298102 TRANS G

**EDUCATION AND ACCOUNT ENQUIRIES 01-258 1831**

---

**BINOMIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FREE SAMPLES**

With £100 printed order (NS)

**FIELD TELEPHONE CABLE TYPE 010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ADENMORE LTD**

(Manufacturers of Radio Equipment since 1974)

27 Longshot Estate, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 1RL Tel: 0344 52023

---

**ENTER 50 ON REPLY CARD**

**27MHz FM TELEMETRY & TELECOMMUNICATIONS**

**NEW PYE EQUIPMENT & SPARES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ENTER 39 ON REPLY CARD**

**KESTREL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD.**

- All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
- Many other items available.
- 'Exclusive of V.A.T. and Postage Package'
Image acquisition system

Creating software routines for a solid-state computer vision interface

G.J. AWCOCK, F.W. STONE AND R. THOMAS

This image acquisition system is based on a low-cost solid-state sensor device, the IS32 optic d-ram by Micron Technology. The device is very suitable for generating the black-or-white binary images widely used in robotics, computer image processing and character recognition. Hardware for this system is described in the April and May 1987 issues.

The main function of the driver software is to obtain image data from the hardware and then to display it on to the screen of the host computer. A suitable screen mode should be chosen so that the image data can be mapped with an aspect ratio matching that of the sensor. Ideally this should be 1:2.6:1 to correspond with the effective photosite size of 8.6 x 6.8 µm.

With a BBC computer as host, the best screen modes to use are modes 1 and 4. Mode 4 provides a basic two-colour display whilst using only 10Kbyte of memory; mode 1 gives the opportunity to add colour to screen messages but requires an extra 10Kbyte of ram.

A routine to display a continuously updated image on the computer's screen is shown in Fig. 11. First, the initialize procedure sets the computer's serial port characteristics to correspond with the imaging hardware. Sensor quadrant selection is performed by transmitting codes to set or reset the row and column address m.s.b.s (Table 2 last month). Finally, control passes to a loop which performs the continuous updating; it starts by transmitting the code to initiate the scan macro-task in the hardware.

It is desirable to employ a display-whilst-scan technique, since this introduces a degree of parallelism which shortens the image update loop as the computer need not wait for the sensor to finish capturing an image. This means that as soon as the sensor scan has been initiated the host begins to plot image data resulting from the previous scan, whilst the hardware is performing its dedicated task.

In the case of the first traverse of this loop after initialization, the resulting image will be quite meaningless, being a display of random memory contents. Also, the displayed image will always be one step behind the image currently being captured by the hardware. But whilst this can be momentarily confusing, it should not present any serious drawbacks in the majority of applications.

On completion of a scan or of the display process, whichever takes the longer, the code to start the read macro-task is transmitted to trigger the transfer of image data from the most recent sensor scan back to the host. When the raw (i.e. packed and partially linearized) image data is received, it is better to buffer it in the computer's main memory, rather than to attempt to de-scramble it fully and plot it directly on the screen. This allows fast hardware-to-host transfer rates to be achieved. The prototype system was run at 19200 baud with no serial link handshaking, using a BBC computer as host.

To enable the update loop to be terminated, a keyboard scan routine should be included at a suitable point in the cycle. This would allow an interesting image to be frozen by pressing a key and saved to disc for subsequent processing or enhancement.

### IMAGE DATA DISPLAY

Plotting the buffered image on to the screen is the most complex task of the image update software. Details of the algorithm will vary for different host machines because of their particular graphic screen memory allocation. Thus, in developing a suitable algorithm for the display task the major factors to be considered are:

- the screen memory map of the host: the need for speed prohibits the use of operating system calls which would otherwise allow plotting by means of standard X and Y graphics coordinates.
- the relationship between the orientations of the sensor, the scene and the computer screen, taking account of inversions caused by the optical system employed.

Optical arrangements in the prototype consisted of a modified photographic enlarger with the sensor surface in the film plane. Subject matter could be placed on the baseboard and the image focused on to the front face of the sensor with the normal bellows focusing control and the enlarger head's height control. Since the front face of the sensor is the surface pointing away from the observer, the display automatically compensates for the lateral inversion inherent in the optics. However, optical inversion in the vertical direction must still be corrected and this dictates that the sensor pels along the X-axis (or rows) should be plotted in reverse order on the screen for a correctly oriented image.

Figure 12 shows an image display routine for mode 1 graphics on the BBC micro, and is inevitably partially specific to that machine. However, it should serve to illustrate the principles of writing software for other computers.

The screen of the BBC micro is controlled by a 6845, which is a textual or 'character'-oriented c.r.t. controller. In effect, it organizes the screen into 'character' rows and 'character' columns, each character cell using eight consecutive bytes of memory (regardless of graphics mode). In mode 1 the
screen is divided into 32 rows of characters, each containing 80 four-pel-wide character columns; each character cell is four pels wide by eight deep. It is necessary to employ an area of screen memory corresponding to $64 \times 16$ characters to plot an image of $256 \times 128$ pels. Therefore the image plotting routine basically consists of three nested loops, one to count the number of bytes in a character cell, and two more to count the character rows and columns respectively. Each counter should be linearly incremented or decremented to achieve the speediest method of driving the inner loop algorithm around the image plotting area.

The inner loop is repeated eight times under the control of the byte counter, and is responsible for the plotting of two active pels (plus two space pels) in each of the eight consecutive screen addresses comprising a character cell. The middle loop is under the control of the character column counter which causes the inner loop to be repeated 64 times, thereby plotting eight screen lines, each containing 128 active pels and 128 space pels; i.e. a character row. The final, outer, loop is thus controlled by the character row counter and allows 16 character rows of data to be plotted down the screen, yielding a total of 128 screen lines as required. Thus the final image matrix consists of 128 lines each of 256 pels, making a total of 32 768 pels; but it must be remembered that half of these are space pels not supplied by the sensor.

**INNER LOOP ALGORITHM**

Consideration of the method used by the hardware to pack the data into bytes will reveal that the position of any data bit, indexed by (IS32 column, IS32 row) in the memory buffer may be found by applying the following equations:

```
Byte address = buffer root address + column x 16 + (row DIV 8)  
Bit number = 7 - (row MOD 8)  
```

These equations assume that the received image data stream is stored in consecutive bytes from the buffer root address upwards. They return the address in the buffer of the byte containing the desired bit and its bit number within that byte. For example, if the buffer root address was &2800, then the sensor pels contained at the top of this data table would be as shown in Fig.13.

With the BBC computer in mode 1, each pel can take one of four colours. A screen byte contains only four pels and in this application two of these will be used to represent active photosites whilst the other two will represent space pels and must be left at the chosen background colour. Figure 14 assumes that the image is to be displayed in the top left corner of the screen (screen address pointer initialized to &3000), and shows the relationship between screen memory addresses and IS32 sensor pels required for the first few character cells.

Fig.12 Image display routine for the BBC Micro in mode 1. In this machine screen memory is organized into character-sized cells, a factor which must be taken into account in plotting graphics.
Figure 15 is an enlarged map of the bottom left corner of quadrant 1 on the sensor's 'upper' array (Fig.7. April issue, page 443). This region of the quadrant will be plotted in the top left corner of the screen to compensate for the vertical inversion discussed earlier and so it contains the data to be plotted in the screen memory addresses shown in Fig 14. Highlighted boxes in Fig. 13 show where the corresponding pel data is stored in the buffer. Thus for each of eight consecutive screen addresses, pel data from four widely separated bytes in the buffer is needed. Data highlighted in Fig. 13, 14 reveals a repeating pattern which generates the algorithm for the second stage linearization process, which may be applied to the inner loop of Fig.12.

Before entry to the inner loop, the image data byte pattern containing pels that must be plotted into the character cell will have to be copied from the buffer. This is facilitated by setting up a buffer base-address pointer to locate the bytes that will be used. This pointer is initialized to an address near the top of the buffer, which is where the first data to be plotted may be found. At the end of each pass of the inner loop the pointer is moved to locate the next set of data.

Figure 14 shows that moving from a pel in one character cell to the corresponding pel in the adjacent cell on the same character row requires that the IS32 row numbers remain constant, whilst IS32 column numbers are decremented by two. Similarly, moving from a pel in one character cell to the corresponding pel in the adjacent cell in the same character column requires that the IS32 column numbers remain constant, whilst row numbers are decremented by eight. Using equations 1 and 2 we can deduce the two fixed decrements which are required to move the buffer base-address pointer as the character cell currently being plotted is moved around the screen in increments of one character position. Thus, in the prototype software, a pointer decrement of 32 bytes is required to move one character to the right, whilst a decrement of 1 byte is required to move one character down the screen.

The second-stage linearization algorithm is centred on the inner loop, which is responsible for plotting the sensor data into character cells under control of the byte counter. The byte counter holds the three least significant bits of the screen memory address and thus determines which line of the current character cell receives data. Sensor data to be plotted on even lines of the character cell is contained within one buffer byte (labelled Evendata in Fig.13), whilst data to be plotted on the odd lines is distributed amongst the other three relevant buffer bytes (labelled Odddata-3 in Fig.13).

It is also necessary to determine which two of the four pels described by each screen memory byte receive the photosite data; and this can be achieved by testing the byte counter to see whether it is odd or even. If the counter is even, image data will be found in Evendata and must be mapped into the outer pair of the four pels from a screen memory byte; otherwise, the data will be located in Odddata-3 and the inner pair of pels must be plotted (Fig. 14). This algorithm is summarized by the flowchart of Fig.16 which also indicates the way in which data bits may be extracted from their buffer bytes by right rotation of each byte prior to plotting.

Note that this algorithm assumes that the whole screen has previously been cleared to background colour: this improves speed by removing the necessity to plot the space pels individually.

When the screen memory byte has been written according to the algorithm, the screen address pointer (which was initialized to $36000$) is incremented, and the byte counter must be decremented and tested for
Fig.15. Map of the IS32 sensor’s surface shows the spatial relationship of photosites at the bottom left of quadrant 1. Row Y128 does not conform to the regular pattern and should not be plotted: this conveniently prevents the plotted image from exceeding 256 X 128. A similar type of irregularity exists in the columns X0 and X1, not shown here.

an ‘end of character cell’ condition. If this condition is true, the inner loop is complete; otherwise it must be continued.

On completion of the inner loop it is necessary to perform housekeeping activities to ensure that the plot proceeds in an orderly fashion. Thus the character column counter and the character row counter must be decremented and tested for end-of-row and end-of-plot respectively. The end of row condition causes an offset to be added to the screen address pointer to ensure that the next character row is aligned with the previous one; the end of column condition causes the plotting routine to be terminated (Fig.12).

An enhanced version of the software described in this article is available on disc for the BBC Microcomputer at £7.50 including postage and the cost of the disc, from Bill Stone, 77 St Sampson Road, Broadfield, Crawley, West Sussex RH11 9RP. Please specify either 40 or 80 track disc. The IS32 sensor is distributed by Joseph Electronics, 2 The Square, Broad Street, Birmingham B15 1AP, tel. 021-643 2011.
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IMAGE-10
HIGH PERFORMANCE SINGLE BOARD GRAPHICS COMPUTER

High performance? they all say that. Ah yes, but...

Image-10 has three 16 bit processors working concurrently for dazzling speed and
Image-10 has a resolution of 768 by 576 pixels for intricate detail and
Image-10 has 256 on-screen colours giving photographic quality.

In fact Image-10 has all of the refinements asked of graphics intensive applications. Like hardware windows, hardware drawing, hardware zoom and pan, hardware character generation and hardware block moves. The only thing the cpu has to do is to run your applications.

Board Price £1295

Image-10 includes:
- 68010 cpu
- 82786 gdc
- Floppy disc controller
- Dual RS232
- Battery backed clock
- 512K dram
- 64K sram
- Winchester disc controller
- Mouse
- Stereo sound generator
- 256K eprom

SOFTWARE
VERSATILE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Versatile, low cost, development systems based on Micro Concepts' single board computer, Microbox 3. A choice of powerful disc operating systems is available including Os-9/68K, TRIPOS, and CP/M-68K

Features include:
- 68000 microprocessor, 8MHz clock.
- 512K dynamic ram, 64K static ram, 128K eprom
- On-board graphics controller offers: 80 column, 24 row, 16 colour text.
- 640 by 480, 4 colour graphics.
- 320 by 480, 16 colour graphics.
- Floppy disc controller.
- Winchester disc controller.
- Dual serial RS232 ports.
- Centronics printer port.
- Up to 48 lines of parallel input/output.
- Battery backed clock/calendar.
- I/O expansion capability.
- Double eurocard board format.

Hardware prices:
- Fully built and tested Microbox 3 single board computer: £650
- System with dual 1M byte floppy disc drives: £1195
- System with 20M byte Winchester and single floppy drive: £1895

COMPLETE SUITE £295
INCLUDES FULL "C" SOURCE CODES (NOT 68000)

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED EPROM EEPROM and SINGLE CHIP MICRO PROGRAMMER

Programs the following devices:
- 2508
- 2564
- 27C16
- 27C32
- 27C64
- 27C128
- 27C256
- 27C512
- 27C1024
- 2817A
- 2817B
- 6264
- 62128
- 62256
- 62512
- 621024
- 624096
- 628192
- 6216384
- 6232768
- 6265536
- 62131072
- 62262144
- 62524288
- 62104864
- 622097152
- 624194304
- 6283165456
- 6216382912
- 62327658592
- 626553171824
- 621310343648
- 622620687328
- 6252413746576
- 6210487491904
- 6220974983808
- 6241949967616
- 6283179935344

No Personality Modules required.

Controlled via RS232 interface.
Accepts Intel, Motorola, ASCII-hex and binary data. Ultra-fast, fast and standard programming modes.

Low and high byte programming supported.
Completely self contained but uncased.

Price £295

All prices shown exclusive of VAT and carriage

2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 5AA
Telephone (0242) 510525

ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD 593
Please rush me details of the IC -R7000 and my nearest ICOM dealer.

2SC1970
2N6084
2N6083
2N5946
2N5913
2N5643
2N5642
2N5641
2N5591
2N5590
2N4416
2N3632

ICOM introduces the IC -R7000. advanced technology, continuous coverage to cover aircraft. marine. FM broadcast, Amateur radio, television and weather...

ICMommunications

ICOM introduces the IC-2200, advanced technology, continuous coverage communications. Receive with 89 programmable memories the IC-2200 covers aircraft, marine, FM broadcast. Amateur radio. television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation and quick tuning the IC 2200 features direct keyypad entry. Precise frequencies can be selected by pressing the dial keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with 6 tuning speeds.

2SC2290
2SC1978

NEW! AFFORDABLE PCB CAD

FROM CHANNEL MICRO PRODUCTS LTD

- Maximum circuit board size greater than 2" x 2'
- Powerful zoom facility and fast screen re-draw.
- Full on-screen editing. Mouse & Trackball compatible.
- Hard copy at 1:1, 2:1 & 4:1 from Epson FX or RX printer.
- Plotter drivers for most popular plotters.
- Low cost BBC Micro hardware keeps system cost below £1500.
- Software only £240.

Tel: 021-474 6000
Telex No: 312242

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way, March, Cambs. PE15 8RG. Tel: (0354) 51269

HIGH QUALITY – LOW PRICES

4+11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

Receive: VNB's, LINC's, FEED HORNs, ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS, POLARATORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

ENTER 8 ON REPLY CARD
Supercomputer for science and engineering

The inauguration of a new computer at the SERC Daresbury Laboratories heralds the launch of a programme of research into parallel computer architectures for scientific and engineering computation.

Central to the project is the T20 computer from Floating Point Systems which uses the Inmos Transputer. The fastest available computer systems operate at about 1Gflop* per second, and around 400mips. This rate is only obtained where large ordered sets of data (vectors) can be processed in an optimized assembly line manner called pipelining. The performance of these supercomputers depends largely on how much of any program can be 'vectorized'.

Problems requiring teraflop speed include simulations of economic importance, such as modelling the flow of air over an aircraft, computing the side effects of drugs and long-term effects of pesticides and herbicides. Although algorithms for solving such problems still exhibit mixtures of vector and scalar operations, the program can often be sub-divided into sections or processes that can proceed independently in parallel. The controller of such a program has to know which processes can proceed in parallel, which must be run in sequence and which need to communicate with others; this is essentially the flow diagram of the program.

The T-series computer exploits this 'coarse-grained' parallelism. It consists of a number of interconnected nodes, where each node consists of a scalar and vector processor with shared memory and input/output channels. The control processor, the Inmos T414-20 Transputer, processes scalar integer code and controls 16 input/output serial channels, executing scalar integer large number of instructions per second and can manage four active channels at a time, each transferring at up to 2.5Mbyte/s. When the Transputer encounters a vector instruction of a scalable floating-point instruction it initiates the vector unit which can perform vector arithmetic at up to 16Mflops. The 1Mbyte memory system provides 12 and 64-bit operands to the transputer and vectors of 256 32-bit words or 128 64-bit words to the vector unit. A node occupies one board in the T-series machine.

The Daresbury Laboratory T-series is a T-20 and consists of 16 computational nodes, two system nodes, and a DEC Microvax II local front-end processor. The computational nodes are connected together as the corners of a four-dimensional cube (hyper-cube of order 4), so that each node uses four of its 16 channels for inter-node links. It can be upgraded by doubling the configuration and connecting the nodes to create a hypercube of the next higher order up to a maximum of 4096 nodes. The T-20 is able to perform arithmetic at speeds up to 256Mflops and 160mips. This is one quarter the performance of the fastest available conventional supercomputer at a cost of less than 5% of such a system, made possible because it is built from standard off-the-shelf components. For the same reason, the T-series requirements for power and cooling are minimal and its support costs are said to be low.

The system runs under Occam, but Fortran and C compilers are to be added. The T-20 will be accessible from Janet, the joint academic network, and the advanced research computing group at Daresbury will be working in collaboration with universities for the development of software tools: they expect to attract interest from industry for advanced concurrent software. Initial studies are for software on computational chemistry, molecular modelling and surface physics programs.

* 10^16 Floating-point operations per second.

OU to get Amstrad PCs

The Open University is to buy up to 4500 computers to form a pool of machines available for hire, or discount purchase, by students. Two suppliers have been selected: Amstrad and Akhter, with the majority of the orders (80%) going to Amstrad. The computers will be used in IT-related courses, and a grant of £2.25M is to be provided by the DTI.

Toward cad standards

A move toward a common software basis for electronic computer-aided design systems has been initiated by a newly formed group of European companies. A coordination of efforts to address the technical areas of persistent data, communications between concurrent cad applications, and man-machine faces, could offer a wider choice of hardware and software as well as protecting investments in existing applications, systems and training.

Specifications produced by the group, which includes Bull, CNET, ES2, ICL, Imec, Nixdorf,
Cadab, Olivetti, Sweden’s NMP and Philips, would be in the public domain, and participants would implement subsystems based on the common specification for their own platforms or integrated applications. There is no restriction to membership of the group and other participants are expected to join, including third-party software suppliers and start-up companies like Qudos.

**Pop video compact discs**

The compact disc standard is to be expanded by Philips and Sony to combine video and audio of five minutes duration on a standard-sized disc with an additional 20 minutes of sound which could be played on existing CD players. It is also anticipated that a combination of disc sizes up to the 12in LaserVision disc will be accommodated on a single optical player suitable for both audio and video.

They are also developing the CD equivalent of a 'single' disc, which may become a 3in disc capable of carrying up to 20 minutes of sound audio and compatible with existing CD players by means of an adaptor, though say extensive research and consultation is still necessary before a final specification can be released.

**Security in fund transfer**

A co-operative marketing agreement, announced by GE Information Services and Racal-Guardata, enables users of GE's worldwide teleprocessing services to combat computer fraud. The first result of the agreement is an upgraded version of GE's money transfer system, incorporating new security features.

The standards for use within security systems for the financial services industry covering message authentication, key management, etc. are being defined and developed through American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the International Standards Organisation (ISO) in Europe. The GE/Racal solution is a two-tier graphically-based system using the data encryption algorithm (DEA), firstly through the ANSI X9.9 message authentication technique, and secondly by integrating personal authentication and linking the various components, using ANSI X9.29, with message authentication. Together, these two techniques provide a mechanism that ensures end-to-end message authentication and authorization that will identify the originating device as well as the authorizing office. This is a first step in the introduction of 'electronic signature.' The security equipment is tamper-resistant and operates as a peripheral device to the host computer. For a PC, this will be a security card that slots into the computer and for a mainframe will be a fault-tolerant security module. Each authorizing office is issued with a 'Watchword generator,' a hand-held calculator-like, tamper-resistant device used to calculate a digital signature.

**Desk-top speech recognition**

Computer recognition of human speech has moved dramatically forward in the demonstration of a desk-top system that has a vocabulary of 20,000 words: "97% of all the words likely to be used in business" according to IBM. The system characterizes user's speech in a 20 minute session by reading a prepared document containing 200 key sound patterns. The characteristic is retained so the 'training' session is only needed once for each user. Punctuation is added verbally.

The PC-based system uses two high-speed subsystems, each containing an IBM-developed digital signal processor chip. The first subsystem transforms a speaker's words into a string of labels thereby encoding the speech. The second matches those labels against labels of words in the system's vocabulary.

The analysis of 25 million words in IBM office correspondence has provided a context so that the system can determine which is the most likely word to follow the two previous words. A different approach has been taken by Siemens and Philips in their Spicos system. This allows a user to ask questions or command the computer.

The experimental system provides an automatic question-and-answer service that administers memorenda, letters and similar documents for each user. Its current vocabulary comprises about 1000 words. Commands and interrogative sentences must correspond to certain syntactical patterns culled from 200 typical enquiries. In conjunction with the specified vocabulary, these allow the system to recognize and analyse a total of about 1.5 trillion individual sentences.

Recognition is supported by a pronunciation lexicon containing all possible words on a linguistic analysis module which maps the sentences in a network. By comparing the acoustic characteristics of the spoken words with those of reference patterns and applying statistical methods, word and sentence hypotheses are generated and passed on to a dialogue module to respond dynamically to the user by posing useful replies.

**SUMMER EVENTS**

Further details of the following events from the Institute of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London WC2, or telephone 01-240 1871 Ext. 330, unless otherwise stated.

2-3 June
UK telecommunications networks - Present and future. First IEE/IERE national conference, Savoy Place.

20 July
Photographc data acquisition: IEE lecture by Dr J M. Burch in connection with a photographic exhibition at the Institution running from 29 June to 10 July.

5-10 July
Multivariable control for industrial applications: 2nd vacation school at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.

10-13 July
History of electrical engineering: 15th weekend school at Trinity College, Dublin.

19-24 July
Computer-aided tools for v.l.s.i. systems: 2nd vacation school at the University of Lancaster.

25-29 July
Transmission for telecommunications: 5th vacation school at the University of Aston.

26-31 July
Radio frequency techniques: vacation school at the University of Bradford.

2-4 September
Satellite communications systems: 3rd vacation school at the University of Surrey.

3-7 September
Software engineering for microprocessor systems: 5th vacation school at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.

27-30 September
Gathering the world through microwaves: International microwave symposium in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Details from Prof A.A. de Salles, Catholic University of Rio, Rua Marques de S. Vincente 225, Gavea, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
TEST METERS

Realistically priced for your workbench

ONLY £86.91
YM68Y

SWEEP/MULTI-FUNCTION GENERATOR

Range: 0.2Hz to 2MHz. Sine, square, triangle, rectangular, pulse, ramp, sawtooth, and slanted sine wave can be generated. Variable duty cycle, push buttons: range and function selection switches.

ONLY £104.30
YJ820

10MHz MULTI-FUNCTION COUNTER/TIMER

10Hz to 100MHz with 8-digit LED display, frequency counter, period counter with a range down to 400ns, and a totalise event counter mode. 10MHz crystal oven time base.

ONLY £130.39
YM58V

1kHz MULTI-FUNCTION COUNTER/TIMER

1kHz to 10kHz with 8-digit LED display, freq. counter, period counter with a range down to 400ns, and a totalise event counter mode. 100MHz and 3.90625MHz crystal oven time base.

ONLY £104.30
YM55W

TEST METERS

LOW DISTORTION SINE & SQUARE WAVE OUTPUTS. Synchronisation input. Output frequency displayed on 4-digit LED display. Output 2.5V r.m.s. into sine & square wave outputs. Synchronisation input. Output frequency displayed on 4-digit LED display.

ONLY £139.08
YM67X

AUXILIARY VOLT/ohMATOR

 año to 200kHz: Low distortion sine & square wave outputs. Continuity and diode test ranges. Continuity and diode test ranges. Continuity and diode test ranges. Continuity and diode test ranges.

ONLY £130.39
YM58V
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LOW COST ELECTRONICS C.A.D.

IBM PC (and compatibles), RM NIMBUS, BBC MODEL B, B+ and MASTER, AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K

"ANALYSER" I and II compute the A.C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE of linear (analogues) circuits. GAIN and PHASE INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE and GROUP RELAY (except Spectrum version) are calculated over any frequency range required. The programs are in use regularly for frequencies between 0.1Hz to 1 GHz. The effects on performance of MODIFICATIONS to both circuit and component values can be speedily evaluated.

Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, TRANSFORMERS, DIPOLAR and FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated - up to 60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version).

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER CROSS-OVER NETWORKS, WIDE-BAND AMPLIFIERS, TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by "breaking the loop".

Tabular output on Analysts I. Full graphical output, increased circuit size and active component library facilities on Analysts II.

Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days.

ANALYSER can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new designs.

Used by INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R & D DEPARTMENTS worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES, VERY EASY TO USE. Prices from £20 to £195.

Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and FREE update service.

For illustrated leaflets and ordering information please contact Ref: WW

Happy Memories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part type</th>
<th>1 off</th>
<th>25-99</th>
<th>100 up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4164 150s Not Texas</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41256 150s</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41464 120s</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114 200s Low Power</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6116 150s Low Power</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6264 150s Low Power</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62256 120s Low Power</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2716 450s 5 volt</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2532 450s</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732 450s</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27322 250s</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2764 250s Suit BBC</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27128 250s Suit BBC</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27256 250s</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27512 250s</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>6.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low profile IC sockets: Pins

- 8 14 16 18 20 24 26 40
- 9 10 11 12 15 17 24

Please ask for quote on higher quantities or items not shown.

Data free on memories purchased, enquire cost for other.

Write or 'phone for list of other items including our 74LS series and a DISCOUNT ORDER FORM.

Please add 50p post & packing to orders under £15 and VAT to total. Access orders by 'phone or mail welcome.

We also supply crystal filters, oscillators of all types and communication antennae.

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW), FREEPOST, Kington, Herefordshire HR5 3BR.
Tel: (054 422) 618
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ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
If only half of the praise heaped on to the memory of William Thomson is only half true then he was still a truly remarkable man.

Thomson, better known now as Lord Kelvin, was born in Belfast on June 26, 1824 the fourth of seven children of James and Margaret Thomson. His father was an eminent mathematician who, after the early death of his wife, devoted much attention to the personal tuition and encouragement of his children.

When William was seven years old his father was appointed Professor of Mathematics in Glasgow. With his brother James he attended some of his father’s mathematics classes, where he displayed his prodigious mind at a tender age. On one occasion when no-one in the class could answer a question, William cried out, “Do, papa, let me answer.”

In due course the two brothers became regular students at the university. When William was about 12 years old, a course in natural philosophy drew his attention to electricity; and his father ensured that the book learning was strengthened by practical work, something which was not then the norm. With his brother, William constructed frictional electrical machines and galvanic batteries, building whatever was needed from whatever was available. This ‘activity’ approach, as it might now be termed, helped develop the original and inventive mind that in later years was to be a driving force in electrical theory and practice.

In his final year at Glasgow, William Thomson’s mind was captured by Fourier’s theorem. This proved to be a cornerstone of some of his work on the transmission of electricity. He developed a great love for the French mathematicians.

After Glasgow University it was the turn of Cambridge, which he entered as an undergraduate at sixteen. His already-published paper on Fourier’s Theorem caused a stir amongst fellow freshmen. He displayed musical talent, rowing skills and a zest for mathematics. One of his lifelong friends later described him at Cambridge as “a most engaging boy, brimful of fun and mischief.”

Shortage of money was often a problem: on one occasion Thomson wrote home explaining that he had only half-a-crown left.

After graduation in 1845 (he came second) he spent two months in Paris working in Regnault’s laboratory, where he received a grounding in scientific research. (It was Regnault who calculated absolute zero to be -273°C.) Thomson met famous French mathematicians and studied Carnot’s classic work on the motive power of heat. This helped to set him on the path to his own great work on thermodynamics.

Shortly afterwards he was appointed to the chair of Natural Philosophy at Glasgow, a position he was to retain for 53 years. There were many good candidates for it but the 22-year-old beat them all. His father’s joy may be judged by a comment from a close friend: “The first announcement I had on the subject was your father’s face as he came out of the hall where the election had been conducted. A countenance more expressive of delight was never witnessed.”

For two years father and son held professorships in the same university, a happy situation ended untimely by a cholera outbreak in 1849. Apparently Thomson was not an outstanding lecturer. His brilliant mind leaping through a problem would often leave his students exasperated. But according to one of them, his influence came from his magnetic personality.

One educational advance he introduced, however, was worth all manner of lecturing technique and that was his student laboratory—the first experimental laboratory for students in Britain. About 1850 he converted a disused wine cellar into a laboratory and there his students learned by doing. Later it became a research unit as he applied his own talents to solving technological problems. These efforts were rewarded by 70 patents, directorships, prestige and wealth. After his death the estate he left was valued at £182 000, a considerable sum in 1907.

Thomson made his mark in several fields of science and engineering. These included thermodynamics, electrical theory, submarine telegraphy, precision instruments, systems of units, and fundamental improvements to the marine compass. In the case of the compass he introduced magnets and soft iron to compensate for the effects of the ship’s magnetism. It is said that on seeing an early and crude version of the new compass the Astronomer Royal remarked “It won’t do.” “So much for the Astronomer Royal’s opinion” was Thomson’s comment.

Thomson helped establish thermodynamics as a pillar of science and his contributions there alone were enough to secure an honoured place in the history books. He championed J.P. Joule’s work on the mechanical equivalent of heat at a time when Joule was finding it difficult to gain a hearing. He suggested the concept of zero energy of motion at -273°C and proposed the absolute temperature scale with zero at -273°C. In 1851 he proposed one of the two original versions of the Second Law of Thermodynamics (the more rigorous version was by R.J.E. Clausius, who gave us the word entropy). Five years later Thomson introduced the term kinetic energy.

THOMSON AND THE TELEGRAPH

But for those of us particularly interested in electrical and electronic engineering, Thomson’s fame rests in the realm of electrical theory and practice, and in submarine telegraphy in particular.

By the mid-1850s telegraph engineers had turned their thoughts to spanning the Atlantic. This was to become one of the great engineering feats of the nineteenth century, akin to putting men on the Moon a century later. Thomson was an outstanding contributor to the eventual success of this project.

Pioneers


W.A.ATHERTON
for which he was knighted in 1866.

The first submarine cables had revealed that the speed with which messages could be sent was less for an insulated cable laid in water than for an uninsulated land line of the same length. Siemens and Faraday showed that the transmitted pulse took constant (and one time to decay. Further, the time increased as the siphon recorder, gave a permanent record of the message and was patented in 1867. Ink in a capillary tube was charged such that it was ejected on to a moving strip of earthed paper. A moving-coil detector drove the capillary tube so that the received signal produced a wavy line on the paper. Thomson was one of the first to employ moving coils rather than moving iron in a meter. Thomson's mathematical ability enabled him to predict that the operation of the Atlantic cable would be slow but worthwhile. Normal telegraph instruments would be too insensitive for the job and so he devised his very clever (and justly famous) mirror galvanometer. This worked well during the laying of the 1858 cable. However, once the cable was operational, the low voltage transmitter and the mirror galvanometer detector were replaced against Thomson’s advice with high voltage induction coils and conventional telegraph detectors. With something in the region of 2kV applied to it, the insulation failed.

This, with the failure of the Red Sea cable, culminated in the setting up of a British Government committee to examine the science and practice of submarine cables. The cable had been the first to be laid across the Atlantic, but was the third attempt at doing so. A lot of money had been lost.

The inquiry, of which Thomson and Wheatstone were members, reported in 1861. Of just over 11,000 miles of submarine cable laid, only about 3000 miles were working. Much was learned about the theory of electrical transmission, the effects of impurities on the conductivity of copper, and the design, manufacturing and handling of cables. With lessons learned, the prospects for a new try seemed good.

An attempt in 1865 failed with only 600 miles to go. The next year a new cable was laid successfully and the 1865 cable recovered, a new piece spliced on, and that cable also completed. Two cables linked Europe and America, as cables have continued to do to this day. Thomson, by the way, had sailed with every expedition.

Thomson invented two famous instruments for submarine telegraphy. They were the mirror galvanometer, mentioned above, and the siphon recorder.

The first was a moving iron instrument. A tiny mirror, about a centimetre in diameter, was attached to a fine steel needle. Together they weighed 0.1g. A narrow beam of light reflected from the mirror was focused on to a screen so providing a very long and weightless pointer. A small deflection was easily visible, allowing tiny currents to be detected.

This instrument was so sensitive that Latimer Clark, a well known telegraph engineer of the time, used it to detect a signal sent through the two Atlantic cables in series. His battery was a single tiny cell consisting of a silver thimble, a bit of zinc, and a few drops of sulphuric acid.

The second of Thomson’s instruments, the siphon recorder, gave a permanent record of the message and was patented in 1867. Ink in a capillary tube was charged such that it was ejected on to a moving strip of earthed paper. A moving-coil detector drove the capillary tube so that the received signal produced a wavy line on the paper. Thomson was one of the first to employ moving coils rather than moving iron in a meter. Thomson’s interest in measurement led him to suggest setting up a British Association committee to propose a system of ‘absolute’ electrical and magnetic units, continuing the earlier work of Gauss and Weber. The committee was formed in 1861. Various suggestions were lost along the way: ‘ohm’ for example was originally proposed as ‘thom’! The unit of electrical charge (coulomb) was once the ‘weber’. It was Thomson who suggested the term ‘mho’ for conductance – now replaced by the siemens, which was once a unit of resistance!

Thomson was one of the famous men of the nineteenth century. He was made Baron Kelvin of Largs in 1892. He married twice, but had no children; yet the name Kelvin is perpetuated in our unit of absolute temperature. Many societies elected him as president, including the Royal Society and the Institution of Electrical Engineers. He became a Privy Councillor in 1902.

After his death in 1907 he was buried in Westminster Abbey, close to the remains of Newton. Not many electrical engineers have gained that honour.

Although a scientific revolutionary in his youth he became part of the establishment, so to speak, in his old age. He had doubts about Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism, once calling it “the hiding of ignorance under cover of a formula”. He favoured d.c. mains systems to a.c. and once regarded commutators as “frightful”. On the other hand he was one of the first to equip his home with the new electric light bulbs. And when visiting Marconi’s experiments on the Isle of Wight in 1898 he sent a couple of messages to fellow engineers on the mainland for which he insisted on paying. These according to the Marconi company, were the first radio telegrams to be paid for.

Next in this series of pioneers of electrical communication: Alexander Graham Bell.

Tony Atherton is on the staff of the IBA’s engineering training college in Devon.
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Millimetre-waves for the military

The account of Britain's Skynet-4 military comsat given in the May issue mentioned the use of e.h.f. in the communications payload and promised more details to come. A paper entitled 'The Skynet-4 e.h.f. payload and future developments' was due to be given at an IEE colloquium by two people from Marconi, the payload manufacturers. In the event this paper turned out to be less specific than the title suggests. "Security requirements have obliged us to tone down our presentation to some extent" explained N.F. Kington of Marconi. No doubt, however, the Ministry of Defence, had become wary of releasing military information after the Zircon affair a few months earlier and had imposed something of a clampdown on Marconi.

Nevertheless Mr Kington was able to discuss some of the photos of experiments on e.h.f. transponder hardware intended to use in a future Skynet-4 spacecraft. This comprised receiving equipment for the 43.5 to 45.5 GHz military comsat uplink band and transmitting equipment for the corresponding 20.2 to 21.2 GHz downlink band. In addition, M.R. Walbridge of the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE) and M.N. Sara of Siemens Ltd described in some detail a millimetre-wave earth terminal built at RSRE, Deford, Worcestershire, for working with the Skynet e.h.f. payload. This terminal is capable of radiating several hundred watts over the band of 2 GHz at 45 GHz from its 6-ft diameter Cassegrain parabolic antenna. It is based on a high-power, water-cooled, coupled-cavity travelling-wave tube which, Mr Sara said, is capable of delivering over 1 kW of r.f. power at 44 GHz.

The Skynet-4 spacecraft originally intended to be launched in 1986 by the space shuttle (see May 1987 issue) is now being held in store by British Aerospace. We have been told that this particular satellite does not carry an e.h.f. payload and that the experimental mm-wave equipment described by Mr Kington will be used for future Skynet spacecraft. Accepting the general air of mystery that inevitably surrounds a military communications project, it is still reasonable to ask why millimetre waves are being used at all in view of their attenuation problems and the considerable difficulty and cost of engineering e.h.f. radio equipment.

One main answer was given by D.P. Haworth of RSRE at the IEE colloquium — "survivability". This means the ability of the military comsat system to continue operating in the face of jamming and/or interception of signals. Mr Howarth explained that the use of e.h.f. helps in dealing with jamming because there are limitations on the e.i.r.ps achievable from very large jammers at all frequencies, whereas small satcom terminals have e.i.r.ps proportional to the square of the frequency for a given antenna diameter. Furthermore, e.h.f. offers more scope — than, say, s.h.f. — for anti-jamming systems such as nulling antennas and spread-spectrum communication.

Nulling antennas can be interferometers or phased-array structures. The larger the ratio of the antenna baseline to wavelength the finer the spatial discrimination available. Narrow antenna beamwidths at earth terminals help against downlink jamming. And as for spread-spectrum techniques, Mr Haworth said that the wider bandwidth available at e.h.f. (say 2GHz) relative to s.h.f. meant that greater protection against jamming could be obtained because the protection was broadly equal to the ratio of the spread-spectrum bandwidth to the data bandwidth.

Such wide bandwidths called for the frequency-hopping rather than the direct-sequence type of spread-spectrum technique (see May issue). Future military satcom systems, he thought, would have 44-GHz uplinks using frequency hopping over 2 GHz with de-spreading in the spacecraft in order to prevent power capture of the transponder.

On the question of interception, Mr Haworth said that e.h.f. helped because, for a given size of transmitting terminal, the ratio of the terminal's main-lobe to sidelobe gain increased as the wavelength shortened. This would be a disadvantage to an interceptor at the higher frequencies. The use of spread-spectrum over a wide bandwidth would both reduce the need for high power transmission and force an interceptor to widen his pre-detection bandwidth, thus making himself more susceptible to his own front-end thermal noise.

Although gaseous and rain absorption were a problem for satellite communications on millimetre waves, went on Mr Haworth, this would affect the interceptor's signal path to the satellite more than the user's. The interceptor's path would probably lie at a very low angle of elevation compared with that of the comsat user and so would pass through correspondingly more of the water vapour etc. that caused the attenuation.

GOES H observes the environment

The latest contributor of meteorological information to the World Weather Watch programme is the GOES H satellite, launched by a Delta rocket in February this year. It is the eighth in a series started in the 1970s and operated by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The acronym GOES stands for Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite. It indicates first that the spacecraft are geostationary — GOES H being stationed at 75°W as distinct from the many polar orbiting weather satellites with orbital periods in the region of 100 minutes.

Secondly the name indicates that these are more than weather satellites. Environmental satellites not only take weather pictures of the Earth but provide detailed measurements of such things as radiation, temperature, magnetic fields, water vapour concentration and atmospheric pollution surrounding the globe.

GOES H, built by Hughes, replaces and is identical to GOES G, which was destroyed on launch in May 1986 when the Delta rocket carrying it went out of control. From its orbital position at 75°W it has a view of the Atlantic Ocean and will supplement environmental information from the Pacific Ocean region already supplied by GOES F (also built by Hughes) stationed at 135°W. For a while GOES F was the only satellite of this kind serving the Americas. NOAA moved it temporarily westward from its normal position over the Pacific to a more central point above the Americas, but from here it did not have a very extensive view of the two oceans.

The new spacecraft, like its predecessors, is cylindrical in construction, with a diameter of 2.15m and a height of 3.5m. Solar cells on the cylindrical surface supply more than 300W of power, while nickel cadmium batteries take over during eclipses. The whole structure spins at 10 rev/min to provide gyroscopic stability and thermal equilibrium.

Visible and infra-red images of the Earth and its atmosphere are taken by an elaborate radiometer called a visible/infra-red spin scan radiometer atmospheric sounder (v.a.s.). Built by the Santa Barbara Research Centre of Hughes, it simultaneously produces visible images with a resolution of 8 km, infra-red images with a resolution of 6.9 km every 30 minutes. These images are built up from a sequence of scans produced by the rotation of the spacecraft. As the satellite spins west-to-east at 100 rev/min a mirror receiving the radiation is stepped at 0.01° at each revolution, thus producing scanning lines — actually 8-km wide strips — running from north to south across the Earth's disc.

The v.a.s. is housed in a beryllium cylinder 0.66m in diameter and 1.5m long. The mirror collecting the radiation, mentioned above, is actually part of a Ritchey-Chretien type of reflecting optical system. This arrangement, common in modern astronomical telescopes, uses hyperboloidal primary and secondary mirrors to avoid the coma and spherical aberration that affect Cassegrain and other classical optical systems. As a result it has a wider field of view than these types.

Altogether the v.a.s. has 26 detectors. Eight are photomultiplier tubes for the visible images, six are solid-state devices for the infra-red pictures, and twelve are filters in the spectral region for atmospheric measurements. Data produced can be used to calculate three-dimensional pro-
files of several atmospheric parameters including temperature and water vapour.

It takes just over 18 minutes for the v.a.s. to run through the 1,821 scan strips necessary to build up a full image of the viewing area (about one-third of the planet). This information is transmitted every 30 minutes in the meteorological satellite downlink band (1670 - 1710 MHz) to NOAA earth stations. Here it is processed and re-transmitted through the GOES satellite, used as a comsat, to meteorological receiving stations.

In addition to the v.a.s. imaging detectors, GOES H carries instruments to measure magnetic field strength and direction in the vicinity of the spacecraft and others to measure solar x-ray flux and sense the energetic particles that form the solar wind and radiation belts around the Earth.

A completely new feature of GOES H, compared with previous spacecraft in this series, is that it becomes the first geostationary weather satellite to operate in conjunction with the COSPAS-SARSAT international rescue system (see March issue, p.264). All spacecraft hitherto used in this rescue system have been low-altitude polar orbiting satellites. GOES H carries an experimental 406-MHz receiver to pick up signals from rescue beacons. The idea is that these distress signals will be relayed to the low-altitude satellites and thence into the general COSPAS-SARSAT network.

The two American GOES spacecraft are among a total of five geostationary weather/environmental satellites strung out around the world at roughly 70° intervals. The other three are Europe's Meteosat positioned at 0°, India's INSAT at 74°E and Japan's GMS at 140°E. Together with the polar orbiting satellites mentioned above they contribute to all the other meteorological information given by 9000 land stations, 7000 ships and 850 balloons in the World Weather Watch (WWW) programme. This scheme was set up in 1968 by the World Meteorological Organization, a specialised agency of the United Nations.

Information is processed at three centres, in Melbourne, Moscow and Washington, to provide global weather forecasts, which are finally produced at Bracknell (UK) and Washington (USA). Individual countries participating in the scheme (now about 150) extract information from this world picture to make their own local weather forecasts. Satellites, because of the large areas they observe, have been particularly valuable in constructing the synoptic charts needed by WWW and have also helped to improve the accuracy of forecasting.

Luxembourg's satellite television

British Telecom has signed an agreement with SES (Societé Européenne des Satellites) of Luxembourg for the use of up to eleven of the transponders in their Astra satellite due to be launched in 1988. The intention is to distribute UK television programmes by satellite into Europe. The transponders would receive feeds from the UK and carry a mixture of English and other language programmes. BT plans to set up a new antenna as its London Teleport to provide an uplink to the Astra satellite.

The geostationary Astra will be one of the well-established Series 4000 spacecraft manufactured in the USA by RCA Astro Electronics. From its orbital slot at 19°E it will provide 16 channels in part of the Ku band (11 GHz), transmitting from 45-W travelling-wave tube amplifiers. The 16 channel frequencies range from 11435.5 MHz, vertically polarized, to 11214.25 MHz, horizontally polarized, with intervals of 14.75 MHz and alternate vertical and horizontal polarization. There will also be six spare channels available. The transponders include GaAs f.e.t. bandpass receivers, dual-mode quasi-elliptic input multiplexers, low-loss output multiplexers, limiter amplifiers and t.w.t.a. linearizers.

According to BT, Astra will radiate sufficient power to allow reception with dishes as small as 60cm diameter, in an area bounded by Edinburgh, Stockholm, Milan and Bordeaux.

SES, a Luxembourg-based international company, has a wide European shareholding, including, incidentally, Thames Television in the UK. It is authorized by the Luxembourg government to use the satellite frequencies and orbital position allocated to the country for a television distribution satellite service. The company is the final outcome of several years of politicking, quarrelling and horse-dealing between a variety of interests attempting to set up a European satellite television broadcasting enterprise – though not d.b.s. – as a follow-up to the well known Radio Luxembourg commercial radio station serving Europe. Along the way to SES was a project called Coronet, which, because of its secret nature, that it would be bringing more American culture into Europe, was dubbed by the French "the Coca-Cola satellite."

Astra, however, although made in the USA, does not resemble a cylindrical tin can. Structurally it has a rectangular body measuring 2.9×1.6×1m with two solar-cell 'paddles' protruding. This is stabilized in three axes by momentum wheels. The main antenna reflector is not a fixed type as used in earlier RCA satellites. It has two overlapping, orthogonally-grid surfaces fed by horizontally and vertically polarized horn arrays. This arrangement is said to give a high ratio of focal length to diameter, providing higher performance and more precise beam shaping relative to the earlier design. Electrical power storage is given by nickel-hydrogen batteries.

A subsystem for measuring and controlling the attitude of the spacecraft is claimed to give an antenna beam pointing accuracy up to ±0.03°. On station, the roll and yaw information is provided by rate-integrating gyro's and the attitude is controlled by pulse modulation of reaction-propulsion thrusters. Any errors in beam pointing, caused by such effects as thermal distortion, can be corrected by adjustments from the ground to a pitch control loop (for east/west) and to the momentum-wheel platform (for north/south). The attitude control system uses a stored program in a microprocessor, and this, in conjunction with observations from the ground, allows diurnal and seasonal beam pointing deviations to be corrected.

A ground control centre for the Astra satellite is being set up in the Chateau de Betzdorf, former country residence of the Grand Duke of Luxembourg. Two uplink earth terminals have been built on the grounds.

Satellite Systems is written by Tom Hall.
DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED CURRENT SOURCE

In applications where bandwidth is unimportant this digitally-controlled power source can replace expensive commercial supplies. Output current is programmable in 1mA steps up to 256mA and the power amplifier can dissipate 3W.

While the EN line is high, 8 bit data is latched within the ZN428 digital-to-analogue converter. Analogue output is buffered then passed through two inverters, the first with gain and the second without; the second inverter allows output polarity to be switched manually.

Final output is supplied by a power op-amp wired as a constant-current generator. By varying gain and offset, output is set to 0V with all bits low and 10.24V with all bits high, giving 40mV/bit. Gain equation

\[ I_{out} = \frac{V_{in} R_b}{R_a R_c} \]

results in 1mA/bit for the values shown.

By offsetting the first inverter's positive input and adjusting gain, the circuit can be made bipolar. Rewiring the power op-amp as a voltage follower gives constant-voltage output.

T.G. Barnett
London

MEMORY AND I/O ACCESS TRACER

Software debugging can be much easier if you know whether or not a particular memory location or i/o port is being accessed, and whether it is being read from or written to. An audible signal is given by this tracer when a specified address or i/o port is accessed.

Switches S1..1, set the trigger address. A closed switch represents binary one.

Selection of a memory or i/o port is done using S17, while S18 determines whether triggering occurs on a read or write operation. Once triggered, the alarm continues until S18 is pressed.

To test for stack overflow, the tracer can be set to a memory location several bytes below the stack pointer. The circuit was designed for Z80 systems but it can be used with any eight-bit processor, provided that the address bus is t.t.l. compatible.

Using exclusive-or gates instead of four bit comparators reduces cost at the expense of chip count.

Joseph Duffy
Howth County Dublin
DYNAMIC-RAM CONTROLLER FOR 68000/08/10

This circuit is cheaper than a TMS4500, and can easily be configured to suit your processor, ram-size, ram-type and refresh requirements. It should be suitable for both eight and sixteen-bit versions of the 68000 microprocessor.

Refreshing is done approximately every 15µs and the refresh cycle is only initiated when the processor is not using the ram. All ram-accesses are delayed until the refresh cycle is finished. One 74L8221 makes a 'precharge delay', which delays any further ram activity for about 100ns.

The circuit is optimized for 150ns d-rams and in this case the clock frequency can be up to 20MHz. If d-rams with other access-times are to be used clock-frequency, the precharge-delay and the REFRAST pulse should also be changed. I have not tried out this circuit idea.

Jesper Udby
Farum
Denmark

DON'T WASTE GOOD IDEAS

We prefer circuit idea contributions with neat drawings and widely-spaced typescripts but we would rather have scribbles on "the back of an envelope" than let good ideas be wasted.

Submissions are judged on originality and/or usefulness so these points should be brought to the fore, preferably in the first sentence.

Minimum payment of £35 is made for published circuits, normally early in the month following publication.
Self-sensing heating elements

A heating element which acts as its own temperature sensor has advantages over the traditional arrangement of separate heater and sensor.

CHARLES H. LANGTON

Whilst carrying out research some time ago into precision temperature control systems employing thermistor sensors, one of the problems encountered was due to the self-heating of the sensor when measuring its resistance. This is because to measure the resistance (and hence the temperature) it is necessary to pass current through the device. The problem was largely overcome by interrogating the thermistor with a very short duration pulse.

From that time, however, the possibility of making use of this self-heating disadvantage remained in the author's mind, it being felt that one single device (thermistor) may be used as sensor and heating element combined. An opportunity to test this approach occurred recently, and this article is an account of the investigation.

ADVANTAGES OF COMBINED ELEMENT-SENSOR

The normal method of thermostatic control is to employ a sensing device such as a thermocouple or thermistor in association with the heating element and there is little doubt that when high accuracy of control is required this is the best method.

In certain applications, however, the presence of the sensor is not desirable. For example, if the rate of production of heat is low, the sensor may absorb too high a proportion of the heat energy. In other cases, where fluid flow is involved, the sensor may present an obstacle in the flow path. Yet another instance, if the surface temperature of the heating element is the criterion, and the sensor is mounted on the heated surface, there will inevitably be a thermal impedance between the surface and the sensor, resulting in possible errors.

The objections indicated above are minimized if the heating element also acts as its own temperature sensor. The following notes relate to an investigation into the viability of such a system. It must, of course, be accepted that if such a self-sensing heater is employed, the one device must perform two functions and either function, or both, may represent a compromise rather than an optimum solution.

It will be appreciated that if a mass of material is to be kept at an accurately steady temperature, the sensor must be located close to the heating element. This reduces the time lag between the element changing its temperature, and it detection by the sensor. The ideal situation in this respect must, therefore, be when the heater is its own sensor.

At this stage, it may be as well to remind ourselves that in any so-called thermal sensing system, the system is really responding to a parameter of the sensing device, which in turn should, we hope, be a repeatable function of the temperature. Thus, if a thermistor is used as the sensor, its resistance R at a given temperature will have a unique value R, and when it is adjusted to run at this temperature all that happens is that the system maintains the resistance at R when equilibrium is accepted. If the thermistor resistance R changes, then the feedback compensates the control until once again R becomes equal to R and equilibrium is restored.

Suppose now a fault occurred in the form of a high-resistance joint in series with the thermistor, this dry joint having a constant, small resistance r. The resistance R will now continue to function, but equilibrium will be reached when R+r=R. For this to be possible, the thermistor resistance will now be R-r, which means that the temperature will be greater than it should be (assuming a negative temperature-coefficient thermistor).

The above remarks are equally true when using a self-heating element. The system responds to a parameter of the elementsensor, and this we bear in mind. In the investigation the parameter monitored is the resistance.

A typical application is described in which a small quantity of fluid is kept at a constant temperature. The element-sensor being immersed in the fluid must be capable of surviving in this environment. The device should have electrical power rating convenient to produce heat at an adequate rate, and have a temperature coefficient of resistance such that the required sensitivity of detection of temperature change is achieved.

It should have a thermal inertia considerably less than that of the fluid mass it is controlling.

CHOICE OF THERMISTOR

A thermistor was chosen as the element-sensor. This was chosen because the high temperature-coefficient of resistance of such
devices makes for good sensitivity to temperature change, and they can be that not all production devices are reasonably repeatable. Also, it is not difficult to choose a device which has convenient parameters for use as a low-power heater.

The n.t.c. thermistor is subject to runaway when clamped across a fixed voltage source. If used as a heating element in this way, the n.t.c. device is off to a bad start. On the other hand, the temperature of such a device tends to stabilize if driven from a constant-current source. Hence, a n.t.c. thermistor driven in this way presents a much more appealing case right from the outset.

In contrast, a p.t.c. thermistor tends to instability and runaway when supplied with a constant current, but is stable when connected to a constant-voltage source.

Owing to the wider choice of types, a n.t.c. device was employed in the present investigation. This was a rod-type thermistor, approximately equivalent to the Mullard VAK1104. N.t.c. thermistors have a high resistance at room temperature, falling exponentially as the temperature rises. This resistance/temperature characteristic is described by the equation

\[ R_T = R_0 \exp \left( \frac{B}{T - T_0} \right) \]  

where \( R_T \) is the resistance at 0 Kelvin.

In practice, \( T \) is usually taken to be 293 Kelvin (20°C), and \( B \) lies between 1000 and 5000.

The constant \( B \) of the device used in this test was 2000, and the resistance at 20°C was 25 ohms: The broken line in Fig.4 was calculated and drawn from equation 1.

To confirm this characteristic, a practical test was carried out by immersing the thermistor in a pan of vegetable oil and gradually raising the temperature. The resistance of the device was measured at appropriate temperature intervals and plotted as the solid line in Fig.4. This is the curve we shall work with.

As the author had a future application in mind which required a steady temperature of about 50°C it was decided to aim at this temperature in the present investigation.

The larger the thermal mass of the heated body, the easier it is to obtain a steady temperature, at least in the short term. Therefore, the small quantity of oil used in the following tests amounted to an almost "worse case" configuration.

CONTROL CIRCUITRY

When the sensor and element are separate devices, the simple circuit of Fig.1 can be employed. Class A operation is wasteful of power, but the circuit will work.

No such luck for the corresponding circuit in Fig.2, which now employs a self-heating sensor. Assuming the temperature of the element-sensor to rise above the correct value, \( R_{TH} \) will fall, causing \( V_C \) to rise. If \( G \) has a 180° phase shift, \( V_C \) will fall, thereby reducing \( I_C \). Hence \( V_C \) will immediately rise still further because the comparatively long thermal time constant of the thermal system will not allow the thermistor to change its resistance value instantly. This will result in instability.

Reducing the frequency response considerably so as to be compatible with the cooling curve of the thermal system may be successful, but this would need to be changed according to the thermal load, and the author has not tried this. Furthermore, making \( G \) positive (in phase) will not improve matters. Again, let the temperature rise, so that \( V_C \) will rise. \( V_C \) will also become more positive, thus driving the transistor into heavier collector current. This may have the desired effect of reducing \( V_C \), but the heavier collector current will heat the element-sensor even more than initially, which is not what we want.

**METHOD ADOPTED**

Figure 3 is the block diagram which shows the principle of operation of the method. The switches are ganged and operated under clock control at about one cycle per second. In the mark phase, power is supplied to \( R_{TH} \), heating this up. During the very short space phase, the power is removed and a constant current \( I_{TH} \) is passed through \( R_{TH} \), due to the normal action of the transistor and its fixed base current \( I_B \), which is preset by \( R_I \). Thus, during the space phase the input \( V_C \) to the comparator is equal to \( (V_C - I_B R_{TH}) \). \( V_C \) therefore, is a function of \( R_{TH} \) and hence the operating temperature.

When operating at the correct temperature, \( V_C \) will be equal to the reference voltage \( V_{REF} \), and the comparator output \( V_o \) will be zero.

If the operating temperature now falls below the threshold (set by \( V_{REF} \)), \( R_{TH} \) will have a higher than normal resistance, and \( V_C \) will be lower than the reference \( V_{REF} \). This will result in an output \( V_o \) from the comparator which turns the transistor on, thereby heating the thermistor during the mark phase until this reaches the threshold temperature, at which \( V_C \) will equal \( V_{REF} \) and \( V_o \) will hence fall to zero, preventing any further transistor current.

The signal-storage circuit plays a vital part in this. Because the system only looks at \( R_{TH} \) for a brief instant during a space, what it sees then must be remembered for the whole of the following mark interval. It is during this interval that the transistor must obey the instruction to turn on or off, as commanded by the voltage comparator during the preceding space phase.

**HEATER POWER REQUIRED**

Adequate power must be supplied to the heater during the on-period so that a low temperature may be reinstated to nominal as quickly as possible. Too much power will cause excessive overshoot and hunting.

In the trial test, the element was given the task of maintaining the temperature of 100 grams of oil at 50°C. The oil had a specific heat of 0.5 calories per gram and was contained in a glass beaker having no additional thermal insulation. The thermistor was immersed in this.

The beaker and contents were raised to a temperature of 70°C and allowed to cool, the cooling curve being plotted as shown in Fig.5. From this curve, the approximate rate of cooling at 50°C is

\[ \Delta t = \frac{55-45}{11} = 1.11 \text{°C/min} \]

\[ \Delta t = \frac{40-30}{10} = 1.0 \text{°C/min} \]

Therefore, if the temperature rose 1°C above the threshold, the system would by then have switched off and it would take just over one minute to fall again to 50°C.

Referring again to the rate of fall, it is possible to calculate the minimum power requirements from this. A rate of fall of 1.11°C/minute is equal to 0.019°C/second.

Rate of cooling at 50°C is

\[ \Delta W = \frac{m \times \text{specific heat} \times \Delta t}{100 \times 0.5 \times 0.019} \]

\[ = 0.95 \text{ calories per second} \]

or approximately 4 watts This amount of power must be continuously supplied to replace the heat loss at 50°C.

If now the temperature fell by 1°C, say, from 50 to 49°C, an extra amount of heat must be generated by the element in order to restore the temperature to 50°C. The extra amount required is
If the temperature is to be restored in, say, 10 seconds (10 interrogation periods, in the case of this test), this represents a power of 210/10 = 21 watts. The total power required, therefore, to guarantee restoring a temperature deficiency of 1°C within 10 seconds is 21 + 4 = 25 watts.

The resistance of the element-sensor at 50°C can be seen from Fig.3 to be approximately 14.3 ohms. Hence the drive current required to produce a power of 25 watts is

\[ I = \sqrt{\frac{100 \times 0.5 \times 1}{14.3}} \]

\[ I = 1.3 \text{ amperes} \]

During each space interval in Fig.3, the current through \( R_{Th} \) was adjusted via \( R_t \) to be 0.5A. This was the reference current used to measure the hot value of \( R_{Th} \). During the mark period, the current through \( R_{Th} \) was either zero or 1.3 amperes.

**CIRCUIT EMPLOYED**

Fig.6 shows the breadboard circuit constructed entirely to satisfy the author as to the validity of using a single thermistor as a combined element-sensor. For more serious precision applications, multi-level control using pulse-width modulation, or proportional control would probably be used, possibly under microprocessor supervision.

Briefly, \( T_r \), is the power transistor (2N3055), the collector current of which heats the thermistor \( R_{Th} \). During the space interval, relay contacts \( S_w \) close, thus cutting off \( T_r \), and turning on emitter follower \( T_f \), which drives \( T_r \). The collector current \( I_{cm} \) of \( T_r \) during this time is adjusted by setting \( R_t \).

The constant current \( I_c \) passing through \( R_{Th} \) during the space interval in a voltage \( V_p \) at point \( P \) of \( V_{Th} \) (which is coupled to the signal input of IC1 (voltage comparator 710) via a diode-transistor gate. Transistor \( T_r \) shorts out \( V_{Th} \) during mark, but during space allows \( V_{Th} \) to be compared with \( V_{ref} \) at the two inputs of the comparator.

If \( V_{Th} \) slightly exceeds \( V_{ref} \) (positively), then \( V_p \) falls from about +3 volts to ~0.5 volts, thus cutting off \( T_r \) and allowing \( C_p \) to charge almost to +3 volts. The capacitor holds this change for the duration of the following mark interval. leaking away through the high input resistance of \( T_r \), \( R_m \).

Had \( V_{Th} \) failed to attain the threshold \( V_{ref} \), then \( V_p \) would have remained at +3 volts, turning on \( T_r \), so that at the end of the space interval the capacitor would have received zero charge.

One final space activity: \( T_r \) is switched off, thus preventing any drive current from reaching the base of \( T_r \) other than the constant drive from \( T_f \). In other words, the diodes \( D_b \) and \( D_c \) act as the changeover switch \( S_r \) in Fig.3.

During the mark interval, \( T_r \) switches on, thereby effectively inhibiting \( I_c \) and turning on \( T_r \). If \( C \) had been previously charged to \( V_{Th} \), the \( D_c \) isolates \( C \) from the collector of \( T_r \). If not, it doesn't matter. However, assuming the capacitor had been charged, this would be the result of too high a temperature. Transistors \( T_r \) and \( T_f \) will be turned on for the whole of the mark interval, and \( T_r \) will be turned off, thus removing all base drive from \( T_r \), and the thermistor commences to cool.

When sufficiently cool, a sample of \( V_p \) during space results in \( V_{Th} \) driving \( T_r \), and \( C \) will not be charged. Hence, during the following mark, \( T_r \) and \( T_f \) will be off, allowing \( T_r \) to fully drive \( T_r \), which, in turn, sends the full heating current through \( R_{Th} \).

The minimum value of this current has been seen to be 1.3 amperes, and can be adjusted by selecting a suitable value of \( R_{Th} \).

**RESULTS**

In the experimental circuit the drive current was rounded off to 1.5 amperes. After a settling down period, during which the oil was constantly agitated, the operating temperature was adjusted to exactly 50°C by means of \( R_m \), the threshold control. The temperature of the oil did not vary by more than ±0.5°C during a twelve-hour test run. This was an assessed accuracy, the temperature being measured on a standard mercury-in-glass thermometer having calibration points at one degree intervals.

Further tests involved switching off for long periods, and after switching on the temperature each time returned within the limits 49-51°C. Blowing hot or cold draughts of air on the heated system resulted in recovery to within ±1°C within a few minutes.

**Conclusion.** The author is not aware of this principle having been applied elsewhere. The tests carried out have been heuristic rather than rigorous, but the results have been encouraging and suggest that further work in this direction could produce a self-sensing heater element system as an alternative to the existing methods. If a demand was shown to exist, then perhaps manufacturers would produce a range of special-purpose thermistors, especially larger power devices.

**Further reading**
Operating manual

Comprehensive operating manual

All controllers offer a command structure which follows the IEEE 488 2 standard with the new IEEE 488.2 standard. New software for existing owners of Acorn GPIB controllers which offers compatibility with the new devices using IEEE 488.2 format commands.

Interface

Half length card, software including Turbo Pascal, IEEE 488 cable and comprehensive operating manual.

£270

Acer-'B' and Master Interface in separate case, software in PROM, IEEE 488 cable and comprehensive operating manual.

£250

Half length card, software including Turbo Pascal, IEEE 488 cable and comprehensive operating manual.

£270

All controllers offer a command structure which follows the IEEE 488.2 standard. This simplifies the control of existing GPIB devices, reducing the number of commands needed and is compatible with existing GPIB controllers and commands.

Designed, manufactured and supported in Great Britain.

For more information contact:
M A INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Moordene, Axbridge, Somerset, TA11 7EG, Devon PL20 6HU.
Tel: (0022) 853688

Prices exclude VAT and delivery

ENGINEERED TO PROVIDE:

QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, VALUE...

Oscilloscope Range

Dual Trace 20MHz, 2mV/cm, Algebraic Add, Component Tester, incl. 2 probes HZ236

£314.00 HM203-6

Dual Trace 20MHz, 1mV/cm, Sweep Delay, Component Tester

£418.00 HM204-2

Dual Trace 60MHz, 1mV/cm, Delay Line, 1MHz Cal. Generator

£583.00 HM605

Dual Trace 20MHz, Digital Storage Oscilloscope incl. 2 probes Type HZ237

£498.00 HM205

Dual Trace 20MHz, 4 x 1k memory, plotter output, incl. 2 probes Type HZ237

£1460.00 HM208

IEEE 488 Interface Version, incl. 2 probes Type HZ37

£1735.00 HM202

Price U.K. List ex. VAT

2 Years Warranty, Parts & Labour

ENTER 17 ON REPLY CARD

IEEE 488 CONTROLLERS FROM M A INSTRUMENTS LTD
IBM PC and clones including Amstrad PC1512

ENTER 46 ON REPLY CARD

HAMEG Ltd. 70 · 78 Collingdon Street, Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 1RX.
Telephone: (0562) 413174.
Telex: 825484.

Designed and manufactured in West Germany by HAMEG, one of the World's leading oscilloscope manufacturers - the range of Industry's unsurpassed Price/Performance oscilloscopes.

For those who 'compare'
DIAGRAM

Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw really large diagrams and then scroll them smoothly around the screen to edit them at any time if required. Unique program's method of storing the diagram information on disc means that the size of diagrams is limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank 80 track disc can hold approx 250000 pixels of diagrams.)

The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 degrees if required. Full use can also be made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available.

The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below.

PRICE £25.00 + VAT

PCB

This new release from Pineapple is a printed circuit board drafting aid which is aimed at producing complex double sided PCB's very rapidly using a standard BBC micro and any FX compatible dot-matrix printer.

The program is supplied on EPROM and will run with any 32k BBC micro (including Master series). Also supplied is a disk containing a simple PCB layout to demonstrate the programs features. Using an EPROM the program codes the maximum amount of RAM is available for storing component location and ASCII identification files etc. (Up to 500 components and 500 ASCII component descriptions may be stored for a given layout). These is no limit to the number of tracks for a given PCB although the maximum size of board is restricted to 8" x 6" using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red while those on the underside are blue. Each side of the board may be shown individually or superimposed. A component placement screen allows component outlines to be drawn on both screen purposes and component numbers entered on this screen may be displayed during track routing to aid identification of roundels.

The print routines allows separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a very accurate expanded definition 1:1 or 2:1 scale enabling Comparator design to be used. Treated covered copper clad board. This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so please write or phone for more information and sample printouts.

PRICE £85.00 + VAT

TRACERBALL ADAPTORS

Converters needed to use the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software etc. Diagram: Please state which way round when ordering.

PRICE £60.00 + VAT

METEYSPICE

A new addition to our range of engineering software. Metyyspice is a very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit simulator package with graphic display for any model BBC computer.

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program, non-linear effects, small signal, noise measurements and sweeps may be performed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerances to be investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Ebers Moll description. The program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manual.

Please write or phone for more information on ordering.

PRICE £119 + VAT P&P FREE

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN OF POST
Radioquakes

Regarding Dr Aspden's contribution 'Earthquake' in your February issue, p.230 you might be interested to know of 'The Radioquake Mystery', published by the Home Office in its journal 'Intercom' in 1978, for it outlines how I became troubled by unusual static whilst building a radio station in South America in 1961 and how this led me to the conclusion that radio signals might be employed to provide advance warning of the onset of an earthquake.

The publication of this item brought me no friends in the field of seismology, whilst my peers ostracised me by insisting that it was impossible for such signals to exist, but I'm grateful to Dr Aspden, whose work in the unpopular field of the Ether has for sometime not only offered an explanation of how electromagnetic disturbance deep within the Earth's crust can reach the surface, but has also shown how such signals could have affected the f.m. equipment being used by Markert in Switzerland in 1976. I found it impossible to obtain support for my ideas at government level even though a small sum of money withdrawn from our so-often-misappropriated National Overseas Aid Fund to cover research at one of our universities, might well have brought jobs to our factories.

Still friendless, I was fortunate many years later to have the opportunity of discussing the likelihood of radioquakes with Dr Aspden himself. Before Dr Aspden's claim is worth considering, much less publishing - he must at least establish that no other theory of radio wave propagation can explain such a correlation. I think he would find this rather difficult.

Prof. R. A. Waldron
University of Ulster

Don't knock G64

I refer to the article in November's edition of E&WW, p.71, entitled "STE standard Eurocard bus", where I feel that the author, Anthony Winter, has sadly been either badly informed or lacking in his research on the subject. His reference to the G-64 bus as being an 8-bit data bus and 64Kbyte addressing is totally wrong.

The G-64 bus was defined and introduced in 1979 by three ex-Motorola employees who created the company Gespac in Geneva. It was even then already ahead of its time as it used the single Euroboard format and the DIN connector giving the reliability and ruggedness required for the harsh industrial environment. More than this it was specified then, and always has been a 16 bit data bus (please see page 5 of our catalogue enclosed), whereas STD and STE are limited to an 8 bit data bus. Furthermore, from the bus specification, which is in the public domain having been officially published in 1985, it can clearly be seen that the addressing capability is 512Kbytes and not 64Kbytes (32Kbytes on G-96).

Since that time, this bus has become an industrial de facto standard along with its compatible extension the G-96 bus, introduced in 1984. Today, Gespac produces more than 4,000 boards per month and has a product range of around 120 different modules dedicated to the industrial world. There are also more than 25 manufacturers throughout Europe and North America dedicated to this bus. Independent figures place Gespac and the G-64 bus as holding 5% of the total European board market in 1983 and from current figures 8% for 1986. Therefore, I hardly think we can be considered as an "also ran" as implied in Winter's article.

Gespac, as an independent manufacturer of board products not aligned to any processor manufacturers, is able to offer a wide range of processor boards; to quote Gespac again "an 8-bit microprocessor requires that an 8-bit memory is used". When I discussed this point with G64 users they expressed surprise at the existence of any 16-bit boards on the G-64 (as opposed to G-96) bus. Perhaps we need some user feedback here?

The second point is even more confusing. The specification mentioned by Mr White says there are 16 address lines, one "memory page" line and 256 Kbytes addressing capability, not the 512K stated by Mr White. Closer examination reveals more puzzles. Firstly, the 256 Kbytes assumes 16-bit data transfers. See my previous comment for a discussion on the likelihood of that. Secondly the memory page line is not used on the c.p.u. or memory boards I have looked at. This brings me back to the 64K.

I'm afraid that my original opinion is reinforced: buses created to use the signals from one processor (the 6809 in the case of G-64) and defined by one manufacturer are always going to look like they've had bits bolted on the side after a few years. Gespac's attempts to upgrade G-64 to G-96 suggest that 8-bit usage with large memory spaces is unlikely to be significant on G-64. In that case it remains what it started out as - a bus for 8-bit c.p.u.
Versatile op-amp
I was interested in the article “Versatile operational amplifier” in the January issue and offer this circuit configuration for interest. The principle of operation relies on the fact that both of the secondaries of the mains transformer are isolated from each other and from ground, although inter-winding capacitance may affect the slew-rate and this may need considering when specifying the transformer.

If the output stage and high voltage winding are considered separately, then the voltage, $V_I$ at the emitters of the complementary pair will vary, with respect to the centre tap of the high-voltage winding, as drive is applied to the bases. However, the high-voltage winding is floating, so the circuit will still work if this common point is connected to OV. The result of this is that the potential of the whole of the high-voltage winding will move in the opposite direction (i.e. if $V_I$ changes by $+100$V with respect to the centre-tap changes by $-100$V with respect to $V_I$) and hence produce a $180^\circ$ phase change.

If the centre-tap of the high voltage winding is now treated as $V_{out}$ then feedback can be taken from there back to the input. Because of inputs of the op-amp are reversed, still giving $V_{center} = -R_2/R_1$ in the traditional way. If the base drive of the output transistors is too much for the op-amp, then cheap low-voltage transistors is too much for the other and can be used as buffers.

Quality Assurance
As a professional Quality man, I must really take exception to the poor quality of the ‘Workfile’ article on quality assurance in the April edition of your magazine. It contains so many errors and inaccuracies that I shall merely list the more obvious ones.

1. BS5750 was published in 1979, not “three years ago”.
2. BS5750 does not “introduce the art of statistical process control”, it does not even mention it.
3. Statistical process control does not “indentify flaws so that they can be put right”. SPC identifies variations in the process so that flaws can be avoided before they occur.
4. The idea behind BS5750 is not “to put pressure on sub-contractors”. It is a system of in-house quality assurance, with sub-contractor control only a very minor part.
5. The old MoD standards are not “old fashioned” but the 05- series, of which 05-21 was just one.
6. MoD Inspectors do not visit approved companies “about four times a year to make sure things are up to scratch”. A formal assessment is conducted every three years and between times visits are only made when necessary, in connection with specific contract activities – “No contract-no contact”.
7. AQAPs do not “take the skill away from people”. They require that skill to be continually assessed against set standards, resulting in a continual upgradation of skills.
8. C&G course 743 does not only “teach quality control techniques to mature people who are often trying to be upgraded to inspector level”. Part II of 743 goes well beyond inspection requirements and the course is undertaken by all ages, most particularly by technician apprentices.
9. The “average pay package of £12,000 for a QA engineer” must be the usual South-East distortion, I can assure you that. In the Regions, some QA managers are being hired at less than £10,000 in the smaller companies.
10. Surely the initials of “Total Quality Management” are TQM, not “TMQ” - (repeated at least three times).
In closing I would say that, although it is heartening to see somebody flying the QA flag, it would be more reassuring if it was the right colours and not hoisted upside down! Geoffrey Whitehead Deputy Quality Manager Hymatic Engineering Co Ltd

Getting to the root
In “Getting to the root of root-mean-square” Joules Watt does much to clarify and explain the ideas behind r.m.s. measurements, but I am concerned at his choice of integrators in Figs 2 & 3. The circuit that he uses is not a true integrator but an augmenting integrator and its input signals are superimposed on the result of the integration – which is not what is required in the analogue computations involved in deriving r.m.s. values. Even a true integrator which does not superimpose its input on the integrated output is unsuitable because it integrates its input (including any offset errors) forever. With a unipolar input (which it will receive from...
Relativity

The explanation M. H. Butterfield ('Feedback', February 1987) asks for concerning flashes of light and the derivation of the Lorentz transformations is given in the reference I quoted in the October 1986 'Feedback'. Surely observations on flashes of light amount to experimental evidence?

Many writers on relativity have claimed that what de Sitter asserted—that the absence of splitting of spectrum lines of binary stars is in agreement with Einstein's invariance postulate—is the best direct evidence that exists for the postulate. Since such splitting is in fact observed, do they resign the postulate? Again, if Butterfield wants to understand the point better, let him look up the reference I quoted.

Prof. R. A. Waldron
University of Ulster

I think my old friend Alan Watson must have been teasing when he said that in the timekeeping equation for terrestrial clocks the “acceleration-potential” (GTR) term and the Lorentz-velocity (STR) term are identical, so that only one of them is required! (Feedback, April 1987).

Mr Watson correctly derives the former term in his letter, showing it to provide the proportional slowing

$$\Delta \tau = \frac{\nu^2}{c^2}$$ (exactly),

where $\nu = \sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2}$.

On the other hand, according to Einstein himself the time-dilation term is

$$\Delta \tau = 1 - \sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2},$$

which is not the same thing at all. Their difference becomes pronounced when they are plotted for $\nu = \frac{v}{c}$, as in the diagram.

At low velocities, of course, $\Delta \tau = \frac{\nu^2}{c^2}$ is a good approximation to $(\Delta \Delta \tau)_s$, but the whole point of the relativity theory is that it is said to predict the correct answers even when $\nu \to c$. The terms differ by over 50% at $\nu = 0.5c$, so that it would seem wrong to assert their identity. The same mistake is regularly made, when discussing the well-known ultracentrifuge experiment (Mossbauer effect).

In the context of the clocks discussion I might add that experimental evidence seems to exist, to the effect that ideal clocks on the earth’s surface do not “keep the same relativistic time independently of latitude differences” (to quote Hafele & Keating). Dr Harold Aspden was kind enough to draw my attention to two interesting papers by the Italian time specialists Briatore and Leschiutta, whose results may take quite a lot of explaining away. Watch this space!

In the same (April) Feedback, H. Pursey of New Malden takes your correspondent Lee Cole (January 1987) to task, for “not being aware of the relativistic doppler effect, the theory of which may be found in any undergraduate physics textbook”. I believe Mr Pursey may have missed the point.

Mr Cole had explained carefully that the radar echo from a moving target (car) travelled at velocity $v$ relative to that car, and also (according to relativity theory) at the same time at velocity $c$ relative to the stationary police vehicle. Anti-relativists, he said, would not agree: rightly or wrongly, they would probably suggest its velocity was $c + v$.

The point would seem to be this. Mr Cole quoted from the Scientific American article on the new Stanford accelerator, which said

“... the accelerating electromagnetic field must travel at a velocity close to that of the particles. Some slippage between the two is allowable, so long as the particles stay near the wave-crests.”

Here the particles are claimed to be travelling at the velocity $0.999999997c$ relative to the accelerator, so the wave velocity must be slowed down slightly to match it. The engineers have built a “slow-wave” structure to make this happen; it is a standard waveguide technique.

But now: what is the velocity of this wave (a light wave) relative to the particles? (It needs to be substantially zero, so that the particles can as it were surfboard along on the waves, continuously gaining energy from them.) But, like the velocity of that radar wave, $c$ relative to both the moving car and the stationary car, should it not be (very nearly) $c$ relative to the particles in this case also? How do the particles differ from moving motor cars, according to relativity theory? And if the wave velocity is $c$ relative to the particles, how can “the particles stay near the wave-crests” — and how does this big accelerator work, please?

Mr Cole’s point is a little deeper than is normally “found in any undergraduate physics textbook”, as there is the relativity theory. He is quoted: “The relativity theory is that it is not possible then will he admit that Einstein dropped a clanger?”

Alex Jones
Alderney

Letters from Alex Jones:

Multi-element transform

Pull the other one! “Multi to single element transform”, my Aunt Gertie, God rest her. What J. C. Belcher’s article boils down to might be summarised as:

* Integration of inverse-square vectors over two or three dimensions is difficult
* his transform is easier
* but it is just complex enough that until you read the article you don’t see
* that it gives the wrong results (his words are “comes into dispute with contemporary theory”).

So he is going to go on using it anyway.

Nowhere is the faintest effort made to justify use of the so-called “transform”. I suppose we should not be surprised: any such attempt would reveal that the article is a candy-floss of nonsense though I failed to find in the name of the author or in the title of the article any analogous to, for instance, April Fool. Bearing in mind the price of the generally excellent magazine, I would nevertheless appreciate if next year you used less valuable space on jokery.

Alex D. Wilding
Redditch
68020 coprocessors

Using tree-structured memory management tables saves large amounts of memory

DAVID BURNS and DAVID JONES

In paged memory-management systems a description of how a logical address is transferred into a physical address needs to be stored in memory. This description is usually placed in a descriptor table containing information about where the physical address is in memory and other information pertinent to the requirements of a modern virtual-memory operating system.

Linear tables, which contain a single contiguous table with an individual entry for each logical page, are by far the simplest. For logical to physical translations the logical address is simply used to index a large linear table containing the physical address. With linear tables however, a large portion of the table must reside in memory. Pages as small as 256 bytes are sometimes used; a 68020 system with this type of management and 4 Gbyte addressing would need many megabytes of memory to accommodate several million pages.

An alternative is to translate addresses in a tree structure, Fig. 1. With this method only a portion of the logical address space is mapped at each level. At the highest level of the tree, logical address space is subdivided into relatively large blocks; each stage of the tree further subdivides the address space until the page address emerges at the bottom. The M68851 manages memory in this way, accommodating pages as small as 256 bytes.

Tree structures allow large portions of logical address space to be allocated to a single entry at a higher level of the tree. In addition, portions of the tree itself may reside on secondary-storage devices, or may not exist at all, until they are required by the processor. As a result, more system memory is available to the user.

Being more complex than linear tables, tree structure translation tables may require several table searches to locate a translation descriptor. In the 68851, a fully-associative address-translation cache with 64 entries and an efficient bus overcome this disadvantage (the translation cache has a hit rate of less than 95%). When a physical map is found, an entry is made in the translation cache. On each subsequent access of this physical page the translation cache responds, making external table searching unnecessary.

TREE STRUCTURE TABLES
Translation tables in the tree structure are indexed from a particular section of the logical address input. How the logical address is divided depends on the contents of the translation-control register.

Within the control register the size and level of the table tree can be defined. This register also defines initial shift, page size, supervisor translations and function-code look-up. Figure 2 shows how these indices are used as index pointers to different levels of table within the structure.
Two types of tables exist within this process – descriptor tables and page tables. Descriptor tables indicate addresses of the next level of tables beneath the present one and page tables point to the base address of the translated page. During normal address translation, the memory-management unit steps down through several levels of descriptor tables before it reaches the page-table reference at the bottom of the tree. At this level the page pointer can also be used as an indirect pointer to the final page address so there is the potential for five levels of table within the translation process.

Table entries can be in either long or short form. Table descriptors contain the base address of the next table (descriptor or page) and status information relating to write protection, user and descriptor type. Long-form descriptors have a limit field to restrict the size of a particular table and additional information to accommodate access levels. Page descriptors hold the base address of the physical page in memory, i.e. the translated logical address. In Fig.3, the complete translation process using all four levels of tables is shown.

Table structures of this type increase flexibility. By using different translation paths down through the tree structure it is possible to end up at the same physical address translation. This feature can be used in multi-tasking to give different tasks different access rights to a particular physical page. By mapping different tasks down through different descriptor tables it is possible to assign read/write protection to the lower levels of tables. One task may be allowed to read and write to the page whereas the other task may only be allowed to read from it simply by manipulating the write-protect bit within the relevant table descriptor.

**68851 PROGRAMMERS’ MODEL**

Being designed as a coprocessor for the 68020, the 68851 follows the concepts of the floating-point arithmetic processors described last month. These coprocessors work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. In 68020 assembly language, memory-management instructions for the 68851 are preceded by P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMOVE</td>
<td>Move data to or from the 68851 registers using the addressing modes of the processor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVALID</td>
<td>Test access level permission of a calling module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTEST</td>
<td>Search a table using specified address and function code values. Results of the search are recorded in the PSR. Optionally, the physical address of the last descriptor fetched may be returned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOAD</td>
<td>Performs a search as PTEST but loads an entry into ATC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFLUST/PFLUSH</td>
<td>Invalidate an entry in the ATC. PFLUSH invalidates only share global entry in ATC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFLUSHR</td>
<td>Invalidate an entry in root-pointer table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFLUSH</td>
<td>Invalidate all ATC entries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPOfCc, PScc, PTRAPcc</td>
<td>These instructions operate in the same manner as the 68020 conditional instructions except they operate on the 68851 status register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAVE</td>
<td>Save entire machine state information on the supervisor stack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESTORE</td>
<td>Restore all machine-state information in the 68851 register.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1. Translation mechanism of the 68851 uses a tree structure to find physical mapping of the logical address. Method allows only a portion of the current tree structure to be resident in memory whereas the linear approach requires the whole contiguous table to be stored in memory.

Fig.2. Translation control register. TC, is the main element in the 68851 and controls how all translations in memory are performed, table size and the page size.

Fig.3. Logical addresses are divided into a number of blocks. At each level there is a table with a reference to another table finally ending in a page descriptor. Page-descriptor information is used by the 68851 to produce the final physical address. This information is loaded into the address translation cache.
so closely with the main processor that the programmer need not be aware that extra hardware has been added; all that the programmer needs to know is that there are extra instructions and registers available. Figure 4 shows the 68851 memory-management unit programmers' model and Table 1 shows the instructions for programming these registers.

Within the 68851 are three root pointers each containing the base address of a set of table and page descriptors for a task, the descriptor type at the next level, a limit field and a bit for implementing shared global memory.

Most translations are performed through the c.p.u. root pointer and each time a new task is executed a new value is written into the root pointer. A record of the eight most recently used root pointers is kept in an on-chip root-pointer table.

The root-pointer table exists so that if a context switch is made, i.e. if the time-slice given to that particular task expires, a new root-pointer value is simply written to the c.p.u. root-pointer register. If this new root pointer also appears in the root pointer table, the task has already run and it is likely that the translation cache will contain entries for it. This being the case the 68851 may not need to perform many, if any, table searches to fetch the pages for this task into the address-translation cache.

If the supervisor root-pointer enable bit is set in the translation control register then all supervisor logical address accesses are translated via a separate root pointer called the supervisor root pointer. This adds flexibility and increases system integrity.

Since the 68851 accommodates both logical and physical bus arbitration the direct memory access root pointer is used to allow translations for other logical bus masters; a disc controller for example can have its own translation mechanism.

How translations occur is controlled by the translation control register. It enables translations to occur once all the table entries have been entered into processor memory or other storage devices. In addition the translation control register can enable a function-code to be taken from the first table pointed to by the root pointer.

Remaining parts of the control register program page size, initial shift and up to four table index fields. How many upper logical-address bits are to be ignored by the 68851 during table search operations is determined by the initial shift field. During a table search operation, the index fields specify the number of bits of the logical address to be used as an index to the translation-table level.

Status information for the translation cache is held in the memory management unit's cache status register, PCSR. This information helps the operating system to maintain the computer system by for example allowing the translation cache to be flushed when the F bit is set. Information in a second status register, PCSR, is used by the operating system to determine the cause of faults like bus errors and access-level violation. To simplify fault correction, this status also contains information about the table or page descriptor at the time that the fault occurred.

Four protection registers, CAL, VAL, SCC and ACCESS CONTROL are used in conjunction with the 68020 module support facility described in the February issue to implement a hardware and software protection scheme for the memory system. Registers BAC0, BAC7 and BAC0, BAC7 are used in conjunction with the 68020 breakpoint instruction BKPT #<data>. Breakpoint-acknowledge data registers BAC0, BAC7 hold opcodes displaced by the breakpoint instruction and breakpoint-acknowledge control registers BAC0, BAC7 contain enable and count functions for the breakpoint-acknowledge mechanism.

Communication between the 68020 and coprocessor is not apparent to the programmer. All that the programmer needs to know is that there are extra registers and instructions to make the system more flexible. Adding a coprocessor to the 68020 is quite straightforward and once it is in position it can be used as much or as little as is necessary.

David Burns and David Jones are application engineers at Motorola's East Kilbride plant.

Why have memory management?

Memory management is needed in most large systems today for several reasons.

- Multi-tasking operating systems require a degree of inter-task protection. This is to prevent the situation whereby one task may accidentally try and overwrite another task's data area. The provision of a memory management unit will confine a task to permitted areas of memory.

- In a virtual memory system of the address space is contained on disc and only the areas that are currently being used are actually resident in main memory. A memory management unit allows the operating system to keep track of memory areas (pages) which are active and those which are on disc.
DM 105 - Pocket DVM from Cirkit

A meter to literally suit all pockets - including the one that holds the wallet!

Its small size offers easy one hand operation, with large, clear, wide-angle display. But small does not mean delicate; the DM105 can withstand a 12 inch drop without damage, due to its glass epoxy PCB boards, shock mounted display and through thermoplastic case. Overloads are handled with similar certainty; the resistance range is protected up to 500 dc. AC voltage range to 800V rms and DC voltage ranges up to 1000V.

Battery life is typically 2000 hours and a LO BATT indicator range is protected up to 500 dc. AC voltage range to 800V rms that holds the wallet!

**Price:** £24.75 incl VAT
Please add 70p for post and packing.

This is just one of our range of quality Analogues and Digital multimeters.

Full details and specifications from:

**Cirkit Distribution Ltd**

Park Lane, Bruxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111 Telex: 22478
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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**ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD**
SOWTER AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

You name it! We make it!

For the past 45 years we have concentrated on the design and manufacture of high grade audio transformers during which period our total sales exceed half a million. We continually take full advantage of all the improvements in magnetic and insulating materials and in measuring techniques utilising the most up to date instrumentation.

We have a very large number of original designs made for clients all over the world but naturally there are certain types of Sowter Transformers which are in constant demand. These have taken into account the tendency towards small size without sacrifice of performance, particularly for PCB mounting, and a few of these are listed below. They can be supplied with or without mumetal shielding cans. Performance requirements can be modified on request (utilising our readily available questionnaire) and generally without alteration in price.

We specialise in LOW COST AND QUICK DELIVERY which means a few days only or ex-stock.

SOWTER AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impedance</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3575</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4652</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3678</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6499</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4079</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6471</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6469</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>600 or 1500</td>
<td>20Hz - 20kHz</td>
<td>+0.5 dB over</td>
<td>3M mumetal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. SCOPE:
DC - 20MHz Bandwidth
2mV/div Sensitivity
40ns - 0.25s/div Sweep
14 Trigger Functions
Including active TV trigger on line & frame.

2. Active Component Comparator
(for checking Transistors, diodes and I.C.'s etc)
Test Voltage: 8.6Vrms (28mA)

All for the price of a scope at £285*
*Excluding Delivery and VAT
Correct at time of going to press

CROTECH INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
2 Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ
Telephone: (0480) 301818

Also available from Audio Electronics & Henry's

CIRCUIT SIMULATION SOFTWARE
FOR
AC OR DC NETWORKS
ACTIVE FILTER DESIGNS
COMMUNICATION DESIGNS
SIGNAL PROCESSING
TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS
ROOT LOCUS PROGRAM
STATIC THERMAL ANALYSIS
PLOTTER & PLOTTER PROGRAMS

PRICES RANGE FROM £79.95 to £125

Call now for more information

BRIDGEN TECHNOLOGY

T: 0322 331984
O: WRITE TO:
UNIT 24, ERITH BUSINESS CENTRE, ERITH HIGH STREET,
ERITH, KENT DA6 1QY
ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD
Minimal eprom programmer

This flexible design is suitable for almost any computer with an RS232 port: it requires no access to the main processor bus.

B. J. SOKOL

because it gets all its intelligence from the host computer this circuit requires no c.p.u., no firmware and no memory. For some computers, even simpler circuits can program eproms; but such circuits must be plugged into the computer's main processor bus, and that requires opening up the case.

The serial circuit described here gains two great advantages: it does not require any particular type of computer with a specific backplane; and it can stand alone alongside its host with only a cable to plug in. In practical terms the second advantage makes for three great conveniences: whenever it is needed the programmer can be easily connected, used on the tabletop, and put away again with very little effort.

The design requires a separate power supply for the programmer, as sufficient power is not available through an RS232 connection. However neither the power supply nor the hardware need he costly, and indeed the designs offered here use only a few standard components to achieve all required functions.

The reading or writing of one byte of an eprom requires setting up an address for the chip and then reading or writing its data pins with appropriate strobe signals applied to other pins. An RS232 connection can send or receive up to eight bits of data per block, which is sufficient to transmit the data in or out of the eprom, but not sufficient to set addresses or strobes. Multiple byte transmission via RS232, as for example using two bytes of Ascii to represent each hex data byte and using Ascii codes outside the range 0-9 and A-F for control purposes, would obviously allow an RS232 connection to run an eprom programmer. This is what is usually done, but it requires a micro and firmware at the programmer end of the connection to interpret codes, reassemble bytes, construct addresses, etc. But an alternative approach based on a special purpose-designed protocol requires no such hardware complexity.

The protocol requires that the host computer send a byte and then wait for a byte to be sent in return from the programming circuit. Depending on the direction of information transfer, one or the other of these bytes is a dummy used only to signal the receipt of or request for a meaningful byte. In addition, only half the pairs of bytes of this sort convey data information and the other half convey control information.

If the RS232 connection is over a short cable, of say 1.5 metres, there is no problem whatsoever in using 9600 baud signalling. At this rate each byte requires approximately 1 millisecond to be sent, and since four bytes must be exchanged for each eprom programming a single byte takes 50ms. The signals RESET and NOT-READ/READ are generated under user control (rather than processor control), greatly simplifying the demands on the protocol.

Assuming RESET has been strobed briefly, the address presented to the eprom will begin at 0. If READ is then asserted and a dummy byte with no particular meaning is received from the host computer, the uart will set BUS received data available. After a short delay this will strobe BUS transmitter data strobe, which will cause the uart to send back to the host computer the byte on the data pins of the eprom. At the same moment BUS will be reset through BUS.

Rising pulses on BUS toggle the 4013 flip-flop. The second Ri circuit and the Schmitt input of the 4040 produce a brief delay (this allows the programming pulse to fall before address changes), and the falling edges of the 4013 output advance the 4040 and 4520 counter strings. Thus as even-numbered dummy bytes are received the addresses presented to the eprom will advance through all the possible addresses in turn. On receipt of odd-numbered alternate dummy bytes, data corresponding to the last set address will be sent back to the host. Thus the whole rom can be read.

Table 1. Header connections for the personality modules. Note that 24-pin types must be inserted in the zif socket as illustrated below: pin numbers are therefore correct for the socket and not for the chip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zif socket pins</th>
<th>Resistor</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>Rn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2716</td>
<td>PGM1</td>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
<td>n.c.</td>
<td>+5V</td>
<td>n.c.</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2764/2712</td>
<td>ground</td>
<td>OE</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td></td>
<td>A13</td>
<td>12k (21V types)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27256</td>
<td>PGM3</td>
<td>OE</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td></td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>12k (12.5V types)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27512</td>
<td>PGM3</td>
<td>see Fig. 4</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td></td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>1.8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732</td>
<td>PGM3</td>
<td>see Fig. 4</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td>+5V</td>
<td>n.c.</td>
<td>none for 25V type, 12k for 21V (2732A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows how simply this can be realized. Only a few chips generate data, addresses, and strobes, and enable the RS232 handshaking protocol described above. The signals RESET and NOT-READ are generated under user control (rather than processor control), greatly simplifying the demands on the protocol.
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Fig. 1. With appropriate links or parts on the 18-pin header, the programmer can handle eproms from 2716 up to 27512. To start the programming sequence, the Reset switch must be closed momentarily whilst Prog is held down.

Writing an eprom is similar except that NOT READ is asserted rather than READ which makes the uart output data to the eprom rather than input from it. So the host computer must send the data to be written to the eprom rather than just dummy bytes to advance addresses. On the other hand, during programming the data sent back from the uart to the host has no meaning except as an acknowledgement of receipt of a byte. The 4013 toggle flip-flop not only advances the address counters but also controls the program-enable pin of the eprom. This pin must be active for 50ms per byte programmed, and this timing is part of the business of the host computer.

The remaining circuitry consists of a bit-rate generator, an interlocking electronic read/program switch, a logic controlled power supply, a line interface, and personality headers to allow many different types of eprom to be programmed. Circuitry is also required to generate three different types of programming pulse to accord with the requirements of various types of eprom. The 2732 and 27512 types use the same pin for programming voltages and enable inputs, and that is achieved by active components on the personality headers, which need not be included if not needed.

The interlocking programming switch uses a spare section of the 4093 and the spare half of the 4013. This system is not absolutely necessary, for just a toggle switch and a push button switch would do the job. The interlock is intended to prevent accidents in three ways. The 4093 and the RC circuit on the set pin of the 4013 assert a power-on reset so that the circuit always powers up ready to read, and not program. Thus eproms will not be damaged if they are plugged in at turn-on time. Secondly, to change over to the program mode a two finger operation is necessary. This requires some thought, and should diminish the chance of accidental damage. Thirdly, momentary push-to-make switches are cheap and simple, and since the power supply provides a warning light, malfunction is unlikely and cannot be disguised as it might be with a toggle switch.

The power supply shown in Fig. 2 is somewhat unusual. It uses a single transformer winding to provide a variable programmable supply adjustable between 5 and 25V, and a fixed supply providing 5V. This simplifies the choice of transformer and allows it to be kept remote and safely insulated (mine is inside a plastic mains plug body). The two wires from the transformer supply 12V a.c. and so a common 6-0-6 unit is suitable.

The circuit around the 317L needs some explanation. The 3360Ω resistor, which can be made up of two units in series, allows standard resistor values for IR, (in the personality header) to set the usual programming voltages, 25, 21 and 12.5V. Re-
RS232 connection, data in and data out, the experienced will note with gratitude for this problem if it arises. In either case to -3V or less. Figure 3b shows a solution faces that require the full legal swing down will not work with some rare RS232 inter-
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guardless of the Rc value the led carries a constant current given by 1.2V + 220Ω, or 5.45mA, whenever Vpp off is low. Thus its brightness does not depend on the type of eprom being programmed. The transistor controlled by Vpp off switches off the led and reduces Vpp to the t.l.l. high level set by the 470Ω resistor, as required by most eproms when they are read. The purpose of the additional transistor controlled by the 5V supply is to ensure that Vpp is at the lower level whenever the 5V supply goes off: this protects eproms from potential destruction.

There is in addition one serendipitous feature of the Vpp supply: the 317L chip will cyclically overheat if a programming current of more than 30-35mA is drawn, and that flashes the led so that faulty eproms are detected as they are programmed.

The line interface indicated in Fig. 3 is simple but non-standard. It provides only a 0 to 5V swing; if the host computer requires a negative swing at its RS232 input, versions (b1) or (b2) should be substituted. Version (b2) is the cheaper.

Fig. 4 shows the special personality header connections for 2732 and 27512 devices.

which are always on pins 2 and 3 of a 25-way D connector. They might be either way around (IBM PCs use 2 for data in), but that's the worst it can get. Pin 7 is always data ground.

Personality header connections for a range of eproms are indicated in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the special personality header required for 27512, 2732 or 2732A type eproms.

To be continued.

No.s refer to
DB25 connector

RS Components

633-076

Fig.2. Power supply for the programmer. An unusual feature is that the 317L regulator helps identify faulty eproms: if excessive programming current is drawn, it overheats cyclically and flashes the led.

Fig.3. Line interfaces for the serial connection. The simplest version (a) provides only a 0-5V swing; if the host computer requires a negative swing at its RS232 input, versions (b1) or (b2) should be substituted. Version (b2) is the cheaper.

Fig.4. Special parts for personality modules for programming 2732 and 27512 devices.
Reos – a new document image processing system

New technology and the emergence of powerful standard operating systems and local area communications networks makes it feasible to produce document image processing systems that will have as much impact on business as did the mainframe on office systems.

RICHARD KREUZER

Despite decades of computerization, low-cost word processors and office micros, the vision of the paperless office still does not equate with the reality of today’s office. It’s not surprising; paper is cheap, portable, user-friendly and readily available. Far from becoming obsolete paper usage is growing, and conventional filing is growing at 20% every year.

The cost to industry in terms of space lost to filing cabinets, lost documents, extensive time to find documents and photocopying charges is enormous. In addition, paper is routed through organisation and is used to sequence people’s activities and to record their decisions.

There is thus a pressing need for electronic systems that allow departments to capture all their incoming documents, index them, store them digitally and provide multiple users with fast access to images of those documents via high resolution terminals and print-outs. In addition, such a system must be able to be integrated with existing sources of information, particularly mainframe databases and PC-based databases.

Until recently the technology to provide this range of capabilities was not available, but with the advent of high capacity optical discs, powerful high-resolution workstations, laser printers and image processing chips, it is now possible to meet departmental needs.

BACKGROUND

Optical disc technology was originally developed for document image storage in the Japanese environment where 98% of business documents in Japan are handwritten. The first systems therefore were primarily facsimile-forwarding systems using optical storage media and PC-based filing and retrieval software. There are nearly 3,000 of these type of systems installed in Japan today and they are single-user systems; indeed one might equate them to the private filing cabinet. Networking and operational systems software is either extremely limited or non-existent. To add further users requires purchasing another complete system. These systems are available outside of Japan marketed by Sony, 3M and Hitachi and range in price from $35,000 to $85,000.

Systems integrators in the UK and the USA have taken a wider multi-user view of the use of optical technology for document image processing and in this respect the prime participants are Filenet and Prolidy and in Europe, Philips and Racal. In the case of Filenet and Philips these systems are presented in a closed systems environment using proprietary hardware and software and entry-level systems are available from circa $250,000. On the other hand, the Racal system has been built on open system architecture using standard protocols and interfaces and proven hardware system suppliers, for example Sun and Canon. Racal themselves have developed the operational software, a selection of hardware boards and a fourth generation customization language. The entry-level system price for a fully functional system is circa $130,000.

THE NEED

The primary need for digital image processing systems is in clerical environments which routinely deal with large amounts of paperwork. This paperwork almost always has some handwriting on it and is thus not suitable for existing computer systems. An electronic document image processing system for such clerical use must fulfil three basic needs.

● Queries – where the users respond to customer queries, generally over the phone. The principal need here is for fast access to data, for example the ability to retrieve a customer letter from a third of a million similar letters in under 20 seconds. Often complementary information exists on the corporate database and the ability to access this data via a window on the workstation screen is a secondary need.

● Document processing – where the user adds to or otherwise uses the information contained in the document, typically adding

OUTLINE OF REOS FACILITIES

Reos is a multitasking, multuser, image processing system which allows the user to initiate a new task before the system has completed the last.

Image processing


Image display providing zoom/shrink, pan and scroll. Multimindowing. Image cut and paste: Image annotation via handwriting and/or typing.

Document image storage within work station to allow rapid page browsing.

Document printing at up to 400 dot/in of the original image plus annotations on paper of up to A3 size, blank or logo paper. Alternatively Reos can print the logos.

Document processing

Document mailing manually or automatically to other Reos users.

Document may be associated with 'bring-up' dates to provide automatic prompting.

Documents automatically dated, time stamped and numbered when captured.

Man-machine interface

The system can be driven via menus, dedicated function keys and/or icons and a mouse/bit-pad. This is a customer option. Screen layout and "macro" functions may also be custom designed.

External communication

Ethernet using Transport Control/Internet protocols:

BSC RJE

SNA

PC-DOS support

IBM PC programs can be supported via a PC window. The program may execute at the workstation on a dedicated PC/AT emulation card or on a shared PC/AT card in the core.

'official' information into the appropriate boxes, signing the document off, and perhaps updating the corporate database. Thus the workstation must also offer a facility to handwrite and type onto the document and maintain an audit trail of these annotations, plus an ability to mail the document to the next processing clerk. Such departments typically store one third of a million active letters.

- Archival storage – characterised by the need for very large document storage capacities – greater than 1 million A4 pages – with comprehensive cross-reference retrieval capabilities.

In addition, there is also a need to access other information systems such as IBM’s SNA and PC-DOS programs.

Racial new document imaging system pro-

A typical core configuration consists of a 16MHz 68020 4Mbyte computer running Berkeley Unix; 280Mbytes of Winchester store for the card index relational database and temporary storage of images; two or more optical disc drives; and also the printer and scanner controller/compressor boards. A further seven slots are available for expansion and options.
One 12 inch optical disc can store 1Gbyte of data per side, equivalent to 30,000 A4 pages.

PROVIDES A UNIQUE EXAMPLE OF THE COMMERCIAL REALISATION OF SYSTEM THAT MEETS THESE NEEDS.

THE REOS SYSTEM

A Reos* system consists of four principal components: one or more document scanners, one or more laser printers, a document server, and one or more document workstations linked to the server through an ethernet local area network. The server drives up to 16 optical disc drives which use use write-once 12in discs capable of storing 1.2Gbyte of data per side. The server also contains magnetic disc storage with a capacity of up to 1Gbyte.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the Reos system. The peripherals and workstations are connected to a central core server which controls access to, and the permanent storage of, the information. Workstations manipulate images and data via windows and editors. These images are temporarily stored within the terminal. Images and data are transmitted to and from workstations and the core via the ethernet link. The scanner and printer connect to the core via proprietary high speed links (18Mbit/s). The optical and winchester drives use industry-standard SCSI and SMD interfaces.

A Reos core can accommodate expansion options:

- up to 4 scanners
- up to 16 optical disc drives
- up to 1.2Gbytes of hard disc storage
- up to 16Mbyte of random access memory
- an SNA front-end coprocessor board, and
- PC AT coprocessor board.

Although it is generally recommended that a core should serve no more than 16 workstations the actual number used depends on the throughput they impose on the magnetic optical disc drives. If users spend most of the time reading the image documents then the actual system throughput can be low enough to permit many more workstations.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Based on Sun Microsystem's 3/160 computer system, the core contains a 32-bit VME bus and 16MHz 68020 c.p.u. Memory operating over a 12Mbyte/s bus can be expanded to 16Mbyte in increments of 4Mbytes. The VME (P1) bus, running at 5Mbyte/s, is used by the input output peripheral controllers. The c.p.u. supports multiple processes by means of a high-speed, 270ns-access memory management unit which allows the operating system virtual memory facilities. The core operating system is the Berkeley '4.2 BSD' version of Unix.

Image compression or decompression is achieved using industry-standard circuits housed in Racal Imaging's image controller subsystems. Each scanner controller, print...
controller and image converter board incorporates one of these subsystems. In addition the image converter and printer boards contain hardware to perform image resolution conversion. All the boards contain sufficient buffer memory to ensure that conversion, compression and decompression occurs at the fastest possible rate.

Reos is a true multi-tasking real-time system, as shown in the block diagram of the basic system software on page 000. The core modules synchronize their activities by means of messages which they exchange with one another via the executive real-time dialogue handler. Because of this the modules are portable and can be relocated from core to terminal and vice versa to optimize configuration and performance.

The particular facilities that are made available to users and the manner in which these are presented is determined by the 'syntax trees'. These are constructed off-line by Racal Imaging Systems to enable systems to be customized.

Application programs are written in the C programming language.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Reos captures images of documents via the scanner. Paper is fed automatically or manually placed on the scanner platen and pre-scanned to determine the paper size, position and print density. A mirror system and a 4688-element c.c.d. array then scan a default resolution of 200 picture elements per inch, producing about 3.8 million picture elements for an A4 page. For pages with fine print the scanner can be set to scan at a resolution of 400 picture elements per inch. Photographic originals are converted into half tones giving the ability to produce up to 64 graduations of tone. The resulting hit image stream is transmitted from the scanner to the scanner controller board located in the server at about 18b/s, which buffers this data prior to compressing it.

Compression

Standards for the compression of image data agreed by the CCITT define the document representation, coding alternatives, encoding algorithms, and transmission requirements for facsimile operation. The system compresses images in conformance with the group two - dimensional encoding standard which takes advantage of the fact that many images, particularly text and line drawings, exhibit a strong vertical correlation from scan line to scan line. About 50% of all the transitions from black to white or vice versa are directly underneath a transition on the line above it; about 25% differ by only one picture element. This encoding standard provides an average compression factor of 1.5, and the original 3.8Mbits are compressed to 0.9Mbits.

The scanner controller board contains two input buffers enabling one page to be compressed whilst the other is being received from the scanner. Documents from the scanner are sent to the recipients 'scanner in-tray', selected by the scanner operator who keys in the necessary identifying name.

...
Reos is a distributed computer system. The applications programs running on the system synchronize their actions by exchanging messages via a real-time nucleus containing the Berkeley Unix operating system.

Achieved by overscaling or underscaling the image with respect to the window.

Parameters keyed into the index card form a can have a variety of checks performed on their range, type, pattern, etc. The card can contain up to 16 fields of 32 characters, the contents of which may be chosen to suit the application. The system can automatically insert parameters such as time/date, document type and a serial number. When the index card is completed the reference to the document in the scanner in-tray window disappears and is now in the 'out tray' ready for storage or mailing.

Storage

A document is stored with three actions. Data from the index card are written to a relational database on the server magnetic disc; compressed document images plus index data are written to the optical disc; and a unique reference identifying the document and its location is written both to the relational database and to the optical image file.

Two regimes are available. One mode writes each image file out serially to one optical disc. The other mode associates a document with a folder. A set of folders can contain free space for additional documents and annotations. In both modes image files are written sequentially onto the disc in a similar way to tape: there is no explicit directory.

Because of the general lack of standardisation of optical discs and drives, the system can use disc drives from either Hitachi, Optinom, or CDC/OSI. The optical discs store 1.2 bytes per side, the equivalent of about 30,000 A4 pages, and the server drives up to 16 optical drives—on-line access to the equivalent of around 480,000 pages. An alternative to a number of drives is the juke box: a robot picker mechanism that can load, unload or turnover optical discs from drives as instructed by the server. A 32-disc juke box provides access to approximately two million A4 pages.

Retrieval

Wild card and wild string characters can be used when a document is to be retrieved. The operator fills in a retrieval proforma listing the document parameters that are to be used to search the card index database on the server magnetic disc. A list of matches is displayed in a selection window after a few seconds showing a customised subset of the index card parameters.

On selection of a document the first page or all pages are read from the optical disc on to the server magnetic disc. From there the first page is transmitted to the workstation via the Ethernet. As in the indexing case, the image is expanded, resolution-converted and displayed in a window. As the operator browses through the document by selecting next page, images are transmitted from the magnetic disc to the workstation memory. Subsequent browsing through these pages is faster when they are held in the workstation. For comparison, a second document can be selected from the selection list window, the pages of which will be displayed in a window next to the first image window.

Annotation & print

Page images can be annotated by typing or 'handwriting'. When annotation is selected an editor capable of handling the appropriate data type is activated—ASCII characters for type, and vectors for handwriting derived from a bit pad and pen connected to the image converter board.

Each editing session generates a page layer that is written to the optical disc. A layer can be thought of as a transparent sheet laid over the image, containing the annotations. Each layer can have visibility privileges and is date/time and user ID stamped so that annotations can be audited and operators lacking visibility privileges will be unable to view sensitive information.

Any image with its annotations can be produced in hard-copy form by the printer at 400 dots per inch on either A4 or A3 pages. The printer controller board located in the document server converts the page layers into a composite image. Image data is transmitted at 18 Mb/s to the printer, buffered and then used to modulate a laser diode producing an image on the printer's amorphous silicon drum. Sending to other Reos users is by filling in a simple envelope with the recipients log-in name.

Richard Kreuzer is product manager with the recently formed Fleet-based Racal Imaging Systems Ltd.
New crystal cut

A recent paper in Electronics Letters vol.23 no.4 from the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences describes a new cut of quartz resonator with a very precise and linear relationship between frequency and temperature. Crystals with this property aren’t unique, but others require cuts to be made with a precision of 30 arc sec and are hence very difficult to reproduce reliably.

The new Bulgarian resonator claims to be easily reproducible – no more difficult in fact than AT or BT cuts. Unlike these last cuts, however, the second and third order temperature coefficients of the new crystal are so small that the change of frequency with temperature is virtually linear.

A practical crystal was constructed to operate on the third overtone at a frequency of 26.5 MHz at 0°C. In this mode the frequency change with temperature was 1kHz/°C, over a practical range of -60 to +280°C. Maximum non-linearity at any point was ±0.9°C.

The paper points out that, with a basic stability of one part in 108 and an ability to measure with a basic stability of one part in 109, this new crystal cut should be especially valuable for meteorological applications and for a variety of scientific research purposes where accuracy and high resolution are vital.

Oscillating to a chemical heat

To those of us used to oscillators that are either mechanical or electrical, it might come as a surprise to hear that chemicals can oscillate too. According to Miklos Orban of the L. Eotvos University of Budapest, if you take an alkaline solution of potassium thiocyanate and add some hydrogen peroxide and a pinch of copper sulphate, the resulting solution will oscillate periodically between a dark yellow tint and colourlessness. This isn’t the first known oscillating chemical reaction but up till now they’ve all required a pumped flow to keep them oscillating. This one apparently requires nothing more than an occasional stir. It’s also unique in that it will exhibit bistability under certain conditions. If the chemicals are fed into a reaction chamber from separate tubes the resulting solution will take on some of the two steady state conditions, either yellow or colourless. But any slight perturbation or other energy input may cause it to flip into the opposite state.

As far as is known, there are no plans afoot to build a chemical computer, but the work is of fundamental interest because of the insight it gives into the biochemistry of circadian rhythms, heartbeats and other rhythmic processes in nature.

How to handle one atom

A team from AT&T Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, has demonstrated its ability to manipulate what amounts to a few atoms in nature. The tunnelling electron microscope consists of a fine needle made from tungsten which is manipulated by means of piezo-electric transducers to within a few atoms distance of the crystal surface being investigated.

At this distance, a small bias voltage will induce a tunnelling current to flow between the crystal surface and the needle. The value is typically 20pA at 1V. If the tunnelling current is then amplified and fed out-of-phase to the piezo transducers, the needle will be held at a constant distance from the nearest atom in the crystal surface.

By applying a lateral movement to the needle and plotting the resultant image of the crystal surface, details at the atomic level can be obtained.

Using a near-perfect crystal of germanium prepared by ultra-high vacuum sputtering techniques, the AT&T researchers proceeded to draw a detailed map of a small (5 x 6.5 nanometres) area of its surface topology. This surface proved to be near-perfect.

Then they momentarily increased the bias to 4V, which they believe caused an atom-sized piece of germanium, previously picked up by the tungsten needle, to detach itself from the needle and bond itself to the crystal surface beneath. Subsequent t.e.m. scans at the normal 1V bias showed that such a piece of germanium had indeed bonded itself to the underlying crystal lattice.

The AT&T researchers were able to repeat this procedure with a high degree of reliability, demonstrating for the first time the ability to manipulate matter, virtually atom by atom. As yet they aren’t precisely clear about the atomic structure of the resulting lattice, but, writing in Nature vol.325, the group are clearly excited by the potential to improve the technique. "The final rewards may be high-density memories, new devices whose electrical properties are dominated by quantum-size effects, or the modification of a single self-replicating molecule on a surface."

Thin film research

Exeter University’s thin film and interface group in the Physics Department has been awarded a grant of over £20,000 by the Science and Engineering Research Council for a preliminary study of the poorly understood interface between electrodes and electrolytes. The group are led by Dr. John Sambles and his colleagues, although highly esoteric at this stage, could have important implications for batteries, capacitors and electrochemistry generally.

At first sight the electrode/electrolyte interface might seem most accessible from the electrolyte side. But the Exeter studies are making use of a novel optical technique in which a ray of laser light is passed through a prism on to the back of a thin film electrode, a layer of silver or gold typically a few tens of nanometres thick.

Normally such a layer would simply reflect the incident light, like the silvering of a mirror. But at a certain critical angle the light is absorbed by a resonance effect that occurs at the metal/electrolyte interface. By monitoring this absorption effect, Dr Sambles and his group have an extremely sensitive means of probing the detailed structural and charge distribution at the interface. This in turn should help clarify some of the complex electrochemistry on which many of today’s charge storage devices depend.

Radar ice probe

A method of measuring the thickness of sea ice using a helicopter which flies some three to five metres above the ice surface at a speed of five to ten knots while making thickness measurements. A broad-band, very short pulse of electromagnetic energy is emitted from the transmitting antenna which is mounted on one side of the helicopter. Part of this energy is reflected from the bottom of the ice and sea water. The reflected energy from both of the bottom and top of the ice is detected by the receiving antenna which is located on the other side of the helicopter. By knowing the time delay between the two received signals and the velocity of radar energy in sea it is possible to measure the ice thickness.

The thickness of sea ice is important in the design of oil and gas production facilities for use off the coasts of Alaska, Canada and Norway. Ice thickness determines the forces exerted by ice floes against structure such as platforms set on the seabed.

In the past, most of the ice thickness data was obtained by drilling a hole through the ice with an auger, a procedure which is slow, tedious and consequently costly. With impulse radar it is possible to collect more data in thirty minutes than can be obtained by six-man crew drilling for two days. The new system is accurate to within approximately one foot of the drilled ice thickness measurements and
can reliably measure ice about thirty feet thick.

Work is continuing to further refine the system so that it can produce more sharply defined images, and also on methods of enhancing the data obtained in the field by using signal processing techniques.

Who pinched Mona's necklace?

Computer analysis of the 450-year-old Mona Lisa, Leonardo da Vinci's masterpiece that now hangs in the Louvre, shows that the artist originally painted his subject wearing a necklace. According to research by Dr John Asmus of the University of California in San Diego, there was also a background range of mountains near the face. Even the famous enigmatic smile is claimed to be the result of several overpaintings.

Previous infra-red and X-ray studies have revealed nothing except restoration that is already well documented. But although the picture was sold in 1517 much as we see it today, earlier copies do show a necklace.

Today it's virtually impossible to deduce anything by superficial examination because the painting has been dulled so much by its decaying varnish. What Dr Asmus did was take a good quality print and digitize it into 18 million pixels, each specifying the proportions of the three primary colours. He then obtained a colour profile for old varnish and, with a computer, subtracted this from the values taken from the original print. The result: a bright new-looking Leonardo! But that's not all. The subtraction revealed all the evidence of age cracks and extensive restoration.

The next stage of Dr Asmus's work was to programme the computer to remove obvious artefacts such as cracks by their structure and their lack of relation to other features of the painting. Finally, by means of image processing techniques normally used to enhance satellite pictures, Dr Asmus examined the picture for non-random changes in colour and contrast. This was to distinguish any unusual variations in brush strokes or over-painting.

The result confirms that a necklace was indeed painted out and that the smile has been changed many times since the original. This would suggest that what we see today is not the result of second thoughts by Leonardo, but the work of later restorers.

As yet, there is more research to be done and probably more curiosities to be revealed. So if you're still puzzled by the smile of the Mona Lisa, you're not the only one!

Handle with care

The University of Southampton Control Engineering Research Group have developed one of the most advanced artificial hands in the world which could, in a few year's time, give amputees a new lease of life.

Today's artificial hands have little more than a simple open and close function, triggered by electrical signals from the patient's stump. No sensory feedback is provided, so the wearer must constantly monitor the activities of the hand by eye. Delicate movements are completely impossible.

What the Southampton group, led by Professor Jim Nightingale, have done is to add touch sensors operating under the control of a microprocessor. These allow the artificial hand to judge how much force it needs to apply to hold an object securely without at the same time crushing it. Should the object begin to slip, the hand grasps it more firmly.

Four motors drive the hand, two for the thumb, allowing it to move in two planes, one for the index finger and one for the remaining fingers. As with previous artificial hands, control signals are mostly derived from existing nerves, with only a limited need for conscious input from the user.

Now that a successful working prototype has been demonstrated, the research team intend to miniaturise the electronics to enable all the control systems to fit within the hand itself. Only the battery will need to be mounted elsewhere on the body.

Professor Nightingale is also developing a separate larger model for use as an industrial robot. The ability to pick up delicate glassware in a radio-active environment would be one obvious application for such a hand with sensitive feedback control.

Simulating power cuts

One of the most powerful micro-wave systems ever built is being developed at Bath University to deal with major breakdowns on the national electricity grid.

- The CEGB and the Science and Engineering Research Council have given a joint grant of £86,361 to Mr Richard Daniels and Mr Rod Dunn of the University's School of Electrical Engineering to build a mock-up of the electricity network. The two researchers have been working on a model of the network for six years, using a relatively slow 16-bit processor. The new grant will enable them to use a 32-bit processor, at least seven times more powerful, with a bank of 12 microcomputers operating in parallel. The result will be a dedicated computing system that will enable the team to make a very detailed model of the grid. CEGB control engineers will be able to use the model, both as a fault predictor and as a simulator to train on.

It will enable them to investigate alternative strategies in dealing with fault conditions or abnormal loads.

Companies get together in a SARI

A Silicon Architectures Research Initiative (SARI) is proposed as the third in a series of National Electronics Research Initiatives, which enable industrial collaborators to work together on pre-competitive research lasting 3-5 years.

A number of UK companies have already shown interest in participating in the SARI hosted by Edinburgh University's Department of Electrical Engineering, which has a considerable reputation in this area. The following organizations have begun discussions to formulate a programme: British Aerospace, Ferranti, Hewlett-Packard, Lattice Logic, Marconi, Mullard Plessey, Racal, STL, Thorn-EMI and Edinburgh University.

There is a significant gap between Britain's capability to develop and model algorithms on general-purpose computers and our ability to map these algorithms into real-time electronic hardware - especially in very-large-scale integrated (v.l.s.i.) form - and deliver competitive electronic systems. The proposed programme will address this problem by automating the algorithm-to-silicon design route. The intention is substantially to enhance UK expertise in design and specification of real-time systems, and in v.l.s.i. architecture and silicon compiler technologies.

The Department of Trade and Industry would like to hear from any other companies or organizations who might wish to participate in the SARI.

Research Notes is written by John Wilson.
**TELECOMMS TOPICS**

**Fair competition in international access**

The Office of Telecommunications has issued a Determination which will govern the arrangement between calls made by overseas operator will send traffic to BT and Mercury.

**Government telecoms network**

British Telecom is to install the computer system for managing the Government Telecommunications Network (GTN), the UK's largest private voice network. BT's Communications Facilities Management (CFM) unit has won the contract from the Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) under which it will supply its Lineman computer-based system and network management products and services. BT will also act as project manager for the installation of the system. Starting shortly, completion is scheduled by Spring 1988.

**Skyphone take-off**

In-flight trials of the first worldwide satellite telephone service for air travellers starts this autumn. British Telecom International and the authorities of Norway and Singapore, are to work toward providing global coverage for the service to be launched by BTI on the transatlantic routes next year following the trials.

**Guernsey's repeaterless cable**

The world's longest unboosted undersea optical fibre cable will run 135km (84 miles) between the island of Guernsey and Dartmouth. The cable will have six fibre pairs, of which two will be employed immediately the cable comes into service. The system will operate at 140Mbit/s so giving each pair a capacity of 1920 simultaneous calls.

The cable will use the latest single-mode technology operating at 1535nm with much narrower line width than that of earlier designs. This reduces the effect of chromatic dispersion and thus increases repeaterless path lengths. A £5.7 million contract for it has been awarded jointly by British Telecom and the Telecommunications Authorities of Guernsey and Jersey to STC Submarine Systems. This award follows the recent order, also to STC Submarine Systems, for a 90km cable to Douglas, Isle of Man.

**Efficient p.b.x-to-trunk integration**

Timeplex, which has transferred its UK headquarters from Leeds to Langley, Slough, has launched its Link 2 Facilities Management System in Europe. Aimed at meeting the needs of the now maturing digital voice and the more established data networking environments, Link 2 provides a more efficient way of integrating a digital p.b.x to 2MBits/s or similar digital trunks. It is essentially a synchronous time division multiplexing system which has been designed for use with both new and existing customisers, revealing that over 5,000 Link 1 systems have already been installed worldwide. Pointing out that America's standard T1 digital transmission system running at 1.544Mbit/s (and therefore 2Mbit/s in Europe) has become the cornerstone of private networks, she said the most important reason for this was that T1-based private networks provided the opportunity to save "literally millions of pounds in communications costs."

**Centrex in the UK**

Centrex, best described as providing p.b.x facilities from the local exchange, is to be offered by both British Telecom and Mercury Communications. Northern Telecom has completed its programme and claims that "the Mercury Centrex is the first of its kind outside of the US" and a Mercury spokesman said the company has prepared its tariffs, and will disclose them as soon as it is ready to offer the service. Similarly, British Telecom, which is to launch the pilot phase of its Centel 100 service in London in August as the start of a national implementation plan, will publish its charges shortly. They will consist of connection fees plus rentals with the possibility that customers will have the opportunity of spreading their connection payments, thus reducing the initial outlay.

However, as the day draws closer when Centrex services are actually introduced, their likely impact in the marketplace is more widely recognised but not understood.

Oftel has published a consultative document entitled "Centrex: the Regulatory Issues" which outlines a number of issues which Oftel has identified as requiring further consideration. It also gives details of the proposed modifications to BT's and Mercury's li...
centres to allow them to provide Centrex services in a way which might otherwise breach the letter (though not the spirit) of the prohibition on simple resale of telecommunications services.

**Telecom teach-in**

London Business School has launched a new international management programme for senior executives in the telecommunications industry. The two-week residential course, designed to be of relevance to all interests in the telecommunications industry, will consider the major forces for change facing the industry: in particular, national and international deregulation and technological developments.

The strategic implications of these for market opportunities and costs will be examined, and the competencies and skills most relevant to senior management’s analyses. The topics will include the management of strategic alliances and organisational change; the assessment of market opportunities and risky projects; and marketing and pricing in an increasingly competitive environment.

Further information on these courses, the first one to be run from 14 to 26 June, from Kim McCarthy, London Business School, Sussex Place, Regent’s Park, London NW1 4SA. Tel: 01-262 5050. Telex: 27461 LBSKOCX.

**Exchanges for Arabs**

Following a study conducted jointly by UK consultancies British Teleconsult (a division of British Telecom) and KMG Thomson McLintock, a joint programme to develop advanced public telephone exchanges for use within the Arab community has been decided upon by PTT experts, government officials and investors from seven Arab countries. The programme, looking at a potential market worth over £200 million, is the outcome of a study commissioned by the Arab Industrial Investment Company.

Most of the countries involved have yet to install digital equip-

ment in quantity, but once they do, the market will grow rapidly. "Our conservative estimate" says project manager, Andrew Dymond, "is that the annual market for digital equipment will be close to 1.2 million lines by 1990, and that the number of new installations will grow at 6% annually until the end of the century."

In view of the fact that annual sales of 250,000 lines would be needed to make domestic manufacture economically viable, and that demand studies show that four countries in the region currently require over 100,000 lines, the consultants recommend that the Arab countries should set up one or two joint plants before their markets are fragmented by external supply. Egypt has already invited tenders for a factory to meet its own needs. However, it is believed that both GEC and Plessey have already been excluded on the grounds that UK’s System X has not won appreciable orders in the international marketplace. Front runners are probably Alcatel (incorporating PTT’s System 121), APT (ITT&T and Philips Telecommunications) and Ericsson.

**Contract news**

Plessey Telecommunications Products Ltd has won a national account-call development contract from British Telecom together with orders for national credit card payphone systems from Sweden and Spain.

The BT contract, initially worth £1 million, is for the development of two prototype account-call systems. Known as Cashless Services Processor Units (CSPUs), these prototypes are expected to be available in mid-1988. Once implemented, the system will allow users of payphones to have the charges logged directly onto their own office or home telephone accounts. Orders for additional systems, said to be worth £7.5 million, will follow to give full nationwide coverage. As well as this, Plessey is waiting to receive repeat orders from BT for public payphones, an area where BT is the monopoly supplier, which could be worth as much as £10 million.

Televerket, the Swedish PTT, having completed a six-months field trial with credit card payphones is moving to national installation with 2,100 units being installed in major cities at a cost believed to be around £2 million. This number could grow to 10,000, dependent on user acceptance.

Spain’s Telefonica, having worked closely with Plessey to develop a customised cashless calling system for Spain, is running a series of payphone trials comprising joint coin and credit card units in Barcelona and Madrid, and a prepaid card trial in Madrid. The value to Plessey of the contract is approaching £1 million, including development charges. In addition, the Finnish PTT has invited Plessey to install a payphone field trial.

East Midland Electricity Board has placed a contract with Newbridge Networks Ltd for the supply of a network of Newbridge 3600 Mainstreet digital network bandwidth managers. The system to be provided is to allow the interconnection of high-speed digital services provided by various carriers, including BT and Mercury, between Board offices and communication sites. The Newbridge systems are for use in 2Mbit/s-based backbone networks and will provide high-speed data interfaces to ISDN standards. Later on this year the system will be upgraded to provide network control and management from a single central location.

Newbridge Networks Ltd, based at Chepstow, Gwent, is the European end of the Ottawa-based company founded by Terry Matthews, former Chairman of Telbit, which is now a subsidiary of British Telecom.

Britain’s National Computer Centre has been awarded a contract for the supply of an OSI transport-layer testing system by the US-based Corporation for Open Systems (COSI). Worth nearly $1 million, the contract is the first to be awarded by COSI following its worldwide call for proposals last September. COSI was formed last year with the specific intention of providing credible testing services for OSI-based communications systems. Its membership includes all major US-based vendors of computer communications equipment, as well as a number of influential users, including CTTA in the UK.

Commenting on the award, Dr Tim Wells, responsible for standards and software engineering at NCC said: "The award of this contract to NCC means that the same basic technology will be in widespread use for transport layer testing both in Europe and North America. The effect of this will be that systems tested in different countries are much more likely to interact, and genuine operational OSI will be a step nearer. NCC launched the world’s first commercial OSI testing service based on its transport testing system in 1985. The adoption of the system by COSI is vindication of the quality of this service and of the risk taken by the NCC two years ago."

Cellnet, one of the two cellular radio network operators have placed orders worth £16 million with Motorola for transceiver (£12m) and switching equipment (£4m) to operate on the new London-area frequencies which will be freed for cellular operation before the end of the year.

Having already invested £226 million ($35m) in enhancing its London network by splitting cells into six sectors and increasing the number of available voice channels over a smaller area, Cellnet claims to have increased the possible number of subscribers within the capital by a factor of 2.5.

Development of the technology necessary to implement these extra frequencies is already well advanced, and the company expects to bring them into operation by the end of the year. In addition to work on the fixed network, cellular manufacturers are working to introduce the slight modifications necessary to use these extra frequencies in the new ETACS (extended total access communications system) specification.

Cellnet’s managing director, Colin Davis, says that Cellnet already has the most advanced cellular system, ensuring that it is well placed to compete with the frequencies to be held in reserve for the projected European-wide digital system planned for operation in 1991.

More on page 658.

Telecomms Topics is written by Adrian Morant.
Recent developments within factory automation include the recognition that 'islands of automation should not be allowed to remain in glorious isolation. For the larger organizations, the way has been led by General Motors with its Manufacturing Automation Protocol, by which the might of GM is persuading computer and control hardware manufacturers to speak their language.

But what about the smaller organization where the high performance and associated high cost of MAP may be impossible to justify? How can the average-size manufacturer integrate both new and existing machines or install inter-machine data exchange media at an affordable price?

Involved for many years in machine control and latterly in manufacturing cell integration, we have identified this need for an efficient and cost-effective data transfer vehicle capable of interconnecting a number of independent, possibly isolated, machine or process control systems and operator interface media with a central facility.

The Factory Information Datalink is based on the RS485 data communications standard, which allows one master station to be connected to a number of slave stations on a multi-drop configuration via low-cost, single twisted-pair cable. Distances up to 1.2 km can be achieved without repeaters at rates of 62.5 Kbit/s although higher rates are achievable over shorter distances. The Datalink protocol and message formatting are based on Intel's Bitbus which is a subset of IBM's SDLC protocol.

The slave station will typically be an embedded microcomputer system, such as STE or VME-based microcontrollers or industrial IBM PCs, programmable controllers, and factory-floor data entry terminals. The master can be a VME industrial microcomputer, IBM PC or compatible, or an Intel microcomputer. In most organizations, this configuration will be the limit of what will be required for some time to come. But where the factory is large enough to justify a factory-wide MAP scheme either a VME or PC-based master can be provided with a MAP gateway board, making it the master for a manufacturing node. The advantage of this approach is the ability to mix STE, VME and IBM PC systems on the same network at very low cost, providing a link to other administrative lans with their inherent databases associated with production control, stores and maintenance departments.

Other system vendors have recently announced products capable of interfacing with Bitbus, indicating that it has already achieved multi-vendor status with similar commitments from Intel, Honeywell, Toshiba, DEC, British Telecom, Arcom, Analog Devices, GMF Robotics and Westinghouse.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The network consists of a multi-drop configuration with the equipment at each node being 'daisy-chained'. The communications cable is a relatively low-cost, screened twisted-pair cable with a characteristic impedance of 120 ohms. In a simple self-clocked network with no repeaters only one pair is needed in the cable and the cost can be as low as 50p per metre.

S. HINTON, N. D. McQUILLON & B. WORTH

Low-cost factory network

Based on the Bitbus remote access and control interface, this manufacturing cell datalink is cheaper to install than the Manufacturing Automation Protocol yet offers nearly all its facilities, as well as the ability to mix STE, VME and PC systems on the same network.
Factory Information Datalinks can be cascaded to link manufacturing cells with factory master and associated administrative networks.

The connector and its pin-outs used at each node on the cable is defined by the Bitbus specification. This connector is an inexpensive nine-way sub miniature D-type, which is a smaller version of the connector specified for the ubiquitous RS232 standard. At each node the equipment is provided with a male and female bulkhead connector wired in parallel. To remove a node from the network, the cables can be disconnected from the equipment and the free ends connected together. The network traffic is only interrupted for the short period required to restore the continuity of the cable. This can be carried out whilst the network is live and recovery is automatic. As usual with data communication cables, a terminator is required, which consists simply of a single resistor.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The electrical characteristics of any data transfer medium comprise two elements, namely the d.c. a.c. parameters of the transmitters, receivers and terminators, and the data encoding technique used to pass data on the medium. The Bitbus specification uses established internationally recognized standards for each.

The d.c./a.c. parameters are defined in the EIA RS485 standard, a multi-drop, master-slave version of the well-known RS422 differential transmit/receive standard. In self-clocked mode, the data encoding technique uses NRZI (non-return to zero inverted with zero-bit insertion-deletion). Synchronous mode employs a return to zero scheme, where a 'one' is represented by a high level and a zero by a low level. The more complex NRZI represents a 'one' by no change in level and a zero by a change in level. Zero insertion/deletion (bit-stuffing) ensures that a level transition by the insertion of a zero after a sequence of five consecutive ones. This maintains the self-clocking, the extra zeros being removed by the receiver.

PERFORMANCE

In synchronous mode, between 500Kbit/s and 2.4Mbit/s can be achieved over 30 metres with 28 nodes. Using self-clocked mode, up to 1200 metres is possible at 62.5Kbit/s, falling to 300 metres at 375Kbit/s. As with all frame-oriented protocols the bits per second rate does not reflect the actual rate of transfer of information. With the FID protocol, an overhead is incurred due to the need to provide comprehensive error checking and packet routing. To give some idea of information transfer rates, in the self-clocked mode at 62.5Kbit/s, a worst case of about 1000 bytes per second is estimated. This corresponds approximately to the information transfer rate possible with RS232 at 9600 baud. However, if the processor at the master and slave is capable of an immediate response, which would be the case if a dedicated communications processor such as the Intel 8044 BEM is
used, then it is possible to achieve 10,000 bytes per second at the same bit rate.

The robustness of the network is assured through the error checking carried out at the different protocol levels. From the lowest levels up these are:

- At the end of each frame transferred on the bus there is a check sequence field containing a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check word.
- Sequence counts are maintained by both slaves and master to ensure that no frames are transmitted without an acknowledgment being received. If the sequence counts do become out of step then a mechanism for re-synchronization is automatically invoked.
- If the master does not receive a return frame from a particular slave within 10 ms of transmitting a frame to it, then after a second such failure then the synchronization mechanism is invoked.
- The message format is checked for correct length, message type, and the correct slave address.
- The master receives a reply for each command sent to a slave. This reply has a response field which is used to indicate the acceptance of the command or rejection, indicating the reason for rejection.

All of this error checking concerns automatically recoverable errors. Obviously, if a catastrophic error such as a cable break or slave disconnection or failure, the master will be unable to communicate with the slave. However, when the fault is rectified, the communications will automatically resume without human intervention. A timeout detects this type of fault and the higher application levels of software are signalled with an appropriate error number.

**FID SERVICES**

One of the tasks supported by FID is reserved for remote access and control, defined as an option in the Bitbus specification, and provides the following facilities:

- reset slave
- read i/o
- write i/o
- update i/o
- upload memory
- download memory
- status read
- status write
- od i/o
- and i/o.

The resulting systems interface will permit such activities as:

- remote target system activation
- remote target system i/o monitoring
- remote target system variable editing
- upload/download of volatile memory
- remote target system status monitoring.

**FID PRODUCTS**

The range of eight-bit (STE) and 16-bit (VME) bus-interface modules and RS232/422 to RS485 converter modules now on the market are:

- STE to Bitbus or FID board
- Trebit is a non-intelligent board providing the SDLC usart and RS185 drivers for the FID interface. It does not contain a dedicated communications processor so that communications software is required for the host processor.
- Tutil is similar to the Trebit board but with the addition of further system utilities, such as a watchdog, system clock, analogue i/o, system reset switch, two channel incremental encoder input and one RS232 channel. This contains an Intel 8044 BEM i.e. which implements all the levels of Bitbus with minimum main host processor overheads.
- VME A VME board is available which contains an Intel 8044 BEM processor.
- Hand-held terminal
  - Incorporates a four by 40 character back-lit liquid crystal display, 16-way operator key-pad, RS232 serial channel, and an FID interface. Other interface options include bar-code readers, magnetic card readers, and light pen.
- RS232 to FID converter
  - To enable existing systems provided with an RS232 serial port to be connected to FID, a converter module is available.

**Software**

Intelligent boards such as Tifid and the VME Bitbus board contain all the levels of the Bitbus protocol in firmware within the Intel 8044 BEM processor chip. With the STE Trebit and Tutit boards, and with the Olivetti M24 computer fitted with the 8530 SDLC usart, the data link and message protocol layers, and RMC are implemented in software. This software has been written in C language to provide maximum portability over a range of different hardware configurations. For example the C source has been compiled on the Olivetti M24 using the Microsoft C compiler under MS-DOS for execution by the machine's 8086 processor; on a 68008 STE system using the MicroWare C compiler running OS9 and using Whitesmith's 280 cross-compiler running under Unix System V for an STE 280 target system. It should be possible to port the software to other target systems relatively easily.

**IBM PCs AND COMPATIBLES**

Products are now available to enable the widely used IBM PCs and their clones to be linked to Bitbus. Intel manufacture a Bitbus board that plugs directly into the IBM PC bus. There is also a bus converter which enables Intel's ISB344 board to be used in an IBM PC.

The Olivetti M24 can accept an SDLC usart that enables a Bitbus interface to be configured at relatively low cost. However, whereas the Intel board implements all levels of the protocol directly using the 8044 BEM i.e., this approach requires communications software for the computer host processor running under MS-DOS.

**TYPICAL APPLICATION**

The rather abstract discussion so far can perhaps be better understood in the light of a typical application. Here we describe a recently installed and working implementation of FID. It is representative of a small-scale, low-throughput, low-cost system that is more than able to meet the requirements of the application and still allows plenty of scope for expansion.

The customer is a vehicle manufacturer with a large range of models with many options available on each model. Vehicles are therefore not built in large batches and consequently each vehicle has a unique test requirement. As each vehicle rolls off the production line it is inspected to ensure that it meets the work orders and that there are no apparent defects. A thorough functional test takes place, with the tester recording over 100 performance parameters. For safety reasons tests must be performed in a predetermined sequence, with the testing of the vehicle being aborted if a critical safety test is failed, e.g., an earth fault on the vehicle.

A need for computer-assisted testing had already been identified by the customer, who saw it reducing testing time, improving...
IMPROVEMENTS

Since accepting the concept of FID, the customer has seen further areas of improvement that are possible with the present set-up. At the moment the works order information for each truck has to be entered manually at the Olivetti M24 using a dedicated screen editor, although defaults are entered automatically by the computer. As this information is already available on the company ICL mainframe a modification is now to be made to the system to allow it to receive this information via a modem link through the ICL COS3 protocol under the ICL VME operating system.

When certain functional tests are occurring, many readings are taken. It is better for equipment to be behaving oddly he can request that performance graphs of the readings relating to the truck be plotted on the test station screen. The proposed modification to the system will allow the tester to send this graphical information to the central computer where it can be stored for later viewing by design engineers.

The Trenan Factory Information Datalink represents a new approach to an old problem using new standards to reduce costs and increase efficiency. The system will be inherently easier and cheaper to install, and can provide nearly all of the advantages of MAP at this level without incurring the cost overheads of full compliance with a specification that, for many installations will be overkill. In particular, broadband MAP requires an expensive r.f. modulator at each node and for each network an even more expensive head end remodulator. The various FID modules allow the standard to be implemented with the minimum of disruption to existing installations and impose the minimum of restrictions on the design of new equipment to communicate with it.

Stephen Hinton and Brian Worth are founders of Trenan, formed in 1982. With a degree in electrical engineering Brian is responsible for the technical development of the company and has been a driving force behind the FID project, being experienced in the engineering of both programmable logic and microcomputer based data acquisition and control systems. With a degree in electronic engineering Brian has been responsible for much of the development and the first practical implementation of the Datalink.
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The box loop

Easily constructed indoor loop antenna reduces effect of mains-borne interference for short-wave listening.

G. W. SHORT AND V. SMITH

The aerial described here was designed to help listeners to the BBC External Services short-wave broadcasts. Many such listeners live in flats or houses with no outdoor space for erecting aerials. Mains-borne electrical interference can be a problem, and in some places there is strong co-channel interference, which may take the form of deliberate jamming by a local transmitter.

These circumstances lead naturally to the use of a loop aerial. The relative insensitivity to electrical interference and the directional properties of a loop can give useful protection against mains-borne noise and local co-channel interference. As Scheme showed in a very informative article in this magazine a loop of relatively moderate dimensions can provide enough signal pickup to swamp atmospheric noise. More recent publications have explored the possibilities of making loops from easily obtained materials and adapting them for use with domestic receivers.

COMBINED LOOP & SCREEN

An essential of any directional reception arrangement is some method of preventing the direct entry of signal into the receiver. Direct signals bypass the loop, reducing its null depth, and in general the routes by which these signals reach the receiver also permit the entry of electrical noise from domestic appliances. Mukherjee describes how a reasonably effective screening box can be made by covering an open-fronted cardboard box with aluminium foil and placing the receiver well inside it. An external loop is connected via a feeder which passes through the box and couples to the receiver by a home-made balun. This is a flexible and effective arrangement, but it does still call for rather more constructional ability than can be expected of the average domestic listener.

The aerial scheme described below was prompted by the thought that four of the sides of a foil-covered box themselves form a loop. The screening box itself is thus a potential loop aerial, Fig.1. Since the receiver is located inside the screen, problems of downlead pickup vanish and no balun is needed.

An open-fronted box is, however, a poor loop aerial, because the back shorts the loop. This effect can be reduced to tolerable proportions by cutting narrow slots in the back foil to convert it into a Faraday shield, Fig.2. If the slots are spaced not more than about 20mm apart most of the eddy-current damping of the loop is eliminated. The shield is connected at the bottom and to the foil on the frame of the box by an overlap.

TUNING THE LOOP

The sensitivity of a loop can be greatly increased by tuning it. The effect is essentially to increase the circulating signal current by a factor of Q. Since the box loop is a broad band of quite pure aluminium, Q can be high, even though the inductance is only of the order of 1µH. Conventional tuning capacitors can be used, but there is a simpler method. The loop foil is made to go round the box for more than a complete turn. Plastics film inserted into the overlapping area provides a dielectric. By adjusting the area of overlap the loop can be tuned. In practice all that is needed is to leave some spare foil on the roll, Fig.3, and unroll it over the film to tune the loop. The capacitor so formed is not very stable, but it is usable.

RECEIVER COUPLING

This can be inductive or capacitive. The simplest method is just to erect the pull-out whip aerial so that its tip is close to one edge of the gap in the loop foil. However, this may not provide enough signal transfer. The loop-to-whip capacitance can be increased by wrapping the insulated end of a wire round the whip and connecting the other end to the foil by baring a length of conductor and slipping it between foil and box, near the gap, Fig.4. The return path for current is provided by the capacitance between the base of the receiver and the foil. In general, however, inductive coupling is better, if only because it dispenses with any mechanical connexion between receiver and loop. The user is then free to remove the set from the box when it is needed elsewhere for local station reception. If the receiver is provided with aerial and earth terminals, signal can be supplied to these by a small secondary loop inside the box loop. The number of turns is best found by trial, but an arrangement likely to work is to wrap two or three turns...
round the receiver cabinet. Fig. 5. A short ferrite rod of medium wave grade may also be used to carry a secondary loop of a few turns. If there are no aerial terminals, one end of a secondary loop can be coupled capacitively to the whip, as above. The other end is connected to a pad of foil which is fixed to the cabinet at a strategic point such as over the battery compartment. If necessary this pad can be slotted to reduce damping.

DIRECTIVITY

Laboratory measurements of the null depth give values in excess of 40dB. This suggests that a box-loop should enable some listeners to reduce interference by local stations to tolerable levels. Loops are, however, of limited effectiveness when the interference comes from a distant transmitter. In this case, the ionosphere is likely to distort the polarization of the wave and produce variations in its apparent direction of origin. This reduces null depth. Even when interference takes the form of the ground wave from a local transmitter some wavefront distortion is likely, as the wave is reflected from metal pipes, rods and wiring inside the house. In this case it may, however, be possible to find an aerial position where such effects are small.

BOX AERIAL CONSTRUCTION

It is important to use a large box, at least 50cm square. Smaller boxes may not pick up enough signal, especially at the lower frequencies. A deep box gives better screening than a shallow one.

In general, the plastics film used as the dielectric for the makeshift tuning capacitor should be as thin as possible, to enable the lower frequencies to be tuned. At the h.f. end, tuning becomes rather fierce. To ease this problem extra thicknesses of film can be inserted to taper the tuning law. In practice it is possible to achieve frequency ratios of three or more. It helps to weight the top foil so that it presses down on the dielectric. One way of doing this is to lay a strip of heavy oil cloth or some sheets of newspaper over the waves. Wireless World April 1985 p.38.

Can be coupled to the main loop by means of other convenient object. The receiver, box the loop proper can take the form of a large fixed loop. To avoid the need for a huge box the loop proper can take the form of a band of foil run round a bookcase or some other convenient object. The receiver, housed in a small untuned box screen, Fig. 6, can be coupled to the main loop by means of a small secondary loop, as described.
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General analysis of twin-T filter — and some bandpass filter theorems

Whilst formulas for the twin-T filter are well documented for the symmetrical case, analysis of the general case isn't.

P. J. RATCLIFFE

The twin-T circuit realized using RC components can have frequency selective characteristics such that in its normal connection it is a notch filter. Alternatively, because the network has only three terminals to its external environment (v, v, and earth which is common to both input and output circuits), then the common earth and v can be interchanged to give the complementary bandpass characteristic.

\[ (a + jb)v_1 = v_0(c + jd) \]  
which is independent of R3. The real part, a, can be made equal to zero simultaneously at this frequency by suitable choice of component values, where the exact null condition between the component values is

\[ \frac{C_1}{R_3} = \left( \frac{C_1 + C_2}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \]  
in which the components on the left-hand side of the equation are in the vertical arms and on the r.h.s. in the horizontal arms of the circuit as shown.

To show these last two equations, determine the notch frequency by the values of C1, C2, C3, R1, R2 as in equation 3, then calculate the value of R3 for an exact null in the notch amplitude using equation 4.

Finally, the complex attenuation factor \( v_0/v_1 \) can be neatly expressed using the null conditions to simplify a and b in (1), so that

\[ a = 1 - \omega^2 C_1 C_2 (R_1 + R_2) R_3 \]  
\[ a' = -\omega^2 C_1 R_1 C_2 [C_1 + C_2 (1 + R_2/R_1)] \]  
\[ b = \omega R_3 [C_1 + C_2 - \omega^2 C_1 C_2 C_3 (R_1 R_2)] \]  
\[ b' = \omega R_1 [C_2 (1 + R_2/R_1) + C_3] \]  

There is a unique null in \( v_0 \) for the simultaneous zeros a = b = 0. The imaginary part, b, is zero for a frequency

\[ \omega_0^2 = \frac{1}{C_3 R_1 R_2} \left( \frac{1}{C_1} + \frac{1}{C_2} \right) \]  

which gives \( \theta = \pi/2 \) at \( \omega = \omega_0 \). The characteristic curves for the amplitude \( |v_0/v_1| \) and phase shift \( \theta \) for the exactly balanced notch are of this general form:

\[ |v_0/v_1| = 1 + \frac{j \omega_0 R_1 C_2 (1 + R_2/R_1) + C_3}{\omega - \omega_0} \]  
assuming that the null condition for the component values is satisfied so that certain terms have simplified out to be zero. From equation 5 the phase shift in \( v_0/v_1 \) can be written down by inspection as

\[ \tan \theta = \frac{-\omega_0 R_1 [C_2 (1 + R_2/R_1) + C_3]}{\omega - \omega_0} \]  

which gives \( \theta = \pi/2 \) at \( \omega = \omega_0 \). The characteristic curves for the amplitude \( |v_0/v_1| \) and phase shift \( \theta \) for the exactly balanced notch are of this general form:
The maximum value must be unity, since the notch is zero. Assuming negligible loading at the output which would otherwise complicate the interaction of the currents in the network at \( \omega = \omega_0 \).

The frequency selectivity or Q factor is defined as the ratio of the centre frequency to the bandwidth between the frequencies at the half-power points (\( \omega_{1/2} \)).

\[
Q = \frac{\omega_0}{\Delta \omega}
\]

The criterion for the half-power frequencies in terms of voltage is

\[
\frac{V_i(\omega_{1/2})}{V_i} = \left| \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \right| V_{i,\text{max}}
\]

which also corresponds with the condition that the real part equals the magnitude of the imaginary part in the complex attenuation factor, because the reciprocal attenuation can be written in the form

\[
\frac{V_i}{V_o} = a + jb(\omega)
\]

where \( a, b \) are constants (not arbitrary local variables as before), where \( a \) is independent of \( \omega \). The proof of this theorem for the half-power frequencies is given in the appendix. Since \( V_i/V_o \) can be written in two complex forms

\[
\frac{V_i}{V_o} = \frac{1}{a + jb} = \frac{a - jb}{a^2 + b^2}
\]

real and imaginary parts can be equated in two ways, \( a = b \) or \( a = -b \) that is referring to equation 5 for the values of

\[
\omega - \omega_0 = \pm \omega_0 R_1[C_2\left(1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}\right) + C_3] = \pm \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\omega_0^2 R_1(C_2\left[1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}\right] + C_3)^2 + 4\omega_0^2}
\]

This gives a quadratic equation in \( \omega \) for the two solutions of the half-power points

\[
\omega_{+1/2} = \pm \omega_0 R_1[C_2\left(1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}\right) + C_3] = \pm \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\omega_0^2 R_1(C_2\left[1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}\right] + C_3)^2 + 4\omega_0^2}
\]

where, since the root term is always greater than or equal to the 1st term, we ignore the negative root because negative \( \omega_{-1/2} \) is meaningless. Thus the (realistic) solution for the two half-power frequencies is of the form

\[
\omega_{1/2} = \pm A + \sqrt{B}
\]

so the bandwidth is

\[
\Delta \omega = \pm A + \sqrt{B} - (-A + \sqrt{B})
\]

\[
2A = \omega_0^2 R_1[C_2\left(1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1}\right) + C_3]
\]

and the quality factor or Q can be written in terms of dimensionless ratios of the component values as

\[
Q = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{R_2}{R_1} + \frac{C_2}{C_3}} \left( \frac{1}{1 \cdot \frac{R_2}{R_1} + \frac{C_2}{C_3}} \right)
\]

This has a maximum attainable value of \( \frac{Q}{2} \) corresponding to infinite attenuation in the ratio \( R_2/R_1 \rightarrow \infty \), \( C_2/C_3 \rightarrow \infty \), and \( C_1/C_2 \rightarrow \infty \).

\[
\text{APPENDIX}
\]

**General theorems for bandpass filters**

Suppose that the complex attenuation factor for a bandpass filter can be expressed in the form

\[
\frac{V_o(\omega)}{V_i} = A(\omega) + jB(\omega)
\]

and the amplitude has a graph with a maximum at some frequency \( \omega = \omega_0 \).

To prove the following theorems we use a lemma (unproven) that the reciprocal of the complex attenuation can be written in the form

\[
\frac{V_i}{V_o} = a + jb(\omega)
\]

where the real part, \( a \), is independent of \( \omega \). The lemma (A2) where \( a \) is independent of \( \omega \) is of the form with

\[
V_i = \frac{1}{a + jb(\omega)} = \frac{a - jb(\omega)}{a^2 + b^2(\omega)}
\]

where the real part is independent of \( \omega \), write

\[
\frac{\omega}{\omega_0} = A(\omega) + jB(\omega)
\]

which is indeed zero at \( \omega = \omega_0 \), if \( b(\omega_0) = 0 \), and the non-zero terms (for \( b(\omega_0) \neq 0 \)) remaining in the second derivative are

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega^2} \frac{V_i}{V_o} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2(\omega)}} \frac{\partial b(\omega)}{\partial \omega} \]

which is positive for a minimum at \( \omega_0 \). Conversely, the maximum in \( V_i/V_o \) corresponds with zero imaginary part, with value

\[
\frac{V_{i,\text{max}}}{V_i} = \frac{1}{|a|}
\]

so the theorem is proved provided that the lemma is true.

**Theorem 2.** Prove that the frequencies for the half-power points correspond when Re part = Im part of the complex attenuation factor.

Proof. The criterion for the frequencies at half power is

\[
\frac{V_i}{V_o} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left| V_{i,\text{max}} \right|
\]

and provided that \( V_i/V_o \) can be written in the form \( 1/a + jb(\omega) \) then

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2(\omega_{1/2})}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{1}{|a|}
\]

where, by the lemma, \( a \) is independent of \( \omega \) on both sides of the equation

\[
a^2 + b^2(\omega_{1/2}) = 2a^2
\]

or \( a = \pm b(\omega_{1/2}) \).

Thus the theorem is proved. Instead of calculating \( \omega_{1/2} \) longhand from the original definition (4), we use this theorem conversely, by equating the real and imaginary parts as in (5) to get a quadratic equation for the two solutions for the half-power points \( \omega_{1/2} \), always provided that the lemma is true.

**Theorem 3** (an unproven conjecture). Prove that for any passive filter using only RC components, \( Q_{\text{max}} = 1/2 \).

This theorem is born out by an analysis of all the facts for RC bandpass filters without amplifying elements, but the intuitive proof is not rigorous enough to elevate the statement from the level of a conjecture to a proven theorem.
Multi-standard modem

Several integrated circuits are mounted onto a single 50-pin dual-in-line package by Texas Instruments to provide a complete modem circuit. NO33110 is a multi-standard model which meets the requirements of CCITT V22bis/V22/V21 and Bell 212A/103 standards. It needs only a simple interface for connection to telephone lines, and can be used with automatic dialling (pulse or tone) and automatic answering. The model includes test facilities such as analogue loop-back as required by the standard specifications. The information we have received is in advance of the device becoming available but samples should be arriving between July and September. Further details from Online Distribution Ltd, Melbourne House, Kingsway, Bedford MK42 5AZ. Tel: 0234 217915.

16-bit d.m.a. controller

Designed especially for use with 16-bit processors like the 80286, 8086/88/186/188, the SAB82258 from Siemens has four direct memory-access channels. It can transfer data at up to 8Mbyte/s at 8MHz in a 286 system or 4Mbyte/s at 8MHz in a 8086/166 system. Such a bandwidth enables fast data transfer or the use of a number of peripheral devices at the same time in parallel.

The controller works with all five of the Seimens's 16-bit processors without extra support or interface logic because it has an adaptive bus interface to handle the different signals, functions and timings. It is configured by software to work with the 8-bit buses of 8088 and 80188 processors. Available through RR Electronics Ltd. St Martins Way, Cambridge Road, Bedford MK42 0LP. Tel: 0234 47211.

High-level language processor

Readers interested in the articles on the Novix Forth processor (page 00) might like to know about the Metafort MF1600VME processor which also executes high-level Forth instructions directly. It does this through a processor board which has no single-chip microprocessor, the board itself functions as a distributed processor based on programmable array logic devices. Running at 2MHz, it can execute 6 million high-level instructions per second. Over 200 instructions are acted upon and it is possible for the user to add microcoded instructions to further accelerate the timing of programs without the need to rewrite software.

The board can be coupled to a VMEbus board and can offer all the VMEbus facilities, including access to mass memory storage and master/slave arbitration, eight levels of interrupt priority and communications protocols. A watchdog circuit will isolate the processor from the VMEbus if the application software does not signal its status every 250ms.

The processor board can run completely independently of the VMEbus and includes onboard stack memory. 512K system initialization rom, 128K static ram and sockets for two 28-pin eproms. The real-time clock/timer has a four year calendar and a resolution of 1ms. Two RS232C serial ports are provided. A completely self-contained unit with disc drives and an eprom programmer is optionally available. Program development is performed on the board which will run it and thus save considerably in time and cost. Metafort is a full operating system that includes keyboard decoding, integer and fixed-point arithmetic, i/o handling, and a complete operating environment for multitasking and multiprocessing applications. It is provided in software and designed to be resident on the board in eproms. There are also a number of disc-based tools including a screen editor, program compiler, trace and debug utility and an applications profiler that enables the identification of the instructions needed to be designed as microcodes. All these are provided with the system. Optional extras are floating-point arithmetic and Pascal or C compilers. Advanced Processor Design, Newlands High Technology Centre, Inglemire Lane, Hull HU6 7TF. Tel: 0482 855927.

FORTH CORNER • FORTH CORNER • FORTH CORNER

Forth control manual – free

A technical manual describes applications for the Forth control cards from Triangle Digital Services. It describes the use of Forth and multi-tasking, including the use of interrupts in assembler code and in Forth. There are Forth listings of such applications as an I.c.d. driver, a software wart and an interface to serial eproms.

The manual is free to those who send a blank formatted disc for an IBM PC or compatible. The printed version has some additional application circuit diagrams and photographs and costs £8 (or £10 for a company purchase order). The TDS900 is a set of p.c.h.s for use in test equipment, data collection, and control systems. Versions with additional screen memory are available as development systems for use with a number of personal computers including IBM, BBC and v.d.u. terminals. Each uses Forth and is suitable for building into equipment as an embedded controller or computer. Triangle Digital Services Ltd, 100A Woodlands Road, Kenilworth, Warwick CV3 2FL. Tel: 0926 50732.

Forth single-board computer

Forty input/output lines gives this single-board computer its name Forth-40. Developed in Warwickshire by Central Control Systems, the board is intended to reduce costs and development time in control, instrumentation and laboratory testing applications. A Forth kernel is held permanently on the board acts as its own eprom programmer. Rom-based software allows the board to be used with a BBC for screen editing, terminal emulation and disc storage. Other computers or terminals can be used in conjunction with the board's battery-backed memory: the board is based around a 2MHz c-mos 6502. It has two counter/timers, and RS232 interface and can be run automatically at switch-on. Central Control Systems Ltd. 4 Woodlands Road, Kenilworth, Warwick CV3 2FL. Tel: 0926 50732.
High-speed, high-resolution d.s.o.

The use of their own emitter-coupled logic i.c.s has enabled Philips to produce a digital storage oscilloscope (PM3320) with a host of new features. 12-bit a-to-d converters are used to guarantee 10-bit accuracy; claimed to be four times better than rival products. The maximum sampling rate is 250M samples/s (i.e. a minimum sample period of 4ns). The bandwidth of 260MHz allows fast signals to be recorded accurately.

The d.c. offset range means that minor fluctuations on any signal up to 300V can be examined. For instance, with the attenuation set at 50mV/division, distortion as little as 10mV can be picked up on a 50V signal.

The 3320's restart facility enables the user to pick out part of any signal for expansion on the screen, marking the limits with cursors. Independent x and y positioning is possible because the vertical and horizontal components of any signal are stored separately. Comprehensive settings and test sequences to a maximum of 77 steps/set-ups can be stored in memory and recalled by softkey operation. Like other Philips instruments, the oscilloscope is provided with a 'green button', the operation of which will automatically trace the signal and set the instrument to give an optimum display. The instrument has been designed to be easy to use with menus displayed on the screen, outside the signal display area. Cursor measurements are displayed at the top of the screen. An optional interface board provides GPIB and RS232C interfaces with a direct drive to a plotter. Philips Test and Measurement, Pye Unicam Ltd, York Street, Cambridge CB1 2PX. Tel: 0223 358866.

Data recorder with digital filters

A tape recorder for data acquisition is claimed to be the first in the world to use digital anti-aliasing filters. Known as the EDR 8000, it offers high accuracy and resolution. Together with a dynamic range 100 times better than conventional analogue tape recorders. The EDR instrument is capable of recording and replaying up to eight analogue input signals. With digital anti-aliasing filters, the EDR 8000 can operate at varying bandwidths and numbers of channels without the need for expensive and cumbersome analogue filters.

The bandwidth available depends on the number of channels selected, up to a maximum of one channel at 2048Hz or eight at 256Hz. Unlike conventional recorders, EDR 8000 gives an increase in the recording time as the selected number of channels decreases. The dynamic range of 96dB covers all the input ranges of traditional recorders without the need for adjusting. During recording, the gain information is embedded within the data sample so that when a tape is replayed the original signal level can be recovered. The instrument is fitted with RS232 and IEEE488 interfaces, allowing full remote control and downloading of data to a computer. It also has a time search facility and automatic time, date and status recording. Earth Data Ltd, Nutsey Lane, Totton, Southampton SO4 3NB. Tel: 0703 869922.
Just a small selection from 100’s of thousands of stock items.

**PROJECTS**

An accurate temperature compensated conveyor speed measuring device (originally designed for measuring between two parallel infrared beams and using an infrared detector (Optional Parabolic Reflector))

Applications: Conveyors, Detergents, Reversing, Robotic, Rotating, Output: Four Digit BCD (Multibit), Interfaced directly to a four digit LED display board (optional).

Kit comprising of: PCB, Components, Transistor Side Switch, Push switch, Thermistor, F1 Battery connector

**PRICE**

Built & Tested 29.95

- Ultrasonic Transducer, includes ultrasound range up to 6M have been achieved

**PRICE**

Rs321 Parallel Centres Converter

Ideally suited for computers that cannot support Parallel Printers

Kit comprising: PCB, Components, 36way Centronics, 5P Printer and Patch Leads

**PRICE**

Kit 19.95

Built & Tested 19.95

You are currently testing a leaded plastic resistor: 1% tolerance, 1/2 Watt, 10K Ohm, 5 pieces

**PRICE**

19.95

DIY Printed Circuit Board Available for appointment for demonstration of any items, please phone or price change, VAT and carriage extra.

**EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS**

- Johns Road, W.8, 84 WHITSTAKE ROAD, EAST, BIRKENSHAW, BRADFORD BD11 2ER. TEL NO: (0274) 684007
- WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT - VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS, SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

**Toroidal & E.I. Transformers**

As manufacturers we are able to offer a range of quality toroidal and laminated transformers at highly competitive prices.

**Toroidal Mail Order Price List**

Please include VAT & Postage

15½" 7.95, 30½"9.18, 50½"10.16, 80½"11.36, 120½"12.07, 160½"14.20, 225½"15.21, 300½"17.14, 500½"22.25, 625½"24.48, 750½"28.75, 1000½"44.82. Also available 142, 150, 156, 160, 164, 200, 250, 300W. See price list for details required.


**Quantity prices and delivery on request**

Air Link Transformers

Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425

ENTR 33 ON REPLY CARD
Computer aid to computer-aiding

A disc-based database system has been developed to list software, systems and suppliers of computer-aided design, engineering and manufacturing applications. Hunter, as it is called, runs on an IBM PC or near compatible and requires a hard disc, though it is supplied on a number of floppy discs. The system is available as a single issue or on a subscription basis with regular updates. Initial version contained 500 suppliers of 2000 products and is continually updated.

Further details of Hunter can be obtained by letter asking for further details. More details of Hunter can be obtained from Cad Source Ltd., Maidstone, Kent.

Road. Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells. Shadwell House. 65 Lower Green

Further details of Hunter can be obtained by letter asking for further details.

The system can automatically print a report showing the data. The system is matched by a supplier and a system are matched.

The user can search by keywords and even find words that sound like the required word. The built-in thesaurus to search for keywords and even find words that sound like the required word. The disc is guaranteed for ten years against data loss.

Write-once optical disc memory

Up to 230 Mbytes can be stored on a single 5.25 in optical disc in a PC-compatible disc drive. It offers an alternative to CDs, hard magnetic disc drives and microfiche for archival storage. The drive can be used on a PC and uses Corporate Retriever software, previously available for hard discs.

The retrieval system relies on keywords to build up a reference index which provides access to the stored data. It is possible to use the built-in thesaurus to search for keywords and even find words that sound like the required word. The disc is guaranteed for ten years against data loss.

The system is claimed to be of lower cost than a hard disc drive. Computer and Aerospace Components Ltd, Fullers Way South, Chessington, Surrey KT9 1HW. Tel: 01-397 5311.

Low-cost computer network

A local-area networking system needs only a two-wire link to provide interconnection to instruments and control applications. The local-area networking system uses a multi-drop topology and token-passing protocols.

Additional stations can be added to the network through a simple 'T' connector, up to a total of 254 nodes. The transmission rate is 1Mbit/s. The hardware is a single G64 bus Eurocard incorporating a Manchester encoded RS422 interface. Software includes a message delivery service and an OSN operating system file structure for the communication of management information and other signals between systems. Interfaces for the VME and IBM PC buses are being developed which will allow the network to communicate between systems operating different buses.

Syntel Microsystems, Queens Mill Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PG. Tel: 0484 35101.

Transputer board

An evaluation system has been designed to allow manufacturers and education the chance to use the Inmos T414 transputer for a relatively small outlay. Concurrent Technology's TM1 is a four-layer p.c.b. on which are mounted a transputer and 256K of high-speed dram. The module mounts on a suitable interface board through an 15-way female connector. A PC interface card will be available soon, as well as a resident assembler. As it stands, the card can operate at up to 7.5mips. However, if eight of them are used in parallel, mounted on a single eurocard with support circuitry, they can provide 60mips on a system that can be held in one hand! The board can be fitted with the faster (10mips) T414-20, or the new T400. The latter with on-chip maths co-processor can operate at up to 2.25 M floating-point operations/s (MFlops). The board cost £600 for one-off and reduces to £175 each for six or more. Concurrent Technology, 30 Baldslow Road, Hastings, E. Sussex TN34 2FY. Tel: 0424 714790.

Serial and parallel fifo

Two first-in-first-out memory chips are claimed to be the first to offer both serial and parallel operation. The IDT72103 is configured as 2048 by 9-bits while the IDT721014 is organized as 4096 by 9-bits. IDT's Flexishift system allows the user to program word lengths from four bits to any width for serial operations without using additional components and still maintaining a high bandwidth. The system lets users run a serial bit stream for any application at 40MHz. The four-port devices feature 50ns parallel port access time and a serial input/output port frequency of 40MHz. The ports permit serial-to-serial and parallel-to-parallel operations. The fifies can expand in depth or width for any mode. Integrated Device Technology, Europe, 5 Bridge Street, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 8BL. Tel: 0372 377375.

Fortran on a PC

Quin Systems describes their board as a 'high-level language processing engine'. It incorporates a standard Fortran 77 compiler. 68030 processor, floating point math chip (optional) and memory, and gives an ordinary PC a floating point maths processing capability approaching that of a DEC VAX 8600.

The main applications for the Fortran processing engine are expected to be in maths intensive engineering and scientific roles. There are five products in the Quin Systems Fortran/E family, offering a choice of 68030 chips and clock speeds from 10 to 16MHz. Each board has a processor, 1 Mbyte of memory, PC DOS 6.08 system kernel, Absoft Fortran 77 compiler, symbolic Fortran program debugger, Fortran module linker and subprogram profiler.

Main options are up to 4 Mbytes of additional memory, and a floating point math processor with Fortran support library. The board is designed for user installation – it simply plugs into one of the available slots in an IBM PC or compatible. Quin Systems Limited, 35 Broad Street, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 1AU. Tel: 0734 783114.
STEP INTO A NEW WORLD IN TESTING

The door to a new world in testing is open, and the ABI DIT - 24XP Programmable Digital IC Test System is now in view. Designed with cost-effectiveness, ease-of-use and performance in mind, the DIT-24XP provides a totally automated and deskillied digital PCB test capability. Complete boards can be repaired in MINUTES by comparison with a result profile stored previously on an integral floppy disk, with no technical skill required on the behalf of the operator.

Add to this an extensive built-in library. PROGRAMMING facility for custom IC's, digital guard outputs - the list goes on. Little wonder that we've had to keep the door closed until now.

For your next step Contact ABI for full details on (0226) 751639

Unit 21, Aldham Ind. Est, Wombwell, Ramsley, S. Yorks. S73 8HA
Telex: 547376 CEAG G (for A.B.I.)

EMS Power Systems

EMS manufactures DC Power Supplies and Battery Chargers both linear and switch mode in a range from 5 VA to 3.2 KVA. Also a complete range of Standby, UPS and Mains Stabilizer Systems 35 VA to 1 KVA. EMS specialises in the manufacture of customised products and has a full design and development facility.

EMS (Manufacturing) Limited, Chairborough Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3HH.
Tel: (0494) 448484

Quarthand

WINCHESTER DRIVES 5¼"

Oscilloscopes
- HP181A Storage mainframe £160
- Tektronix 7603 Monochrome 100MHz £175

Plug-ins
- HP185A £150
- HP1825A £150
- Tek 7422 50MHz £95
- Tek 7426 Dual Trace 200MHz £1400
- Tek 7653A Dual Time Base £1100
- Tek 7880 Delayed Timebase 400MHz £950
- Tek 7883 Delayed Timebase 400MHz £1100

DVM's
- DMM 1051 5½ Digit £350
- Solartron 7675 £350
- Solartron 7675 6½ digit £350
- Solartron 7075 £500
- Solartron 7090 £450

Various test equipment
- HP5345A 4 Channel Counter £250
- HP5406A RMS Voltmeter £425
- HP5326A 4 Channel Counter £175
- HP5370A 4 Channel Counter 100MHz £225
- Fluke 895A Differential Voltmeter £200
- Marconi TF2162 15 Channel £100
- Marcon TF2430 Freq Counter 30MHz £200
- Racial Dora 9500 Counter £250

Computer
- Tektronix 4051 £1200

Environmental chambers
- £55.00 to 200°C £1200

All prices plus VAT and carriage.

Contact Ring Colin, 01-885 5522

Unit 4, Hotspur Estate, West Road, Tottenham, London N17 0XJ.
NEW PRODUCTS

Thyristor with built-in protection
A series of 120A gate turn-off thyristors from Mullard features an anti-parallel diode integrated onto the chip. The BTV600K series is meant for use in high-frequency inverters, power supplies, and in p.w.m. a.c. motor control applications. The devices can switch off a 120A anode current in less than 300ns. Three types offer repetitive peak off-state voltages of 850, 1000 or 1200V. The peak on-state current can go up to 25A, with an average value of up to 25A. Mullard Ltd. Mullard House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HD. Tel: 01-580 6633.

Digital tv standards converter
Designed as a self-contained unit, the P1.56-2 from CEI employs standard decoders for PAL, to Secam or NTSC 3.58 to NTSC 4.43. It may be selected manually or automatically and allow conversion from 625 to 525 lines and vice versa. A transversal filter optimizes the luminance response, and a spatial two-line interpolator corrects the geometry of picture sizes. The converter is aimed at commercial and industrial, educational and corporate video applications and can also operate as a back-up unit for broadcasters. CEI Electronics Ltd. Chroma House. Shire Hill. Saffron Walden. Essex CB11 3AQ. Tel: 0799 23817.

Data communications transceivers
Claimed to be the first devices to comply with EIA standards RS422 (balanced line) and RS423 (unbalanced line), the Motorola MC34050/51 series of bipolar dual data standard transceivers are now available from ITT Multicomponents. The devices have a maximum enable input voltage of 5.5V d.c., a maximum power supply of ±7V d.c. and an input common mode voltage (receivers) of ±±2.5V. The typical data input transition time is 50ns, and the maximum propagation delay (data input to output high to low) is 20ns.

PWM amplifier modules parallel to 30kW output
Copley Control's book-size pulse-width modulation power amplifier modules, develop 1.1kW continuous power output and 1.6kW peak power output at 75V for applications requiring precisely controllable multi-quadrant energy up to 1kHz. The amplifiers may be paralleled in a master-slave configuration to deliver 30kW continuous output (450A, 75V), or 48kW (600A, 75V) short term. They are protected against overload, short-circuit and excessive temperature rise, and remain stable when driving highly capacitive or highly inductive loads. Based on mosfet bridge output circuits, as described in April’s article, the Model 220-10 amplifiers operate at 80kHz switching frequency, claimed to be the industry's highest, to achieve 10kHz bandwidth, and less than 1% output ripple at the switching frequency. Distortion is less than 0.05% up to 700Hz, and below 2% at 1kHz. Copley Controls Corp., 375 Elliot Street, Newton, MA 02164, USA.

Miniature fans
These d.c. brushless fans are small enough to be easily fitted into equipment cases. Blades and bearings have been designed to offer high efficiency, low-noise and low power consumption. The use of an oil-moisture bearing material allows the fans to be mounted in any position without any increase in wear and providing a long life. RBS Components Ltd. Unit 4. Airport Trading Estate, Biggin Hill. Kent, TN16 3BW. Tel: 0959 76489.

Second source for 64180
Japan’s enhanced c-mos Z80 with integrated peripherals, the Hitachi H8H64180, is to be second-sourced by Zilog.

The device is completely compatible with Z80 software and includes a memory-management unit for 512Kbyte addressing, two d.m.a. channels, synchronous/ asynchronous serial data channels with bit-rate generators, an interrupt controller, two timers and a write-state generator. These peripherals are controlled using 64 i/o locations that can be moved about within a 256 byte range.

Some of the Z80 instructions require fewer machine cycles. Extra instructions allow eight-bit multiplication, data-block movement from memory to i/o ports and non-destructive data-state tests. Using two registers for addressing, the 64180 can access 64Kbyte of i/o space (The 280 accesses 256 bytes). Further instructions are included for more efficient addressing of the first 256 bytes. Finally there is an instruction for putting the device into its low-power mode.

Sadly the Z80180 is not now likely to appear. The photograph shows a Zilog 64180 made in Japan by Hitachi but Zilog assures us that their own devices are now coming off the production line. Gothic Crelton Ltd. 3. The Business Centre, Molly Willars Lane, Wokingham. Berkshire RG11 2EY. Tel: 0734 788878.

Zif socket for p.g.a. testing
Low profile zero insulation force sockets are designed for burn-in testing of pin grid array devices and are available for up to 114 pins and all the standard pin matrices. The bodies are constructed from polytetrafluoroethylene (ptfe) which can withstand 170°C. Special pin counts can be arranged if required. Radiatron Components Ltd, Cr Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 3ET. Tel: 01-891 1221.
Electrostatic tester
A hand-held electrostatic discharge simulator has been designed to test the immunity of computers and microprocessor-controlled equipment to electrostatic discharges. The NinZap is available in two models which run on rechargeable batteries, and cost from £2500. Made by KeyTek in the US, it is available in the UK from Eaton EID, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham, Berks RG11 2Q5. Tel: 0734 794717.

High-voltage power
This power supply from Applied Kilovolts can deliver up to 3kV at 3mA d.c. with noise and ripple figures better than 10mV peak-to-peak at full output. It offers a load regulation of better than 0.1% and a line regulation of 300mV per volt change in the 24V input line. The output voltage can be controlled by the front panel multi-turn control or through an external analogue voltage allowing remote control. It is fully protected against short circuits and arcs. Applied Kilovolts, 54 Bennet Drive. Hove, E. Sussex BN3 6UQ. Tel: 0373 507973.

Processor with 128K of on-chip memory
A single-chip c-mos microcomputer has 16Kbyte of eprom and 256 byte of ram. It is thought to be of special interest to those designing industrial control systems and computer peripherals. The processor includes two timers, one of which has a 16-bit resolution and can be used to generate output waveforms. The eprom can be programmed using the same instrument as for a 27256, and can be protected against external reading. Also includes a serial communications interface with synchronous and asynchronous modes. Dot length, parity and stop-bits are all programmable. The processor runs from a standard 5V supply. The Hitachi HD63701Y0 is available from Impulse Electronics, Hammond House, Caterham, Surrey CR3 6XG. Tel: 0883 46433.

Digital signal kit
A design kit to exploit the functions of the TI TMS320 family of digital signal processors. Two processors are supplied the TMS32010 and 32020, together with a codec and four pre-programmed proms. Data sheets on all the devices are included along with a 735-page manual covering applications of the processors and four discs of software applications routines. The rooms contain design examples including an adaptive differential pulse-code modulator and fast Fourier transforms. Available from DC Distribution, Hitchin Road, Arlesey, Beds SG15 6SG. Tel: 0462 834444.

Direct control from a PC
A digital interface card allows any IBM-compatible computer to drive relays and solenoids directly. It has 24 opto-isolated output channels, each provided with a Darlington output which allows the direct switching of loads up to 50V at 200mA. The board is port mapped and may be controlled from any computer language. It is part of a range of plug-in cards for data acquisition and control. Blue Chip Technology Ltd, Westbury House, Earle Drive, Parkgate, South Wirral. L64 6RZ. Tel: 0244 520222.

Signal manipulation/analysis software
Educational software for manipulating and analysing signals can be used to illustrate Fourier series. Fourier transforms convolution, sampling and discrete Fourier transforms. The Sigma package, for BBC computers, allows you to produce many different signals, including noise, and transforms them into the frequency domain. Complex spectra can also be transformed back into the time domain. Depending on the resolution required, more than one signal can be handled at once. Signals and spectra are given labels reflecting widely used nomenclature: x is an input signal for example, and y is an output signal. Upper-case letters indicate frequency-domain equivalents. Simple algebraic expressions such as x=xy for multiplying spectra and t=x*y for time-domain convolution are used for manipulation. Standard operations include addition, multiplication and time/frequency-domain convolution. Other functions are used to obtain modulus, argument or conjugate of a spectrum. Signals can be passed through user-defined characteristics including non-linearities, difference equations and filters. Quantisation and sample-and-hold effects can also be simulated. Sigma costs £190 inclusive. A related program for harmonic synthesis called Harm costs £40 or £20 when purchased with Sigma. Software is available for designing and simulating single i/o control systems and for process-control systems. Gotten & Verwer Partners. 33 Noseley Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire SK8 5HU. Tel: 061 485 5435.
Today's digital circuitry can't be debugged with just a logic probe and oscilloscope. A logic analyser has become an essential tool. The Thurlby LA160 system puts logic analysis within the reach of every engineer with a wide range of options to suit many different applications.

- Prices from £395 plus vat
- Data pods for random logic
- 16 or 32 data channels
- Personality modules for uPs
- IBM-PC interface options
- Microprocessor disassemblers

No other logic analyser system approaches the value for money of the Thurlby LA160. Contact us now for full technical data.

Thurlbyia
Huntingdon, Cambs.
PE17 4BG, England. Tel: (0480) 63570

---

Hitachi Oscilloscopes

The highest quality
The Hitachi name is synonymous with quality and reliability and is backed by a 2 year or 3 year warranty on every oscilloscope.

The keenest pricing
With prices starting at only £320 for a 20MHz dual-trace model Hitachi's price-performance ratio can not be bettered.

The largest range
Now totalling 18 models the Hitachi range covers bandwidths from 20MHz to 150MHz and digital storage models to 60MHz.

The fastest service
We can supply any Hitachi 'scope immediately from stock and we back it with full calibration and after-sales service.

For colour brochure giving specifications and prices ring (0480) 63570

Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4BG

---

FORTH INSTRUMENTATION COMPUTER

TDS 9090

A powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi 6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 72mm. 30K bytes RAM, 16K dictionary RAM PROM, 256 bytes EEPROM, 16K Forth. You can attach 64 key keyboard, LCD and I/C bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts, multitasking, time of day clock, watchdog timer, full screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA operational mode.

1 off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-320-0442 Telex 2625284 (quote M0775)

---

RACKMOUNT CASES

19" Self-Assembly Rack Mounting Case with lift-off covers. Front Panel 10 gauge Brushed Anodised Aluminium, Case 18 gauge. Padded Steel with Removable Rear & Side Panels. In 1U & 2U types a Subplate Chassis is Mounted to Bottom Cover. In 3U type the Subplate is located on two Rails Mounted Between the Side Plates.

1U (1½") height, 230m depth £28.30
2U (3½") height, 308m depth £33.60
3U (5¼") height, 230m depth £41.00

Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types).
All prices include Postage & VAT Cheques. Postal Orders Payable to J. D. R. Sheatmetal, 131 Grenfell Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1EX. Maidenhead 29450.

---

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT.
WE ARE CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND WOULD APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE. WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner
Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749
Spectrum privatization

The bulky 230-page CSP International report “Deregulation of the Radio Spectrum in the UK” (HMSO, £9.50), commissioned by the DTI at a cost of £200,000, will need and deserve very careful appraisal. For if its 17 main recommendations are ever implemented they seem bound to have a profound effect on virtually all present and future UK users of the radio spectrum. The authors of the report have avoided the pitfalls of some of the previous suggestions on selling or renting the spectrum and have recognized that the international frequency table cannot be lightly disregarded. Nevertheless, they have come up with a most radical concept in firmly believing that it is possible to quantify the “economic benefit per MHz” of spectrum usage and that it is possible to privatize spectrum management by creating a new ‘Spectrum Management Licence’ to be issued to ‘frequency planning organisations’ and ‘major users’ who would be largely responsible for monitoring and enforcement of their bulk allocations of spectrum which they would then parcel up and sell to anyone willing to pay the asking price. To provide a degree of competitive marketing of the spectrum it is assumed to be necessary to ensure that at least two competing FPOSs were in a position to supply suitable channels to any applicant, but in effect the cost to users would be governed by market forces.

One can see that such recommendations could well find favour with a government headed by Prime Minister Thatcher, though possibly not appealing to the civil servants in DTI or the Home Office broadcasting policy unit. With much emphasis placed on the potential growth of mobile and cellular radio, cordless telephones, etc any move to market the bulk of the report is likely to be watched carefully by industry not only in the UK but also overseas — and by regulatory authorities everywhere.

For users, both actual and potential, the £64,000 question is whether a possibly less cluttered and simpler right of access to frequency channels would be more than counterbalanced by the steep rise in the price to the user that seems to be implied in the report. Although the authors point out that in the country as a whole there is not the critical shortage of spectrum space that has often been implied in the past, one could imagine the cost of clear channels in south-east England going through the roof. It is difficult to follow the reasoning whereby it is suggested that in the London area the annual economic benefit of TV broadcasting amounts to £4.3 million per MHz, amounting to £34.4 million for a single 8MHz channel, when one recalls that a year or two back Thames Television were trading at a loss on their domestic operations while using not only the Crystal Palace channel but also some 20 or so lower power relay channels. Similarly, although the report correctly gives the bandwidth of a f.m. broadcast channel as 100KHz it does not mention that the transmission actually occupies almost double that bandwidth, so inhibiting the use of adjacent channels over a wide area. The authors are not in favour of the traditional UK practice of always trying to provide the same number of national network programmes available in all geographical areas, unlike the American system where 60 radio stations may be available in New York or Los Angeles but with few fill-in relays in rural areas.

Worse h.f. crowding?

The failure of the five-week second and final session of the World Administrative Radio Conference for the planning of the broadcasting segments of the h.f. spectrum to accept the elaborate International Frequency Registration Board’s computerized frequency-assignment proposals, and instead to sanction an immediate change in frequency scheduling procedures, may have been welcome to major h.f. broadcasters but it does mean that the bands seem likely to become even more chaotic than at present.

The IFRB proposals, aimed at satisfying as many as possible of the vast number of requirements listed by delegates (about ten times the number that could be accommodated sensibly), were deemed bound to result in an unacceptable number of daily frequency changes, with some transmitters allotted a specific channel for as little as 30 minutes, would also result in service gaps (“discontinuities”) and would not guarantee a satisfactory degree of interference-free reception in the target areas.

Now the IFRB has been charged with devising a modified plan for some future, date-still-to-be-determined, h.f. planning WARC. In the meantime, frequency scheduling for most segments will continue to be left to individual countries, or cooperating groups, acting in consultation with the IFRB as at present.

To salvage something from these two large and hugely expensive ITU conferences, recommendations were approved that the next main WARC intended to redefine the entire radio spectrum for all purposes should be asked to examine the possibility of extending the allocations for h.f. broadcasting (it would almost certainly do this in any case). The conference also agreed that h.f. broadcasting should move progressively towards becoming entirely converted to the s.s.b. mode a tentative date of 2015 is attached to this recommendation but subject to review in the light of the cost of receivers suitable for s.s.b. and with digital frequency readouts. However, anyone wishing to use broadcast s.s.b. can now do so.

Some will see the conference as a victory for the ‘have’ nations, already occupying enough channels to provide near 24-hour, world-wide services: others may argue that it is absurd for Third World nations to seek to provide comparable external services while they still lack effective international telecommunications. The chances are that the h.f. broadcast segments will become even more flexible, more crowded and more chaotic than at present.

The old t.r.f. on h.f.

Inspired by a report from short-wave listener, Alan Radmore, I have been using an ancient, valve t.r.f. (1-v-l type) regenerative-detector receiver as an h.f. tuner for casual listening on my domestic broadcast set between 5 and 18MHz. Like Alan Radmore I have been surprised how effectively such receivers (he uses a four-stage, 0-3, set with two twin valves, ECC81, ECL82) perform even in the present over-crowded broadcast bands. The use of a regenerative-detector rather than the alternative arrangement of balanced-detector/homodyne direct-conversion provides a good audio quality reception of a.m. broadcast transmissions, marred only by the absence of effective a.g.c.

It also gives good results from s.s.b. and morse signals in the amateur-radio bands. With electrical handsband, tuning is reasonably easy. Selectivity when the detector is close to, or just above, the point of oscillation is far better than might be imagined from a set without i.f. transformers. Alan Radmore has shown that the limited dynamic range of a regenerative detector can be largely overcome by fitting a very simple r.f. attenuator ahead of the receiver.

Currently, the interest in building replicas of simple receivers, designed in the ‘thirties’ or even earlier, has spread worldwide. In New Zealand, Don Sutherland has measured the performance of an old-style “blooper” two-valve receiver replica built by Peter Byam, ZL2JJ. At about 7MHz it was still providing an i.s-n/ratio of 12dB for an input signal of 0.12µV (~129dBm). As he puts it: “It is clear that such a receiver of elementary design is able to match closely the performance, in some important areas, of many of the most modern, sophisticated h.f. receivers and amateur-radio transceivers. We see that the claims of excellent performance made on behalf of these simple sets by ‘old-timers’, based on their recollections of half-a-century ago and more, are fully substantiated. Only in the ‘blocking’ performance does it lose out, if it is desired.” It should perhaps be added that a simple regenerative-detector cannot provide true single-sideband or single-signal reception but is excellent for broadcast double-sideband.a.m.
### INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC959</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC958</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC957</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC956</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC955</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC954</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC953</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC952</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC951</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC950</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEMICONDUCTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC959</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC958</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC957</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC956</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC955</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC954</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC953</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC952</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC951</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC950</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC959</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC958</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC957</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC956</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC955</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC954</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC953</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC952</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC951</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC950</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO SPARES & HEADS

- High Resistant Philips 12" Monitor Head Kit in each coiltrans available.

### WIREWOUND RESISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC959</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC958</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC957</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC956</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC955</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC954</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC953</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC952</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC951</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC950</td>
<td>11100-5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO BELT KITS

- Sanyo VTC-5500 3.75
- Panasonic NV-3200 3.75
- Panasonic NV-2000 3.75
- Panasonic NV-1800 3.75
- Sony CV-8300
- Sony CV-5000
- Sanyo VTV-6000 3.75
- Sanyo VTV-6300 3.75
- Sony NV-2300
- Sony NV-3000

### SANYO ORIGINAL VIDEO PARTS

- V-5500/5000
- V-6500/6000
- V-7500/7000
- V-8500/8000
- V-9500/9000
- VTC-10/20/30
- VTC-100/200/300
- VTC-1000/2000

### VIDEO ALIGNMENT TAPES

- SANYO VTC-3500
- SANYO VTC-5500
- SANYO VTC-7500
- SANYO VTC-9500
- SANYO VTC-5500
- SANYO VTC-7500
- SANYO VTC-9500

### 200MA QUICK BLOW FUSES

- 0-100MA
- 5-200MA

### THERMOSTORS

- 0-100MA
- 5-200MA

### SPARE & AIDS

- 0-100MA
- 5-200MA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0135</td>
<td>Special Feature</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88191</td>
<td>Feature A</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBC33</td>
<td>Feature B</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK9I</td>
<td>Feature C</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31179</td>
<td>Feature D</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Offer:**
- 25% off on orders of $200 or more. Use code SP25 at checkout.
- Free shipping on all orders over $100.
- 30-day return policy on all items.

**Contact Information:**
- Phone: 0474 60521
- Telex: 986597 TOS-PM

**Store Hours:**
- Monday to Friday: 9 AM to 5 PM
- Saturday: 10 AM to 2 PM

**Additional Information:**
- We accept all major credit cards.
- Payment terms: 30 days net.
- Local pickups are welcome.

**Disclaimer:**
- Prices subject to change without notice.
- All items sold as-is.

**Special Request:**
- For bulk orders or specific inquiries, please contact us at 0474 60521.
Better tv sound?

Although broadcast engineers and some viewers have frequently expressed the view that "sound is the poor relation of television", with set-makers often fitting inferior loudspeakers into acoustically-poor cabinets, the situation has steadily improved, with modern sets often providing entirely acceptable audio. Again, for those with long memories, the disappearance of the intrusive 10.125kHz line whistle of the old 405-line standard brought a welcome relief.

The improvement in tv-set audio at least in the top-of-the-line models has come just in time since the increasing use of digital-audio systems during production and post-production, and with digital stereo systems for terrestrial and satellite systems now not far distant, sound is at last becoming an equal partner to vision. It is not that digits are necessarily better than good analogue broadcast transmission, but they seem to represent the start of a new chapter in tv sound.

Sound engineers who have been working with computerized digital audio post-production systems claim the experience to have been an exciting one "with new applications emerging every day that either save time or provide better sound, or both, in comparison with analogue editing techniques, bringing closer that inevitable day when post-production will be an entirely digital process."

The planned introduction of digital stereo into UK terrestrial and satellite tv broadcasting is having the effect of elevating the importance of tv sound generally. Admittedly, there remains the problem that the size and shape of domestic tv screens and sets is not really well suited to stereo. Viewed from, say, the vehicles from strong fence establishment, to screen city links that are not based on r.f.i., e.m.i. and e.m.c. has major importance in many branches of electronics that have dramatically increased the problems of r.f.i.

Recently part of the Rover Group, Gaydon Technology, opened an £800,000 test chamber to study the problems of e.m.c. in relation to the increasing amount of automobile electronics. It has been reported that in Federal Germany it has been necessary to install a giant Faraday cage over a stretch of auto-bahn that passes close to a defence establishment, to screen the vehicles from strong r.f. fields.

Academic barriers

Although radio-frequency interference to television and radio reception has long been a problem, particularly for radio amateurs and c.b. enthusiasts using transmitters in residential areas, the ever-widening impact of r.f.i., e.m.i. and e.m.c. has now made this whole area of major importance in many branches of electronics and telecommunications.

At a recent IEE symposium entitled Electromagnetic Interference: practical design and construction techniques, Professor Mike Darnell of the University of Hull warned that the proliferation of sources of e.m.i. would continue for the foreseeable future as more elements of electronic systems become more susceptible to r.f. fields. He made a strong appeal for more academic interest in the problems of e.m.c.

This whole area was largely neglected as an academic discipline by virtue of its being outside the control of the broadcasters. It could be, indeed has been, argued that many electronic engineering courses have swung too far away from analogue r.f. engineering towards digital electronics, even though it is largely the introduction of high-speed digits and c.m.o.s. microprocessors into consumer electronics that have dramatically increased the problems of r.f.i.

Recently part of the Rover Group, Gaydon Technology, opened an £800,000 test chamber to study the problems of e.m.c. in relation to the increasing amount of automobile electronics. It has been reported that in Federal Germany it has been necessary to install a giant Faraday cage over a stretch of auto-bahn that passes close to a defence establishment, to screen the vehicles from strong r.f. fields.

Sound balance

Over many years, a small number of viewers have complained to broadcasters that they find the background music in drama and films too obtrusive and make it difficult or impossible to follow the dialogue. It took some time before it was realised that most of those who complained had hearing impairments and, as a result, were frequently troubled by a sound balance that was entirely satisfactory for those with normal hearing.

Now, at last, a working party has been set up to study this problem, including representatives from the BBC, IBA, ITCA, RNID and the British Association of the Hard of Hearing.

The working party will investigate the way in which the auditory and speech can be affected by accompanying music, audience responses and sound effects, both for hard-of-hearing and normal-hearing viewers.

A more frequent cause of viewer and listener complaint is the difficult problem of achieving a satisfactory sound balance at the junctions between the different programmes, speech and music, programmes and commercials, etc. Occasionally, such complaints stem from operational errors or the difficulty of achieving similar levels on a random series of commercials made by different production houses, even though these may all be working within the IBA and ITCA guidelines.

But there are also inherent difficulties in achieving sound levels on radio or television broadcasts that satisfy everybody. Listeners' tastes vary enormously. For instance, some people prefer speech to be quieter when it follows music than when it precedes it. Very much depends upon the junction between two different types of sound. The loudness of a sound is not determined by its peak levels (which can readily be measured) but the power represented by the sound, difficult to measure and display accurately.

There are also many subjective or psychological factors outside the control of the broadcasters. Young people have a measurable preference towards music louder in relation to speech than older people. A good music/speech junction differs for classical, light and pop music and even between different languages.

People living in cities are less critical of balance than those living in the country. Ambient noise affects the balance perceived by a listener. People switching on dialogue tend to set levels higher than they prefer later. Sound engineers tend to monitor programmes at relatively high levels of sound so that their perception of junction balance differs from that of a domestic listener. But the main problem is when an advertisement with pop music follows immediately upon drama where a producer may require a soft level of speech to produce a required dramatic effect.

Television Broadcast is written by Pat Hawker.
If you are interested in a particular article or advertisement in this publication why not take advantage of our reprint service.

We offer an excellent, reasonably priced service.

For further details and a quotation.

Ring Kaye Locke on 01-661 3779

Cross assemblers for PC's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS32000</td>
<td>£99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680000</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI 9900</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI 99000</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z80</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD64180</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6809/e</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6800/1</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6303</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8051/52/31/32</td>
<td>£49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All include an XREF utility

Linker and Librarian £49

(Can be used with most of the above assemblers)

Post and packing free, no VAT.

TITANIC SOFTWARE

10 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH.

01-994 6477
US privacy law

As noted in this column last month (correcting an earlier misunderstanding), the US Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 1986 was ratified last year and came into force in January. A memorandum circulated by the Washington DC firm of Brown and Schwaniger, a law firm that specializes in representing land mobile and microwave systems and manufacturers of r.f. devices before the FCC, analyses the new Act in detail. From this it is apparent that electronic privacy law in the USA differs substantially from the UK's simple Interception of Communications Act, 1985, in force since April 1986, the main clause of which makes it a criminal offence for any (unauthorized) person to intentionally intercept a communication in the course of its transmission by post or by means of a public telecommunication system. With regard to the interception of radio messages other than as part of a public telecommunication system there are the lesser harsh penalties of the Wireless Telegraphy Acts.

The new American law is far more detailed. For example, it specifically excludes "the radio portion of a cordless telephone communication that is transmitted between the cordless telephone handset and the base unit" on the grounds that "the user has no reasonable expectation of privacy" (a concept that might surprise many UK users of cordless telephones). It also excludes police, fire and emergency services on the grounds that such transmissions are "readily accessible to the general public".

The Act defines an electronic communication "readily accessible to the general public" as one which is not scrambled or encrypted, transmitted using secret modulation techniques, carried on a subcarrier, transmitted on a common carrier or private microwave system, or a broadcast station's remote pick-up system. The Act thus leaves many radio signals unprotected.

The penalties include substantial fines and up to five years imprisonment. But Brown and Schwaniger suggest that: "Potentially more serious (and probably more probable) than the liability to criminal prosecution or suit by the Government for an injunction is the risk of private civil action to which an intercepto is exposed. The Act authorizes any person whose wire, oral or electronic communication is intercepted, disclosed or intentionally used in violation 'of the Act may bring a civil action to recover actual or statutory damages, plus attorneys' fees and costs of the suit'."

---

**XXX gets Australian MP the sack**

The political career of Australia's former shadow minister of foreign affairs, Mr John Howard, may have been shattered following the publication by a Melbourne newspaper of a mobile-radio conversation he had with a political colleague. In the course of this conversation he expressed strongly critical views of his party leader, liberally laced with Australian expletives. This was heard and taped by a radio enthusiast who recognized the voices and sent the tape to the newspaper. The result was that John Howard was abruptly dismissed for disloyalty by the Liberal party leader.

---

**When Colossus caught Fish**

The dual meetings of the IEE devoted to the development and use of Bletchley Park's two wartime Colossus codebreaking computers – now firmly recognized as "the world's first programmable operational electronic machines" – attracted virtually house-full audiences, with the evening attendance for Professor Sir Harry Hinsley's "Colossus and the German high-grade ciphers" almost filling those little-used balconies at Savoy Place.

During the afternoon session, most of the speakers were members of the original team at the former Post Office Research Station at Dollis Hill. London or those who installed and maintained the electro-mechanical Heath Robinson machines, Colossus Mark 1 (operational from February 1944) and Mark 2, which became operational on exactly its target date of June 1, 1944.

These machines were used only to recover the ten-toret settings of the German pioneering on-line enciphered radio teleprinter "Geheimsschreiber" (secret writer) machines used increasingly from 1942 for the very highest level military traffic (Army Group and above). At BP this became known as Fish traffic.

Mark 1 used 1700 thermonic valves and could process 5000 characters per second. Mark 2 used 2400 valves and processed up to 25,000 characters per second. Both were designed and built at Dollis Hill by a team led by Dr 'Tommy' Flowers (one of the afternoon speakers), advised by BP cryptanalysts Professor Max Newman, Alan Turing and Gordon Welchman.

Although the wartime existence and use of Colossus remained secret for more than 30 years it is now increasingly recognized that this work had an important influence on British post-war work on early digital computers at Cambridge, NPL and Manchester. As Professor B. Randell puts it: "Though Colossus was a more specialized and much slower device, it predated by several years what has usually been assumed to have been the earliest digital electronic computer, the American ENIAC. The Colossus project provided some of Britain's post-war designers with extremely valuable insights and experiences, though for many years their source could not be revealed even to close colleagues. Only recently has it become known that machines such as the early Manchester computer and NPL's 'Pilot Ace' owe their origins partly to Colossus rather than solely to the Eniac/EDVAC project in the USA."

Several speakers explained why a machine with over 2000 standard-type valves proved reliable in use, the electronics more so than the mechanical ancillaries. The valve heaters were not turned off, not even during maintenance. The physically large valves such as EF36, 6V6, 807 meant that these were not crowded close together. There were few hot-spots, the valves were de-rated and ran well below maximum ratings.

Characters were read with optical magnification by hard-vacuum photo electric cells. Dr A.C. Lynch told how he first tried using commercially-available gas-filled p.e. cells but their response was too slow. He realized that he needed hard-vacuum cells but as these were extremely rare he expected it to take many months to obtain the numbers he needed. On the off-chance he rang the Ministry of Aircraft Production and, to his surprise, was told to put in a order as they might be able to help. He promptly ordered 1,200. Miraculously, all were delivered within days, free of charge.

Few at Dollis Hill knew what Colossus or the Heath Robinson machines were wanted for. They were told they were working on a new high-speed telegraph system, but soon heard mention of BP. This proved excellent cover since it was taken to mean the RAF headquarters at Bentley Priory.

Even with Colossus, it took a minimum of some four days for BP to decipher the Fish messages which never reached more than about 300 per week, compared with up to more than 20,000 Enigma messages per week. But those that were read before and after this period were of the highest importance. Sir Harry Hinsley revealed that messages from von Rosenberg's Q Army West in the period leading up to D-Day (June 6, 1944) showed that the Germans had correctly deduced that the Allied attack would come in Normandy and the Cotentin peninsula with the port of Cherbourg a prime objective. The elaborate Allied deception plans had largely failed, though later successfully re-established when the double-agent w.t. messages led to the German countermanding the removal of crack troops from the Pas de Calais area. Sir Harry revealed that, as a result of the Fish breaks, the Allies made last-minute changes to their invasion plans, though he stressed that the Normandy campaign remained in more jeopardy than has generally been appreciated.
The Archer Z80 SBC
The SDS ARCHER – The Z80 based single board computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports, counter-timers, power-fail interrupt, watchdog timer, EPROM & battery backed RAM.
* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case, ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O & memory extension cards.
from £185 + VAT.
ENTER 14 ON REPLY CARD

The Bowman 68000 SBC
The SDS BOWMAN – The 68000 based single board computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter-timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an optional zero wait state half megabyte D-RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply and case.
from £295 + VAT.
ENTER 15 ON REPLY CARD

Sherwood Data Systems Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do. The few that don’t we’d like you to write in about.
And if you’d like a copy of these rules for press, poster and cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It’s free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We’re here to put it right.

ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN.

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.
**DISTEL**

**FREE**

Your monitor from its computer! For only £29.95, becomes a $50.00 HIGH QUALITY + COLOUR + TV SET

The fantastic TELEBOX is an INVALUABLE MUST for the owner of any video monitor, with a comprehensive input/output and monitor specials. Made by a major UK Co., a TOP QUALITY stand alone UHF, VHF and stereo TV Monitor. A separate range is available to owners of video monitors for a low cost of £49.95.

**SUPERB**

AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor chassis keyboard on single PCB matrix - ideal micro conversions etc. £24.95

**NEW PRODUCTS**

GOULD G64A £49.95 High speed square wave output. SEQ16-B.E. flat speed matrix printers in Japan for the Hazeltine range of DATA MODEMS with RS232 interface. 2 1/2 wire orfull duplex. £65.00. FOR 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183

**SPECIALS**

ICL 2314 BRAND NEW 14 Mb Removable pack hard disk drives incl. £495.00; DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb from £750.00.

**COMPATIBLE HARDWARE**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5 1/4 Mb Removable pack from £125.00.

**SPECIALS**

Model 290120 Parallel interface Many other features BRAND NEW and BOXED at £350.00. Varied disk drives/monitors for sale etc. For details call 01-679 6183.

**SPECIALS**

EX-STOCK UNITS

1600 EGA cards, small order £40.00, large order £30.00.

**SPECIALS**

TELESYSTEMS DRE/DRE4000A Parallel interface Many other features BRAND NEW and BOXED at £350.00. Varied disk drives/monitors for sale etc. For details call 01-679 6183.

**SPECIALS**

TELESYSTEMS 512K Inexpensive 512K memory card with high performance, ideal for CPM based systems £250.00.

**SPECIALS**

TELESYSTEMS 1M To replace a 512K memory card £400.00.

**SPECIALS**

TELECROM 512K £200.00. Brand new 512K memory card with high performance, ideal for CPM based systems £250.00.

**SPECIALS**

TELECROM 1M To replace a 512K memory card £400.00, for use with any CPM based system, offering a significant upgrade in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

TELECROM 2M To replace a 512K memory card £700.00, offering a further significant upgrade in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

TELECROM 4M To replace a 512K memory card £1400.00, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

TELECROM 8M To replace a 512K memory card £2800.00, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, offering a significant upgrade in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, for use with any CPM based system, offering a significant upgrade in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, for use with any CPM based system, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.

**SPECIALS**

DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb Removable pack from £450.00, for use with any CPM based system, offering the ultimate in memory size and performance.
SUPER DEAL? NO - SUPER STEAL

KDF 11-B M8189 PDP 1123
0211-B 8 line RS232 mux board
D0200 Nog - multi RK controller £495.00
DLV 11-E Serial Modem support
RPO 2 40 MB hard disk drive
memory & MMU 15 line RS232 interlace
PDP 1140 System comprising of CPU. 124k
SPARES WANTED FOR PROMPT CASH

1000's of other EX STOCK items including POWER SUPPLIES, RACKS, RELAYS, TRANSFORMERS, TEST EQUIPMENT, CABLES, CONNECTORS, HARDWARE, MODEMS, TELEPHONES, VARIACS, VDU'S, PRINTERS, POWER SUPPLIES, OPTIONS, KEYBOARDS etc. Give us a call for your spare part requirements. Stock changes almost daily.

Don't forget, ALL TYPES and QUANTITIES of electronic surplus purchased for CASH.
The European path to digital cellular

Even though considerable mobile development and manufacturing experience exists in the UK, British companies had decided not to originate a system of their own. Consequently, UK specialists were well placed to act in the independent technical assessment of the various proposed systems. Specifically, Plessey has been a member of a consortium carrying out scientific support activities for CEPT via the Cellular Radio Advisory Group (CRAG). This committee brings Britain’s manufacturers and operators together in a policy forum. chaired by the Department of Trade and Industry it includes representatives from British Telecom, GEC, Marconi, Philips, Plessey, Racal and STC. In fact, the recently appointed head of GSM’s permanent team in Paris is Bernard Mullinder, who was technical director of Cellnet during its formative stages.

GSM agreed that a digital had substantial advantages over analogue; and, similarly, that time division multiple-access (t.d.m.a.) was preferred to f.d.m.a. Consequently, all the fifteen administrations within CEPT agreed that these techniques should be adopted. In addition, thirteen of them agreed that narrowband t.d.m.a. has substantial advantages over wideband and therefore should be adopted. At that time, France and Germany could not join this agreement as they had expressed a preference for wideband t.d.m.a. Consequently, the GSM requested these two to reconsider their positions and report back. It is believed that they will both follow suit.

The GSM agreed a set of working assumptions that would be adopted for the particular characteristics of a narrowband t.d.m.a. pan-European system. Included in these were that the traffic channel should be 16kbps gross bit rate on a full-rate channel and 8kbps on a half-rate channel with eight full-rate channels/carryer t.d.m.a. with interleaving and, similarly, 16 half-rate channels being accommodated within the frame structure.

Similarly, based on tests carried out on two sub-band and two linear predictive coding (l.p.c.) codecs last September in Turin, the speech coding scheme adopted will use the l.p.c. codec developed by Philips Communications Industrie of West Germany with some features of the French LPC design. Data services will be provided using terminal adapters via the traffic channel using digital transmission.

Now that the outline parameters have been agreed, even though there is much work to be done in areas such as channel coding and error correction, it is possible for work to proceed towards building a prototype GSM system. In this context, most countries will be proceeding along parallel lines while there will be cooperative groupings within CEPT. For example, the Quadripartite Group of the UK, France, Germany and Italy aim to jointly cooperate. They could well be joined by the Nordic group.

In the UK, CRAG coordinated the Digital Test Bed activities of Racal, BT and Marconi. These were concentrated on coding and t.d.m.a. etc. A separate project was the joint BT/Plessey Digital Cellular Demonstrator where the emphasis was mainly on propagation. In addition, BT and Plessey in conjunction with Southampton University has suggested demonstration of an i.s.d.n. service over digital cellular. Claimed to be a world first, they used a camera in a car near Tower Bridge to transmit slow-scan TV pictures. Signals were sent by a digital cellular radio link into BT’s i.s.d.n. centred on a System X exchange.

According to Plessey cellular specialist Donald Cameron, “We are seeing a tremendous growth in the use of cellular telephones and we expect a similar growth of i.s.d.n. services before the end of the decade. The demonstration illustrates what can be achieved by the integration of these two services. And the slow-scan TV shown is but one of the many possible applications, including security surveillance, credit card validation, electronic mail, data transfer and ambulance patient monitoring.”

Existing cellular operators will get the licences to operate digital cellular services in due course. In the UK, BT involvement is wide ranging. Not only is much of the research being carried out at its Martlesham Heath laboratories, it is part-owner of the Cellnet network and is also a retailer of mobile communications services and facilities. According to Peter Carpenter, Business Planning Director of British Telecom Mobile Communications, the BT budget for this second generation digital cellular research is £2 million (£3m) in 1988, with the sum increasing by 50 per cent to £3m in both 1989 and 1990. He points out that BT has a down-to-earth approach and watches commercial realities whereas the PTTs tend to dream.

The stakes are large with cellular expected to achieve 10 per cent of the telephone market by 1995 and the equipment market being worth around £1 billion per annum. But this is only the next stage in the revolution, initial studies are under way for the third generation cellular systems. Operating at around 1.8GHz, these will be the systems for the year 2000. Even more radical approaches will be necessary by then with one of the targets being a “network independent terminal” which, while in the office or home, will act as a cordless phone but will also operate as a cellular phone when on the road.

AJM
Brighten up your office or lab with a copy of *Electronics and Wireless World*'s wallchart of frequency allocations. The chart covers frequencies from 3kHz to 300GHz in eight sections, with colour codes to show the uses of each band. Detailed notes mark areas of special interest to the scientist and engineer — such as standard frequency and time signals, radio-astronomy bands, mobile radio, public radiophones and pagers, and assignments for low-power equipment such as radio-microphones and anti-theft devices. The chart also carries a useful list of addresses.

This special unfolded edition of the chart is laminated for protection and it comes to you in a cardboard tube. The price is just £5.75 inclusive.

Please send me................................ copies of the 1986 Frequency Wall Chart.
□ I enclose my cheque/postal order for £.................................. Please make cheques payable to Reed Business Publishing Ltd
□ Please debit my credit card (circle) VISA/ACCESS/AMEX/DINERS CLUB

My card number is ........................................
My card expires on...................................
Name........................................
Address........................................
Signature....................................

Please return this form with payment to:
Electronics & Wireless World
Computing Publishing Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham
Surrey CR4 3NP
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ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

APPOINTMENTS

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
Department of Electronics and Computer Science

Applications are invited from suitably qualified persons to join a well motivated team developing a large transputer based parallel processing computer for a prestigious EEC Esprit research project in the following posts which are initially for one year.

1. Research Assistant
   Research Grade 1A £9305–£14,825 per annum.
   Starting salary depending on qualifications and experience. Applicants preferably should be graduates in Electronics and Computer Science with experience in microprocessor based systems design.
   Reference number 169/HFW/mb.

2. Technician
   Grade 5 £7274–£8588 per annum. (Under review).
   Applicants preferably should possess HNC in electronics or computer studies and have relevant experience in circuit development and construction.
   Reference number 176/CNS/vmr.

Applications (two copies) giving date of birth, details of qualifications and experience, together with the names and addresses of two referees should be sent to:
The University, Staffing Department, Southampton
S09 5NH, quoting the appropriate reference number.

CLIVEDEN

MEDICAL SYSTEMS
Repair and service of hospital electronic equipment.
£10,000 + car
Kent

SATELLITE COMM'S
Service and support of ship to shore telecomm equipment.
£9,000 + car
Surrey

FIRE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Support Engineer involved in the repair of digital and micro-based control systems.
£10,000 + car
Middlesex

OFFICE AUTOMATION
Provide phone and technical support for a range of micro based information systems.
£9,000
Berks

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
In-house repair of tape and disc drives. Some overseas travel.
£10,000
Bucks

GRAPHICS IMAGE SYSTEMS
Repair and service microprocessor based graphics equipment.
£10,000
Berks

Hundreds of other Electronic and Computer vacancies to £15,000.

CLIVEDEN RECRUITMENT
92 Broadway, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489

Electronic Engineers – What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrochemical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines – right through from design to marketing – at salary levels from around £8,000 – £25,000.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent. TN4 8AS.
Tel: 0892 510051
(24 Hour Answering Service)

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form.
Name ...........................................................................
Address ......................................................................

(80)
JOIN THE 'A' TEAM

AMPEX is expanding and needs more Video Engineers.

The Service Engineering Department has openings for enthusiastic engineers who are anxious to increase their knowledge of cameras, video recording, systems, digital video effects and computer graphics. Based in Reading, but with some travel in the UK and occasional short trips overseas, these positions offer:

* Competitive salary
* Company car
* Paid overtime
* Product training
* Attractive company benefits

Applicants should be qualified engineers and have previous experience in the broadcast industry.

Please apply to:
Maureen Brake
AMPEX GREAT BRITAIN LTD.
Acre Road, Reading, RG2 0GR
Tel: Reading (0734) 875200

Hardware/Software/Systems

£9,000 — £25,000

As a leading recruitment consultancy we have a wide selection of opportunities for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the UK. If you have experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us for your next career move...

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  IMAGE PROCESSING  ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE  GUIDED WEAPONS  C  PASCAL
ADA  RF & MICROWAVE  ELECTRO-OPTICS  SIMULATION  C  REAL TIME PROGRAMMING  SYSTEMS ENGINEERING  ACoustics
SONAR  RADAR  SATELLITES  AVIONICS  CONTROL  ANTENNA
VLSI DESIGN

Opportunities exist with National, International and consultancy companies offering excellent salaries and career advancement.

To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spencer or Stephen Moroney or forward a detailed CV in complete confidence quoting Ref. WW/66.

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD

THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY

If you have HNC/TEC or higher qualifications and are looking for a job in design, test, customer service, technical sales or similar fields:

Telephone now for our free jobs list
We have vacancies in all areas of the UK
Salaries to £15,000 pa

01 808 3050
(24 hours)

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD
76 WILLougBY LANE, LONDON N17 OSF

TECHNICIAN (ELECTRONICS)

Required in the Department of Engineering. The person appointed will work as part of a team of technicians providing support for teaching and Research and will be required to repair electronic instruments, build and test electronic equipment for teaching and research, and assist with the provision and upkeep of electronic equipment. A well-qualified person, with appropriate experience of electronic equipment (preferably both analogue and digital) and able to work unsupervised, is sought.

Research programmes cover a wide range from integrated circuit design to optoelectronics, and may offer the successful candidate interesting experience-broadening opportunities.

Salary on the scale £7274 — £8588 p.a.

Application forms, returnable by 5th June 1987 are available from

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/108
OAKLEY PRIORS ROAD, CHELtenHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL52 3AJ

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS, BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

SEMI CONDUCTORS: all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES, SCREWED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc. ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES — Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

661
Engineers and Science graduates

- a career as a European Patent Examiner in Munich, The Hague or Berlin

Do you

- want to work in an international environment with the latest technical developments?
- have a sound engineering or scientific background at University level?
- have an excellent knowledge of English, French or German and the ability to understand the other two languages?

If so, the European Patent Office can offer you an interesting and well paid career as patent examiner in Munich, the Hague or in Berlin.

Health insurance, pension scheme etc. are provided.

Candidates should be qualified or about to qualify in mechanical, electrical, electronic or chemical engineering, in physics or chemistry.

No professional experience or experience in patents is required, but such experience would be an advantage.

Candidates must be nationals of member states. Preference will be given to candidates who exceed the minimum language requirements. Candidates over 40 will only be accepted in exceptional cases.

Candidates must be involved in advanced communications design, in electronics engineering, and must have an excellent knowledge of English, French or German and the ability to understand the other two languages.

Service engineer required for 4-6 months contract in Switzerland on equipment employed basis. Must be fully experienced in all aspects of electronic/mechanical servicing on pin tables, vision machines, stage lighting and sound, and audio-animatronics. Position possibly permanent for right applicant. Please write with full career history and salary required to Box no 428 Electronics and Wireless World.

APPLICATIONS

Europäisches Patentamt
European Patent Office
Office européen des brevets

The European Patent Office (EPO) is an example of successful economic and political co-operation among European countries. The EPO aims to avoid duplication in the procedure for the grant of patents for inventions by giving an applicant the opportunity to obtain patent protection in up to 13 states by means of a single application and a single grant procedure. The 13 states belonging to the EPO are: Austria, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Greece, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. The EPO has an international staff, at present around 2,500.
ARTICLES FOR SALE

(GOLLEDGE)

ELECTRONICS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS all types. Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and export orders welcomed - SAR for list please. O.E.M. support thru design advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. GOLLEDGE Electronics, Merritt, Somerset TA6 3NS. Tel: 0490 737131.

BILLINGTON VALVES. Worldwide export of valves and transistors. Ranties our specialty. Very competitive prices. Good orders welcome. Quotations. Phone 0403 210729, fax 0403 210108. Martin Billington. 39 Highlands Road, Hoxton, N.1. Sussex. We wish to purchase valves PX4, PX29, DA30. We return transformers, dummy power supplies, avalanche diodes. Catalogues available June. 245


TURN YOUR SURPLUS INTO CASH, immediate payment. We also welcome the transistors etc. into cash, immediate payment. TURN YOUR SURPLUS.

Peterborough, Cambs. PE4 6DA. Tel: 34 Warwick Road, Walton.

SEMI CUSTOM IC DESIGN. Very low cost power, fast delivery, evocable. Special i.e. standard logic, PAL, replacement, prototyping, microprocessor peripheral application. Design changes easily carried out. All designs copy protected. Price starts at as little as £50. Glenavon Electronics, (2472)

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices. Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

TAMWORTH MANOR 302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM (2916)

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS single and doublesided, to your specifications. We offer quality and fast service (same day on prototype at very keen prices. We supply copperclad material cut to size. Artwork service available. Mondo Circuits Ltd. 35 Grosvenor Rd. Twickenham, Middx. 018 891 5412.

P.C.B.'S DESIGNED. Artwork capacity available for singledouble sided, P.T.H. and multi-layer P.C.B.'s. We also silk screens, solder masks, labels etc. For C.A.D. Photoplot, artwork & photography, contact Mr. Williams, 49 Westbourne, Hove, East Sussex. Worcs. Wirral 51 P.T. 073 0386 832152.

When replying to classified advertisements, readers are recommended to take steps to protect their interest before sending money.

G.W.M. RADIO LTD 40/42 Portland Road, Worthing, Sussex. Tel: 2093 34977

Semi-conductors, cables, connectors, & all types of electrical equipment. Price list on request.

S.C.A.T.E.R. SUPPLIES, 215 Kingston Road, Mitcham, Surrey. 01-646 5686. (60)

STEWART OF READING 110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING RG6 1PL. TEL: 0734 68041

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS etc. ANY QUANTITY.

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER SCRAP; melted assayed and paid for within 24 hours. Relay contacts, p.c.b.'s, thermocouples, crucibles, pluggas, connectors, etc. Totally free sampling service. Send samples or parcels (registered post) or contact Eric Henderson, 0773 76061. Steinbeck Refineries (U.K.) Ltd, Anchor House, Anchor Road, East wood, Notts.

REMITTANCE VALUE ENCLOSED.

PLAIN TEXT ENDED.
SURPLUS COMPUTER HARDWARE

FTY BORNE IN WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM.

Professional system originally costing at around £8000
without printer. Now offered with software included & a
variety of different options available. This system is
available from us ALL BRAND NEW at the cost of current
budget system but with office-quality performance &
features.

SOFTWARE INCLUDED:

- DATABASE — allows information storage & retrieval by
user-selectable criteria.
- EDITING — including easy formatting, global search &
replace, save & move, cursor control etc.
- AUTOMATIC LETTERWRITING — with merge, progress
file for much used phrases etc.
- MATHS FUNCTIONS — screen maths allows addition of
columns & formulae, full length screen display.

"BASIC" STANDARD

HARDWARE INCLUDED:

- SCREEN WORKSTATION — dual processor (16 bit
TI 99/4A & Zx81) with 128K memory, 12" green screen
25 x 80 character display with slow scrolling, QUME
printer interface.
- KEYBOARD — lowprofile keyboard additionally has 43
character dedicated function keys.
- DISC DRIVE — dual SHUGART 5¼" DDOS drives
each 44X4K capacity formatted.

OPTIONS:

- *OPTIONAL Miniscribe WINCHESTER disc drive (£195)
- NUC Model 3500 35 cpm daisy wheel printer (£205)
- NEC Model 7700 50 cpa daisy printer (£395).
- 128K additional memory with spare floppy disk drive
(£40).
- Communications hardware & software (£39).
- COLOUR LEAFLET AVAILABLE*

**HITACHI Model 205S-2X 3'/ disc drives.
With SHUGART compatible interface (24 way edge
connector) and suitable for BBC with DSP.
AMSTRAD 644/6123 TATUNG EINSTEIN — many others.
Will usually replace 5¼" drives directly. 250K
(420K) density initially unfurnished on a per side excrable.
50 track, standard power connector for 12V & 5V overall
power consumption typically 3.2W. Supplied BRAND NEW
with connector pin-out details etc. but unboxed without
PsU cables. Data cables are available for TATUNG 82PC.
(£50) and an installation pack, including data & power cables
with instructions is available for the TATUNG EINSTEIN
(E2.99)

**TOSHIBA Model T100 system (term compatible with
IBM PC). Will fit, with AMI disc controller, 5¼" floppy disc drive
(£49.99), high resolution display, serial & parallel interfaces.
Included are MS-DOS 2, MICROSOFT T-BASIC, good manuals &
comprehensive diagnostic disc. Available options include a
colour monitor and memory extension. BRAND NEW
C295.00
As above but with dual floppy disc drives. C350.00
TOSHIBA Model T1100 CP/M system. With 64K RAM.
dual 5¼" floppy disc drives, serial & parallel interfaces
& MICROSOFT BASIC in ROM BRAND NEW £199.00

DEC PDP 11/73 system. With 500K RAM with
AMPEX 220MB Winchester disc drives, single TANDEL
8 floppy disc drive & BDLQ compatible serial &
Ethernet Interfase & E2911-1 1 line aprinter multiplotter.
All DEC system, except for disc drives controllers, in
DEC5400.00

DEC PDP 11/23 system. With 256K RAM, single
FUJITSU 200MB Winchester disc drive, single TANDEL
8 floppy disc drive, DLV-11 , J KENIX operating system
with all original manuals.
C1800.00

CANON A-1300 twin 5¼" disc drives. Cased BRAND
NEW high speed drives. DDSD 40 track, 645KB
per drive. SHUGART compatible interface. Without PSU, per
drive £149.00

Fujitsu 5¼" WINCHESTER compatible disc drives. 8MB
capacity with ST506 interface BRAND NEW.
C75.00

Please note:

- VAT and CARRIAGE must be quoted at current rates.
Carriage is £3.00 + VAT for 5 disc drives, and £11.00 + VAT
for most other items.
- *SALE prices for further details of any item and
complete stock list with details of many other items
including text and equipment, terminals, printers etc.

MATMOS PC. Available without disc drives only. 64KB
Z80A based hard disk sized machine with RHE, composite
video outputs & UART modulator. Serial, parallel, cassette &
peripheral bus Interfaces are provided together with a ROM
port. MICROSOFT BASIC in ROM, Office quality machine
originally sold at £350 to its big-name manufacturer.
BRAND NEW
*Over 4500 already sold by us
C49.00

MATMOS TERMINAL (Ver 2). MATMOS PC as above but
with additional plug in terminal emulator. ROM features
include "SET UP MENU" RS232 with hardwire" all BAUD
RATES to 9600' access to MICROSOFT BASIC which is
include "SET UP MENU" RS232 with handshake' all BAUD
RATES to 9600' access to MICROSOFT BASIC which is
included in the ROM. Office quality machine
originally sold at £350 to its big-name manufacturer.
BRAND NEW
C195.00

Please note:

- VAT and CARRIAGE must be quoted at current rates.
Carriage is £3.00 + VAT for 5 disc drives, and £11.00 + VAT
for most other items.
- *SALE prices for further details of any item and
complete stock list with details of many other items
including text and equipment, terminals, printers etc.
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<td>Fluke (GB) Ltd</td>
<td>M &amp; B Radio (Leeds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Advert Card</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carston Electronics Ltd</td>
<td>GNC Electronics</td>
<td>Mcintosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567, 618</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavendish Automation</td>
<td>Hammy Oscillacons</td>
<td>Micro Concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>562</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Micro Products Ltd</td>
<td>Happy Memories</td>
<td>Microkit Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirkit Distribution Ltd</td>
<td>Harrison Electronics</td>
<td>Microprocessor Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman Electronics Ltd</td>
<td>Hart Electronic Kits</td>
<td>One Number Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Appreciation</td>
<td>Henry's Audio Electronice</td>
<td>Olson Electronics Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crongh Technology</td>
<td>Henley's R Ltd</td>
<td>Pineapple Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataman Design</td>
<td>Hilmouse</td>
<td>PM Components Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>650/651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Electronics</td>
<td>ICOM (UK) Ltd</td>
<td>Quadrant Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656-657</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Brokers Ltd.</td>
<td>Ines Gmbh</td>
<td>Photonics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC, OBC</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eltime Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rael Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ralis Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT AGENTS
France and Belgium: Pierre Musard, 18-20 Place de la Madriline, Paris 75008.
United States of America: Jay Forman, Reed Business Publishing Ltd., 20 East 42nd Street, New York NY 10017 - Telephone (212) 867 2060 - Telex 212827.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
THE PREMIER ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION IN THE NORTH

LEEDS ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION

Leetronex 87

30 JUNE - 2 JULY 87

Venue: The Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Leeds
Leeds LS2 9JT

Telephone (0532) 431751 Ext. 328

ALL STANDS SOLD
A VISIT IS A MUST!

ENTER 2 ON REPLY CARD
PHILIPS
PM3055

The world leader in 'scope technology', this 50MHz oscilloscope with true dual timebase offers features that make it the short choice for performance and simplicity. Features: true dual timebase, calibrated sweep delay, 16KV acceleration potential CRT, third channel (Trigger view), autostep of amplitude, timebase and triggering, LCD panel, easy to use front panel design.

SPECIAL OFFER

PHILIPS
PM3302
Real time or digital storage, with sampling rate 20MHz, max resolution 50ns, 2k x 8 bit memory, 2 channels. With IEEE option £2125.

£1795

PHILIPS
PM3256
75MHz, compact ruggedised portable scope with shoulder strap, dual trace, 2mV sensitivity, delayed time base, trigger view, TTL triggering.

£1875

HAMEG
HM205
Real time to 20MHz, digital storage to 10KHz, 1024 x 256 point resolution on X and Y axes, single and refresh modes, active video trigger.

£498

GRUNDIG
M022
20MHz, dual channel, automatic timebase selection, triggerable second timebase, hold-off control and Z-modulation, TV triggering.

£499

HAMEG
HM605
60MHz, dual trace, sweep delay, maximum sensitivity 1mV, versatile triggering, Z modulation, X-Y operation, in-built component tester.

£583

HAMEG
HM203-6
20MHz, dual trace, 2mV/cm maximum sensitivity, component tester, add and invert, automatic and normal triggering, X-Y operation, with 2 probes.

£314

Also Available

Thandar T0315 15MHz battery portable £780
Philips PM3267 100MHz dual trace £1627
Philips PM3206 15MHz dual trace £350
Hameg HM208 20MHz D.S.O. £1460

UK’s No. 1 Test Equipment Distribution Company

Electronic Brokers
140/146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PB
Fax: 01-267 7363. Telex: 298694. Tel: 01-267 7070.

All prices exclude VAT and carriage and are correct at time of going to press. ENTER 3 ON REPLY CARD